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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Overview of Dissertation 

 This dissertation represents part of the work performed by the author during his graduate 

studies at the University of North Texas. The candidate has coauthored additional manuscripts 

that have already been published.1,2 This dissertation contains studies of two major topics: the 

photochemistry of mononuclear and trinuclear gold(I) complexes and synthetic approaches to 

tailor photophysical properties of cyclic trinuclear d10 complexes. In both cases, the 

photophysical and photochemical properties of either the mononuclear gold(I) complexes or the 

trinuclear gold(I) complexes are examined. The following paragraph provides an overview of the 

subsequent dissertation chapters. 

 Chapter 2 represents a detailed photochemical study of neutral isonitrile gold(I) 

complexes RNCAuCl (R = t-butyl, cyclopentyl, 2,6-dimethylphenyl, 4-chlorophenyl, 4-

fluorophenyl, 4-methoxyphenyl, and p-toluenesulfonyl). Chapter 3 discusses the structural and 

photophysical properties of trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3, imidazolate 

[Au(RIm)]3, and pyrazolate [Au((R)nPz)]3 complexes (R = methyl, ethyl, n-propyl, n-butyl, 

cyclopentyl, 2,6-dimethylphenyl, i-propyl, ethyl-carboxylate, and vinyl). Chapter 4 represents a 

structural and photophysical property study into the heavy metal π-acid/π-base adducts of the 

trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate, imidazolate, and pyrazolate complexes, with metal cations. Chapter 

5 demonstrates the structural and photophysical properties found in new trinuclear copper(I)-

gold(I) heterobimetallic trinuclear complexes in the form of Au2Cu and Cu2Au, with imidazole 

and pyrazole bridging ligands. 
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 The remainder of this chapter overviews the background for the various scientific topics 

that this dissertation addresses in terms of what has been accomplished thus far, as well as the 

outstanding problems that the thesis attempts to solve. 

1.2. Photochemistry of Mononuclear and Trinuclear Gold(I) Complexes 

 Metal isonitrile complexes are known to have a repulsive scent,3 which has possibly 

hindered the research done in this area. Despite this, science and technology have had advances 

made by the chemistry found in these complexes. An excellent example of this is Cardiolite, 

which is a metal isocyanide complex that has been used in cardiac imaging.4 Additionally, Au(I) 

isonitrile complexes are used in the depositions of gold films, which is done photochemically 

and employed in the fabrication of electronic devices.5-7 These Au(I) isonitrile compounds are 

active in homogeneous catalysis, therefore they are better candidates than the common Au(III) 

complexes because they reduce faster to metallic gold (Au0).8 Sacco and coworkers first 

introduced the synthesis of isonitrile Au(I) complexes in 1955.9 It has been shown by 

Schmidbaur and co-workers that the RNCAuX class of compounds exhibit supramolecular 

structures that can range in size from dimers, trimers and larger oligomers, merely by varying the 

R and X groups.10 

 Conversely, isonitriles are less electronegative than carbonyl and the lobes of the π*-

antibonding orbitals on N≡C are less polarized towards carbon. Thus, isonitriles are better 

overall net electron donors than carbonyl. The Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson model in Figure 1.1 

states that there is σ-donation from the lone pair of electrons on the sp hybrid orbital of carbon to 

an empty σ-symmetry orbital of the metal, like that found in d2sp3 octahedral complexes. 

Additionally, there is π-back donation from a filled π orbital on the metal, such as the dxy, dxz or 

dyz orbitals in octahedral metal complexes, to a pair of empty π* orbitals on the isonitrile ligand. 
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Valence bond theory provides an explanation of the bonding that occurs during the coordination 

of an isonitrile to a transition metal via resonance. Greater π-back bonding results in an increased 

contribution from a resonance form and leading to a decreased R-NC bond angle due to sp2 

hybridization of the nitrogen atom.11 Either the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson or valence bond theory 

can be used to rationalize experimental observations. The electron richness of the metal center 

affects the bond orders for the metal-carbon and carbon-nitrogen bonds as well as the RNC bond 

angles. If the electron richness of the metal is increased, there is more π-back bonding and the 

resonance form is favored. The metal-carbon bond order increases and carbon-nitrogen bond 

order decreases while the RNC bond angle decreases. The electron richness of isonitrile 

complexes can be measured with infrared spectroscopy and is discussed in latter sections. 

M C N R

 

M C N R M C N

R

 

Figure 1.1. (Top) Shows bonding interactions between transition metal ions and organic 

isonitriles. (Bottom) Valance bond theory representation for the bonding of isonitrile ligands. 
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 The efficiency of a photochemical reaction is defined by its quantum yield of product 

formation. In other words, how much product is produced with respect to how much light is 

absorbed. For a reaction where A → B via absorption of light, the quantum yield of photoproduct 

formation is related to the rate of disappearance of the reactant A, -d[A]/dt, and the amount of 

light absorbed by the reactant. The photoreactive species in nearly all chemical reactions of 

transition metal complexes is the metal itself, while some reactions can be solvent initiated. 

Solvent initiated reactions usually occur by a free radical produced through absorption of light by 

the solvent.12 Light-sensitive Au(I) compounds are classified according to the nature of the 

reactive excited state: metal-centered, ligand-to-metal charge transfer, metal-to-ligand charge 

transfer, heterobimetallic metal-to-metal charge transfer, and intraligand charge transfer.13 

 The photolysis of the neutral gold(I) isonitriles and carbonyl complexes will be evaluated 

as a function of complex concentration, stabilizing agent concentration, and UV exposure time. 

The photoproduct quantum yield is investigated to see whether it is dependent upon the tendency 

of oligomerization in solution. Chapter 2 represents a systematic study for the effect of molecular 

association on the photochemistry for an assortment of RNCAuCl compounds. 

1.3. Metallophilic and Excimeric Bonding of Coinage Metal Complexes 

 Gold(I) complexes are capable of associating in the solid state and in solution.14,15 The 

intermolecular interactions lead to weak contacts, similar to van-der-Waals interactions, usually 

between 2.80-3.60 Å. This bonding belongs to the class of metallophilic bonding, which has 

been reviewed by Pyykko.16 Such interactions between gold(I) centers are identified as 

“aurophilic” interactions, a term coined by Schmidbaur.14 This phenomenon has been related to 

correlation and relativistic effects, which are dependent on a number of factors. The key 

influences stem from the steric and electronic effects of the ligands and their substituents.17,18 
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The energy of aurophilic associations is found to be on the order of 5-10 kcal/mol, which is 

comparable in strength to hydrogen bonding.19 A large contraction in the metal-metal distances 

for d10 transition metal complexes is expected upon photoexcitation. This effect permits the 

formation of a full fledged metal-metal bond in the excited state, as opposed to the weak van-

der-Waals aurophilic bonding in the ground state. A collaborative study by Coppens and Omary 

verified this for a trinuclear Cu(I) pyrazolate complex, in which a massive intermolecular motion 

was observed in the crystal structure of the excimeric phosphorescent state, which was 

manifested by compressions of Cu···Cu distances and interplanar separations between adjacent 

trimers.20 Bond formation in the excited state gives rise to excimers and exciplexes, species that 

are well-known for polynuclear aromatic compounds such as pyrene and naphthalene.21 Similar 

arguments are valid for the analogous argentophilic (Ag···Ag) and cuprophilic (Cu···Cu) ground 

state attractions, and corresponding excimeric covalent bonding in their lowest excited states.22-27 

Diverse supramolecular structures are exhibited by the carbeniate [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3, 

imidazolate [Au(RIm)]3, and pyrazolate [Au((R)nPz)]3, compounds studied in this dissertation 

owing to different modes of aurophilic bonding.28 Simply by varying the R groups on the 

bridging ligands, one can obtain dimers of trimers, trimer of trimers, larger oligomers, and 1-

dimensional extended-chain polymers.29-35 

1.4. Structure-Luminescence Relationships in Trinuclear Au(I) Complexes 

 There are various examples in cluster chemistry where metal atoms take on a triangular 

arrangement.36 This arrangement into cyclic trinuclear complexes is expected for closed shell 

group 11 metals.37 Gold, along with the other coinage metals, can form trinuclear 9-membered 

rings with exobidentate μC,N or μN,N bridging ligands, as seen by the examples shown in Figure 

1.2. The metal atoms in the cyclic complexes are bonded to the ligands roughly in a 180° linear 
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geometry. For Au(I) cyclic trinuclear complexes there are gold···gold intramolecular interactions 

that are always present and result in the complexes exhibiting an effective D3h symmetry. As 

previously mentioned, there are intermolecular aurophilic interactions between 2.8 and 3.6 Å 

present between adjacent molecules. Depending on the bidentate bridging ligands (carbeniate, 

imidazolate, and pyrazolate) employed, the number of Au···Au contacts and their lengths, vary 

greatly. Given the various conditions, three, two, one, or zero gold-gold intermolecular 

interactions can exist. The distances are dependent on the steric and/or electronic properties of 

the bridging ligands. 
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Figure 1.2. Examples of cyclic trinuclear Au (I) complexes with alkoxylated isonitrile carbeniate, 

N-alkylimidazolate, and 3,5-dialkylpyrazolate bridging ligands (left to right, respectively). 

 The closed shell group 11 metal(I) centers have a full nd10 valance orbital shell; upon 

excitation of an oligomer, an electron from a nd σ* anti-bonding orbital is promoted to a (n+1) pz 

σ bonding orbital. As a result of the excitation an increase in the bond order occurs, which in turn 

increases the bond strength leading to shorter metal∙∙∙metal intermolecular distances. When the 

initial ground state metal-metal distance is relatively short, about 3.2 Å or less, the excited state 

distortion is small. This situation renders a small Stokes’ shift between the excitation and 

emission bands. On the other hand, when the initial ground state metal-metal distance is 
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relatively long, approximately 3.2 - 3.7 Å, the excited state distortion is large, resulting in a 

larger Stokes’ shift between the excitation and emission profiles. When the metal-metal 

interactions are outside the accepted aurophilic range, larger than 3.7 Å, there is no visible 

emission detected. With Au···Au distances playing a pivotal role in the photophysical properties 

of the complexes, it is easy to probe these properties by altering the intermolecular distances 

through the sterics and electronics of the bridging ligand substituents. 
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Figure 1.3. Displays the various stacking arrangements found in the cyclic trinuclear Au(I) 

complexes. Trinuclear complexes are represented by triangles and inter-trimer aurophilic 

interactions by dashed lines. Polymorphs are named as eclipsed (I); disordered/staggered (II); 

chair conformation (III); and stair-step conformation (IV). 

 Crystal structures for this class of complexes show diverse packing motifs. They may 

range between individual complexes, dimers of trimers, trimer of trimers, larger oligomers to 

supramolecular extended chain columnar stacks with different conformations. Figure 1.3 

displays some of the conformations found in the stacking of cyclic trinuclear complexes. The 

aurophilic intermolecular Au···Au interactions are responsible for holding together the 

supramolecular stacking structures. Theses intermolecular metal···metal interactions can be 

destabilized by the use of bulky ligands, thus hindering the formation of supramolecular 
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configurations or making smaller stacking patterns. On the other hand, the use of smaller 

unhindered ligands can allow the formation of larger oligomer stacking motifs. Extended linear 

chain inorganic compounds have special chemical and physical properties38,39 that have led to 

developments in supramolecular chemistry, acid-base chemistry, luminescent materials, and 

various optoelectronic applications. Some uses of these complexes include organic light emitting 

diodes (OLEDs), organic thin film transistors (OTFTs), luminescent switches, heterobimetallic 

mixed-metal compounds, and novel optical phenomena like solvoluminescence.40-43 

1.5. Structure-Luminescence Relationships in Adducts of Cyclic Trinuclear Au(I) Complexes 

 The Au(I) centers in many linear 2-coordinate Au(I) complexes present electrophilic 

tendencies and accept electron donors to expand the coordination. Au(I) cyclic trinuclear 

complexes of pyrazolates, carbeniates and imidazolates are well known to undergo electron loss 

through oxidative addition, forming Au(I,III) mixed valence species. In some complexes Au(III) 

species on all three metal centers occurs.44 Additionally, the Au(I) trinuclear complexes act as π-

bases for Lewis acid metal cations such as Tl+ and Ag+, resulting in a cation-π complex, or they 

can react with electron-deficient small molecules such as hexafluorobenzene (C6F6) and 

tetracycanoquinodimethane (TCNQ).45-48 The π-acid/π-base stacking can transpire in an ABAB 

or ABBABBA pattern of molecules, where B is the π-basic gold(I) complex and A is the metal 

cation or electron-deficient molecule. The B units in the latter are aurophilically attracted to one 

another. The heavy metal adducts produce physically colored complexes when naked Tl+ and 

Ag+ ions are sandwiched.44 DFT calculations show that the donor regions in the Au(I) complexes 

are at the center of the 9-membered ring and that they extend to the space above and below the 

ring plane,47 which allows π-acid/π-base complexes to form. 
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 The intermolecular Au∙∙∙Au distances are governed by the extent of charge-transfer from 

the electron-rich Au(I) centers to the electron acceptor. A partial oxidation of the Au(I) atoms 

leads to the shortening of Au∙∙∙Au distances. In moving from a cyclic trinuclear complex to a 

sandwich adduct, the physical color of the complexes can change from colorless to colored. It 

remains possible that charge transfer is the cause of these colors within the adducts. 
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Figure 1.4. Shows molecular structures of {[Au(COR’)=(NR)]3}2M (Left), {[Au(RIm)]3}2M 

(Center), and {[Au((R)nPz)]3}2M (Right). Where R and R’ can be identical or different 

substituents, and M is a metal cation. 

 Figure 1.4 shows the molecular structure of the carbeniate {[Au(COR’)=(NR)]3}2M, 

imidazolate {[Au(RIm)]3}2M, and pyrazolate {[Au((R)nPz)]3}2M adducts. The Au(I) cyclic 

trinuclear complexes interact with metal cations to form sandwich compounds in which six Au(I) 

atoms from two trinuclear molecules bond to the metal cation.47 These sandwich units stack to 

form linear chains with intermolecular aurophilic Au∙∙∙Au bonding between four of the six Au(I) 
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atoms in adjacent units. With no cations present, the Au(I) complexes generally form dimers of 

trimers, larger extended chains or do not stack. The properties of these stacked compounds 

appear promising for optoelectronic applications. The purpose of this study is to investigate the 

photophysical properties and screen materials for their potential use in molecular electronics. 

1.6. Molecular Electronics 

 The idea of molecular electronics is extremely appealing and has the potential to lead 

technology in new directions.49,50 As electronics are made smaller and smaller, the thought of 

using the ultimate component size, an individual molecule, is very intriguing. Molecular 

electronics is the field of study in which molecules are used as building blocks in the formation 

of electronic devices. The molecules can either provide channels of electrical current or can 

manipulate the charge transport properties of the electrodes connected. There are numerous 

electronic devices that will benefit from research into molecular electronics including: switches, 

sensors, transistors, diodes, rectifiers, and passivants.49-52 Some of the goals in this dissertation 

are to synthesize, screen, and apply materials, which can potentially be used in organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic thin film transistors (OTFTs). 

 The use of transition metal complexes and organic luminophores in organic light emitting 

diodes has become extremely widespread and has made major advancements in recent years.53-62 

The incorporation of phosphorescent materials with short lifetimes to provide high efficiencies in 

display materials was first introduced in 2000 by Forest and Thompson.63-66 The employment of 

phosphors in both small molecular weight and polymeric organic systems has allowed high 

efficiencies for OLED displays and white light generation.67-69 

 The basic OLED structure, as seen in Figure 1.5, has a thin organic or metal-organic film 

sandwiched between an indium-tin-oxide (ITO) anode and a metal cathode (usually aluminum). 
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When a potential is applied, the material at the anode will be oxidized and the material at the 

cathode will be reduced. This allows the injection of holes and electrons into central emissive 

thin film layer. In the presence of an electric field, electrons and holes migrate to the opposite 

electrode and can encounter an oppositely-charged carrier within the emissive film.53 A hole-

transport layer (HTL) is commonly used to facilitate the holes efficiently to the emitting 

material, such materials are typically comprised of a tertiary amine. On the other hand, an 

electron-transport layer (ETL) is used to inject electrons efficiently to the emissive layer; 

common materials for this include oxadiazole- or quinolone-based materials. Light is emitted in 

an OLED when the radiative relaxation of an electron-hole recombination occurs in the emitting 

layer of the device. Phosphorescent materials have an advantage because the emission originates 

from both the singlet and triplet excited state. Therefore, by spin statistics it is possible to attain 

OLEDs with a 100% internal quantum efficiency, 75% phosphorescence from the triplet spin 

state and 25% fluorescence from the singlet spin state. The foremost aim is to synthesize and 

tailor compounds that have metal-centered phosphorescence, and incorporate them into OLED 

devices. Preliminary work by the Omary group and work completed by the author shows that 

these closed shell trinuclear complexes are promising for electronic display applications. 

 

Figure 1.5. Shows a basic diagram of an organic light emitting diode device 
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 The use of organic and metal-organic semiconductor complexes in thin film transistors 

has seen major advancements in recent years.70-72 A basic schematic of an organic thin film 

transistor structure is given in Figure 1.6. There are several factors that must be considered 

before a compound can be in a device. The factors include the on/off current ratio, field effect 

mobility and threshold voltage. A major advantage that organic and metal-organic semiconductor 

complexes have over the commonly used amorphous silicon is that they can be deposited onto 

substrates at lower temperatures. This lower temperature deposition property can be exploited by 

allowing the compounds to be deposited on to flexible plastic substrates.70,71 Devices based on 

films of the fused ring oligomer pentacene have set benchmarks for OTFT device 

performances.72 

 

Figure 1.6. Shows a basic schematic of an organic thin film transistor 

 The cyclic trinuclear d10 materials discussed in this dissertation can be used in the 

semiconductor layer of an organic thin film transistor, as seen in Figure 1.6. The source and 

drain contacts are usually metal materials, such as gold or silver. The common dielectric material 

used in most devices of this structure is silicon dioxide and the gate material is typically silicon. 

The base of the transistor is normally a glass substrate, which can be changed to a plastic 
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substrate under certain conditions. The primary goal is to synthesize compounds that have 

excellent on/off current ratios, great field effect mobility, and outstanding threshold voltages, and 

then incorporate them into OTFT devices. Preliminary experimental and computational work 

shows that these trinuclear complexes are promising for display applications. 

 OLED and OTFT displays have become a highly sought after and investigated area 

because of their potential as being more durable, thinner, brighter, more efficient, and eco-

friendly. Liquid crystal displays (LCDs) use a backlight through filters while OLED and OTFT 

displays use organic compounds or metal complexes to produce their own light. Therefore, no 

additional power consuming backlight is required. Glass-based OLEDs and OTFTs have a 

significant capacity to advance the visibility and battery life on portable devices such as cell 

phones, tablets, and laptops. The next major advancement will occur when devices are used on 

polymer substrates. This will allow current display devices to be manufactured considerably 

cheaper. Though applied device-fabrication is outside the scope of this dissertation,73 it is 

intended to be in the future work of the author. This work here offers a backdrop for the design 

of efficient emitters for such technologies. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF NEUTRAL MONONUCLEAR AND TRINUCLEAR GOLD(I) 

COMPLEXES 

2.1. Introduction 

 The research on metal isonitrile complexes has been strongly overshadowed by metal 

carbonyl complexes, likely due to the repulsive smell of the isonitrile (RNC) ligands and not 

scientific reasons. The electronic structure of isocyanide (RNC) is believed to be relatively 

similar to that of carbonyl (CO); therefore the reactivity should be analogous for complexes of 

both ligands.1 Isonitriles are versatile as they tend to stabilize metals in both high and low 

oxidation states.2,3 The electronic and steric properties of isonitriles ligands are tunable by 

varying the substituent R on the nitrogen. Exploring the chemistry behind metal isonitrile 

complexes has led to significant progress in both science and technology. Gold(I) isonitrile 

complexes can be used in the deposition of gold films and in the preparation of new types of 

liquid crystalline phases.4-7 Fascinatingly diverse supramolecular structures are exhibited by the 

Au(RNC)X class of compounds, as influenced by aurophilic interactions in the solid state.8 By 

simply varying the R group and X halide, it is possible to obtain dimers of molecules, larger 

oligomers, 1-dimensional (1-D) extended-chain polymers, and 2-dimensional (2-D) polymeric 

sheets.9-20 Spectroscopic investigations of Au(I) isonitrile compounds are growing increasingly 

due to the aforementioned structural diversity and influence on photophysical properties.14-20 

 The photochemistry of transition metal complexes involves the absorption of UV light, 

followed by internal conversion or intersystem crossing, and ultimately reaching an excited state 

that can undergo a chemical reaction. The photoreactive species in the majority of chemical 
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reactions involving transition metal complexes is the metal itself; some reactions can be solvent 

initiated and are usually carried out thermally via a free radical produced by absorbed light.21 

Light sensitive Au(I) compounds are classified according to the nature of the reactive 

excited state: metal-centered (MC), ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT), metal-to-ligand 

charge transfer (MLCT), heterobimetallic metal-to-metal charge transfer (MMCT) and 

intraligand charge transfer (LLCT).22 Upon studying the excited state properties of metal 

complexes, an important distinction between d1-9 and d10 configurations arises. The electronic 

transitions in partially filled d sub-shells create ligand field excited states, while such d-d 

transitions are absent in d10 complexes. Therefore, the spectroscopy and photochemistry of d10 

systems are different from the properties of other electronic excited states.23 

 The photochemical deposition of metallic gold can be utilized for the fabrication of 

electronic devices.24,25 Gold(I) compounds can be active in homogeneous catalysis, overcoming 

previous problems associated with using Au(III) in catalysis due to its quick reduction to metallic 

gold(0).26 The Vogler group investigated the Au(CO)Cl complex and showed that it exhibits a 

long-wavelength absorption at λmax = 250 nm that was assigned to a metal-centered ds 

transition.27 The photolysis of Au(CO)Cl in CH2Cl2 leads to formation of AuCl and CO, the 

release of the latter is similar to photoreactions known for other metal carbonyl complexes in 

which ligand-field excitation leads to the population of M-L σ* orbitals.27 The initial 

photoproduct AuCl disproportionates into metallic gold and gold(III) chloride.22,27 In comparison 

to the aforementioned Au(CO)Cl photochemical study, we decided to investigate the compounds 

RNCAuCl (R = t-butyl, cyclopentyl, 2,6-dimethylphenyl, 4-chlorophenyl, 4-fluorophenyl, 4-

methoxyphenyl, and p-toluenesulfonyl) in order to extend the investigation further into the 

photochemistry of these complexes. 
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 The photolysis of neutral gold(I) isonitrile complexes is evaluated as a function of 

concentration in dichloromethane, in order to probe whether the photoproduct quantum yield is 

dependent on oligomerization. Yersin and Gliemann concluded that the low-temperature 

emissions of various Pt(CN)4
2- salts occur as a result of Pt···Pt stacking interactions in the 

crystals.28 They also found that this association occurs in solution,29 thus affecting the 

photophysical behavior of the compounds. Related studies by Adamson and co-workers 

demonstrated a non-Beer’s law behavior for the electronic absorption bands in aqueous solutions 

of K2Pt(CN)4 and BaPt(CN)4 due to oligomerization in solution affecting the photophysical and 

photochemical behavior.30 Another study by Pfab and Gerhardt demonstrated that even single 

crystals of the tetracyanoplatinates(II) exhibit photochemical activity (photo-oxidation).31 

 Inspired by these studies, we have investigated whether Au···Au interactions take place 

in solution and if they influence the photochemistry of the complexes. Dilute solutions of 

RNCAuCl are dominated by monomers; therefore, the Au···Au interactions are expected to have 

no role in their photochemical behavior. Yet, interactions between Au(I) centers might take place 

in solution at higher concentrations owing to the aurophilic attraction or bonding (which falls 

under the general category of metallophilic bonding that has been reviewed by Pyykko).32,33 The 

extent of this ground-state interaction may potentially lead to the formation of aurophilic 

oligomers in solution, and could affect the efficiency of the photoproduct quantum yield. The 

investigation herein examines the effect of both solution association and electronic factor (extent 

of π acceptance ability) on the photochemical behavior of RNCAuCl complexes. 
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2.2. Experimental Section 

2.2.1. Materials 

 The t-butyl, cyclopentyl, 2,6-dimethylphenyl, 4-chlorophenyl, 4-fluorophenyl, 4-

methoxyphenyl, and p-toluenesulfonyl isonitriles were purchased from Acros Organics. 

chlorotetrahydrothiophene gold(I) (Au(THT)Cl) and methyl isocyanide (MeNC) were 

synthesized using slight modifications of published procedures.34,35 Prior to use the solvents, 

methanol and dichloromethane (DCM) were distilled from conventional drying agents and 

degassed by purging with argon. Glassware was oven-dried at 150 °C overnight. All 

manipulations were carried out under an atmosphere of purified argon using standard Schlenk 

techniques. Also, all electronic absorption measurements were carried out under argon.  

2.2.2. Physical Measurements 

 Absorption spectra were acquired with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 double-beam 

UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometer for solutions of crystalline samples prepared in acetonitrile 

using standard 1-cm quartz cuvettes. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded in deuterated 

chloroform at ambient temperature on a Varian spectrometer operating at 300 MHz for proton 

spectra. The samples were dissolved in CDCl3 using approximately 15 mg of product in 0.75 mL 

of solvent and placed in a standard NMR tube. The chemical shifts in the 1H and 13C NMR 

spectra are reported relative to tetramethylsilinane in CDCl3. Infrared spectroscopic experiments 

were completed on a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One instrument and the transmission spectra were 

carried out by using samples pressed in potassium bromide (KBr) pellets, with a mass ratio of 

1:50 mg of sample relative to KBr. Melting point determinations for each compound were 

completed with an Electrothermal Mel-Temp melting point apparatus. High-resolution 
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transmission electron microscopy images were taken with a JEOL 2100 F which is a 200kV field 

emission TEM, the samples were deposited and vacuum dried onto copper mesh grids. 

2.2.3. Synthesis 

 The preparations of the RNCAuCl (R = t-butyl, cyclopentyl, 2,6-dimethylphenyl, 4-

chlorophenyl, 4-fluorophenyl, 4-methoxyphenyl, and p-toluenesulfonyl) complexes followed 

similar procedures reported previously.13,17 Standard Schlenk techniques under an argon 

atmosphere were followed in these methods.  

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.10 g (0.312 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 0.035 

mL (0.312 mmol) t-butyl isocyanide are dissolved in 10 mL dichloromethane, and the resulting 

solution is allowed to stir for 2 hours. The solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure and the 

white solid formed is extracted with pentane, filtered, and dried under vacuum. Recrystallization 

is completed by dissolving the product in a minimum amount of dichloromethane, adding excess 

pentane and filtering the product. (CH3)3CNCAuCl: M.p. 166 °C, yield 80%, IR spectrum: 

ν(C≡N) 2260 cm-1. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.10 g (0.312 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 0.035 

mL (0.312 mmol) cyclopentyl isocyanide are dissolved in 10 mL dichloromethane, and the 

resulting solution is allowed to stir for 2 hours. The solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure 

and the white solid formed is extracted with pentane, filtered, and dried under vacuum. 

Recrystallization is completed by dissolving the product in a minimum amount of 

dichloromethane, adding excess pentane and filtering the product. C5H9NCAuCl: M.p. 120 °C, 

yield 82%, IR spectrum: ν(C≡N) 2246 cm-1. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.10 g (0.312 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 0.041 g 

(0.312 mmol) 2,6-dimethylphenyl isocyanide are dissolved in 10 mL dichloromethane, and the 
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resulting solution is allowed to stir for 2 hours. The solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure 

and the white solid formed is extracted with pentane, filtered, and dried under vacuum. 

Recrystallization is completed by dissolving the product in a minimum amount of DCM, adding 

excess pentane and filtering the product. (CH3)2PhNCAuCl: M.p. 130 °C, yield 80%, IR 

spectrum: ν(C≡N) 2224 cm-1. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.10 g (0.312 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 0.043 g 

(0.312 mmol) 4-chlorophenyl isocyanide are dissolved in 10 mL dichloromethane, and the 

resulting solution is allowed to stir for 2 hours. The solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure 

and the white solid formed is extracted with pentane, filtered, and dried under vacuum. 

Recrystallization is completed by dissolving the product in a minimum amount of 

dichloromethane, adding excess pentane and filtering the product. ClPhNCAuCl: M.p. 138 °C, 

yield 70%, IR spectrum: ν(C≡N) 2238 cm-1. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.10 g (0.312 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 0.032 

mL (0.312 mmol) 4-fluorophenyl isocyanide are dissolved in 10 mL dichloromethane, and the 

resulting solution is allowed to stir for 2 hours. The solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure 

and the white solid formed is extracted with pentane, filtered, and dried under vacuum. 

Recrystallization is completed by dissolving the product in a minimum amount of 

dichloromethane, adding excess pentane and filtering the product. FPhNCAuCl: M.p. 134 °C, 

yield 74%, IR spectrum: ν(C≡N) 2247 cm-1. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.10 g (0.312 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 0.042 g 

(0.312 mmol) 4-methoxyphenyl isocyanide are dissolved in 10 mL dichloromethane, and the 

resulting solution is allowed to stir for 2 hours. The solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure 

and the white solid formed is extracted with pentane, filtered, and dried under vacuum. 
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Recrystallization is completed by dissolving the product in a minimum amount of 

dichloromethane, adding excess pentane and filtering the product.CH3OPhNCAuCl: M.p. 170 

°C, yield 80%, IR spectrum: ν(C≡N) 2231 cm-1. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.10 g (0.312 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 0.061 g 

(0.312 mmol) p-toluenesulfonyl isocyanide are dissolved in 10 mL dichloromethane, and the 

resulting solution is allowed to stir for 2 hours. The solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure 

and the white solid formed is extracted with pentane, filtered, and dried under vacuum. 

Recrystallization is completed by dissolving the product in a minimum amount of DCM, adding 

excess pentane and filtering the product. CH3PhSO2NCAuCl: M.p. 157 °C, yield 77%, IR 

spectrum: ν(C≡N) 2258 cm-1. 

N≡C Stretching Vibrations RNC Free Ligand RNCAuCl complex 

t-butylNC 2134 cm-1 2260 cm-1 

cyclopentylNC 2139 cm-1 2246 cm-1 

2,6-dimethylphenylNC 2120 cm-1 2224 cm-1 

4-chlorophenylNC 2129 cm-1 2238 cm-1 

4-fluorophenylNC 2128 cm-1 2247 cm-1 

4-methoxyphenylNC 2124 cm-1 2231 cm-1 

p-toluenesulfonylNC 2152 cm-1 2258 cm-1 

Table 2.1. A summary for the infrared C≡N stretching vibrations found in the isocyanide free 

ligands (RNC) and metal complexes (RNCAuCl) 

 For this series of RNCAuCl complexes the predominant infrared spectroscopic peak 

indicating the formation of the desired product is the N≡C stretching vibration, which blue shifts 

to higher energy upon moving from the free isocyanide ligand (RNC) to the metal complex 

(RNCAuCl). In the isocyanide starting materials, the N≡C stretching frequencies are found 
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approximately between 2120 to 2160 cm-1 and in the metal complexes the frequency shifts to 

about 2220 to 2260 cm-1. This work supports the conclusion made earlier by the Omary group 

that the isonitriles act as strong σ-donors and weak π-acceptors. The IR data indicate that 

complexation has occurred resulting in the RNCAuCl products. A summary is given in Table 

2.1, for the N≡C stretching vibrations found in the free ligands and metal complexes. Portions of 

the Far-IR were investigated through the use of cesium iodide (CsI) showing Au-Cl stretching 

vibrations in the region of 326 cm-1, Au-C stretching vibrations at approximately 384 cm-1 and 

no Au-S stretching vibration in the area of 344 cm-1 for the Au(THT)Cl starting material. This 

also confirms the formation of the desired products.34 

2.2.4. Photolysis Reactions 

 A 5 mL solution of the compound desired was placed in a 1 cm quartz spectrophotometer 

cell. The sample was then irradiated with UV light using a Hanovia 450 W medium-pressure Hg 

lamp at ambient temperature with no heat detected simply touching the flask after irradiation. 

Fresh solutions were prepared from dried dichloromethane and stored under argon. The 

photoproducts were characterized by monitoring their electronic absorption spectra acquired with 

a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-900 double-beam UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer. 

2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Spectroscopic Studies 

 Dilute solutions of (p-tosyl)CH2NCAuCl exhibit electronic absorption spectra with a 

major band at approximately 226 nm (εmax = 3.3 × 104 M-1cm-1 in acetonitrile), assignable to 

metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) in monomeric molecules. This is based on a previous 

study of the related complex (MeNC)AuCN, for which the absorptions in the 200-260 nm region 

were assigned to metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) transitions.36 Earlier work in the 
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Omary group has shown that dilute solutions of t-BuNCAuCl and MeNCAuCl exhibit electronic 

absorption spectra with major bands around 230-240 nm (εmax = 8.4 × 104 and 3.2 × 104 M-1cm-1 

in acetonitrile, respectively), this work has been reproduced and is in agreement with the 

previously reported findings.24 In this study dilute solutions of C5H9NCAuCl, (CH3)2PhNCAuCl, 

ClPhNCAuCl, FPhNCAuCl, and CH3OPhNCAuCl, follow the previously mentioned pattern by 

also displaying electronic absorption spectra with major bands around 230-260 nm (εmax = 5.0 × 

103, 1.3 × 104, 1.3 × 104, 2.1 × 103, and 2.4 × 104 M-1cm-1 in acetonitrile, respectively). It is not 

surprising that the monomers of these complexes absorb similarly, because the effective 

chromophore is the R-N≡C-Au-Cl unit. Additionally, slight absorption changes are expected 

upon varying the R group on the ligand since the assigned excitation occurs from the occupied 

gold 5dz2 orbital to the π* orbital of the RNC ligand.36 In contrast, dilute solutions of Au(CO)Cl 

in acetonitrile exhibit electronic absorption spectra with major bands ranging from 208-222 nm 

(εmax = 1.9 × 104 M-1 cm-1), similar to that reported by Kunkely and Vogler for this compound.27 

C5H9NCAuCl (CH3)2PhNCAuCl 

ε230, M-1 cm-1 co,M ε225, M-1 cm-1 co, M 

6.6 × 104 1.0 × 10-6 6.5 × 104 1.0 × 10-6 

1.6 × 104 5.0 × 10-6 3.1 × 104 5.0 × 10-6 

8.4 × 103 1.0 × 10-5 1.5 × 104 1.0 × 10-5 

5.7 × 103 5.0 × 10-5 1.3 × 104 5.0 × 10-4 

5.4 × 103 1.0 × 10-4 1.3 × 104 1.0 × 10-4 

Table 2.2. Deviation from Beer’s Law in Dilute Solutions of C5H9NCAuCl and 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl 

 A linear relationship between the absorbance and the chromophore concentration is 

assumed per Beer’s law. A plot of molar absorptivity vs. wavelength should be identical for 
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solutions with different concentrations within the linear range of Beer’s law. However, if 

intermolecular interactions occur Beer’s law may not be followed and either a positive or 

negative deviation will occur. The εmax values for the RNCAuCl complexes decrease by one to 

two orders of magnitude as the concentration is increased. Table 2.2 shows data for the neutral 

isonitrile complexes to more clearly illustrate this phenomenon. The results obtained illustrate a 

clear negative deviation from Beer’s law for the monomer bands. Real limitations to Beer’s law 

are normally encountered when the analyte concentration is 0.01 M or higher.37 By contrast, in 

this study the negative deviation occurs at concentrations much lower than 0.01 M. We attribute 

the deviation observed to oligomerization of monomeric RNCAuCl complexes, for which 

aurophilic bonding in solution is a contributing factor. Another possible factor may be other 

intermolecular forces such as multipolar interactions.38,18 

 The oligomerization process for mononuclear gold(I) LAuICl complexes can be 

represented by Equation 1. With a monomer-“n-mer” equilibrium constant given by Equation 2, 

wherein c1 and cn represent the concentration of the monomer and the n-mer, respectively. 

n[LAuICl] ↔ [LAuICl]n    (Equation 1) 

K1n = cn/c1
n     (Equation 2) 

 At lower concentrations, the major electronic absorption bands appear at higher energies 

due to charge transfer transitions in monomeric molecules. As the concentration increases, the 

tendency for the formation of oligomers rises, which is evident by new absorption bands that 

start to develop at lower energies (e.g., 250, 278, and 330 nm for C5H9NCAuCl and 282, 291, 

and 328 nm for (CH3)2PhNCAuCl). Figure 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate that these features become more 

pronounced as the concentration is increased, for C5H9NCAuCl and (CH3)2PhNCAuCl 

respectively. In order to quantify the appearance of the feature at 278 nm as a function of 
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C5H9NCAuCl concentration, we performed a quantitative analysis for the electronic absorption 

data. Assuming that the peak at 278 nm is due to an oligomer, a general quantitative formula that 

describes the equilibrium shown in Equation 2 can be derived by Equation 3.39 Wherein co is the 

initial concentration of C5H9NCAuCl, A is the maximum absorbance, εn is the molar absorptivity 

of the n-mer, and b is the light path. 

coA-1/n = (n/{εnb})A(n-1)/n + (K1nεnb)-1/n    (Equation 3) 

 A reasonable fit (R2 = 0.998) is obtained by plotting coA-1/2 vs. A1/2 (Figure 2.3a), 

therefore suggesting that the peak at 278 nm is due to a [C5H9NCAuCl]2 dimer. A value of 1.0 x 

103 M-1 is obtained for the formation constant of the dimer, K12. The band at 330 nm grows at a 

different concentration dependence, suggesting that dimers exist along with other oligomers at 

higher concentrations. The oligomer that is responsible for the 330 nm band is expected to 

correspond to a trimer species, according to our quantitative analysis. In the determination of 

K13, we have subtracted the concentration of the dimer (using the derived value of K12) from the 

initial concentration of C5H9NCAuCl, following the approach in ref 39 in which similar spectral 

observations were reported for dicyano complexes. When the corrected co, is plotted coA-1/3 vs. 

A2/3 (Figure 2.3b), it gives a linear equation with a reasonable fit (R2 = 0.988) for the 330 nm 

band. A value of 12.4 x 103 M-1 is obtained for the formation constant of the trimer, K13. The 

same quantitative analysis has been done for the 282 and 328 nm bands found in 

(CH3)2PhNcAuCl. A reasonable fit (R2 = 0.998) is obtained by plotting coA-1/2 vs. A1/2 (Figure 

2.4a), therefore suggesting that the peak at 282 nm is due to a [(CH3)2PhNCAuCl]2 dimer. A 

value of 2.0 x 103 M-1 is obtained for the formation constant of the dimer, K12. The band at 328 

nm grows along with a different concentration dependenceies, again suggesting larger oligomers 

at higher concentrations. The oligomer that is responsible for the 328 nm band is determined to 
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correspond to a trimer species according to our quantitative analysis. Using the corrected co, 

plotting coA-1/3 vs. A2/3 (Figure 2.4b) gives a linear equation with a reasonable fit (R2 = 0.988) for 

the 328 band of the (CH3)2PhNCAuCl. A value of 19.8 x 103 M-1 is obtained for the formation 

constant of the dimer, K13. The band positions, molar extinction coefficients and calculated 

formation constants for C5H9NCAuCl and (CH3)2PhNCAuCl are in good agreement with the 

previous findings by the Omary group for t-BuNCAuCl and (p-tosyl)CH2NCAuCl. This suggests 

that the photochemistry for this system of complexes under investigation will act similarly to the 

photochemical behavior that has been reported on previous RNCAuCl complexes. 
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Figure 2.1. Electronic absorption spectra versus concentration of C5H9NCAuCl in CH3CN at 298 

K, using a 1 cm cuvette. The total C5H9NCAuCl concentration is (a) 0.01, (b) 0.005, (c) 0.001, 

(d) 5.0 × 10-4, (e) 1.0 × 10-4, (f) 5.0 × 10-5, (g) 1.0 × 10-5, (h) 5.0 x 10-6, (i) 1.0 x 10-6 
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Figure 2.2. Electronic absorption spectra versus concentration of (CH3)2PhNCAuCl in CH3CN at 

298 K using a 1 cm cuvette. The total (CH3)2PhNCAuCl concentration is (a) 0.01, (b) 0.005, (c) 

0.001, (d) 5.0 × 10-4, (e) 1.0 × 10-4, (f) 5.0 × 10-5, (g) 1.0 × 10-5, (h) 5.0 × 10-6, (i) 1.0 x 10-6 
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Figure 2.3. (a) A plot of CoA-1/2 vs. A1/2 with absorbance values taken at 278 nm, characteristics 

of a [C5H9NCAuCl]2 dimer. (b) A plot of CoA-2/3 vs. A1/3 with absorbance values taken at 330 

nm, characteristics of a [C5H9NCAuCl]3 trimer. 
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Figure 2.4. (a) A plot of CoA-1/2 vs. A1/2 with absorbance values taken at 282 nm, characteristics 

of a [(CH3)2PhNCAuCl]2 dimer. (b) A plot of CoA-1/3 vs. A2/3 with absorbance values taken at 

328 nm, characteristics of a [(CH3)2PhNCAuCl]3 trimer. 
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2.3.2. Photochemistry of RNCAuCl (R = cyclopentyl, 2,6-dimethylphenyl, 4-chlorophenyl, 4-

fluorophenyl, and 4-methoxyphenyl) 

 In analogy to the Au(CO)Cl photochemical study by the Vogler group and the previous 

photochemical work on RNCAuCl complexes done by the Omary group, we decided to 

investigate the compounds cyclopentylNCAuCl, 2,6-dimethylphenylNCAuCl, 4-

chlorophenylNCAuCl, 4-fluorophenylNCAuCl, and 4-methoxyphenylNCAuCl. They are 

expected to have similar spectroscopic behaviors, and should also exhibit a similar extended-

chain structures or smaller substructures like dimers and trimers of molecules.13,17 For solutions 

of C5H9NCAuCl in deaerated dichloromethane, photolysis takes place slowly at the beginning of 

the irradiation as clearly indicated by the spectral changes shown in Figure 2.5 for a 1.0 × 10-3 M 

solution in a 1 cm cuvette. An absorption band located at 330 nm is observed before irradiation 

of the solution at high concentration. The low extinction coefficient (67.7 M-1cm-1 for the 330 

nm peak) suggests that this bands is due to either an oligomer or a spin-forbidden monomer 

transition (S0→T1). The latter assignment is more likely because a negative deviation from 

Beer’s law is observed upon further increase in concentration, as deduced by comparison of the 

aforementioned extinction coefficient with that from an independent measurement for a 5.0 × 10-

3 M solution (ε = 13.5 M-1cm-1 for the 330 nm peak). The 1.0 × 10-3 M solution exhibits photo-

oxidation after several light exposure periods and is indicated by the growth of the band at λmax = 

330 nm attributed to an increase of AuCl3 with Φ= 0.014. This AuCl3 band is both strong and 

broad enough so as to mask the weak S0→T1 structured monomer absorption (Figure 2.5). With 

continued irradiation, decomposition takes place causing the color of the solution to darken, 

indicating the formation of colloidal gold particles with λmax = 637 nm and a calculated Φ = 

0.0026. At lower concentration (1.0 × 10-4 M), decomposition occurs with significantly lower 
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efficiency for AuCl3 and metallic gold, making the peak barely discernible from the baseline.40,22 

At this low concentration the λmax has blue shifted to higher energy and is overwhelmed by the 

major absorption bands of the free ligand and/or the AuCl3 photoproduct, making proper analysis 

extremely difficult. 
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Figure 2.5. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution of 

C5H9NCAuCl in DCM under argon at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 

15, (e) 25, (f) 35 and (e) 45 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.6. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution of 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl in DCM under argon at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 20, (c) 40, 

(d) 60, (e) 80, (f) 100 and (e) 120 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 

 The efficiency of the photolysis of (CH3)2PhNCAuCl in dichloromethane to give metallic 

gold is very low, with AuCl3 as the dominant photo-product. At the beginning of the irradiation 

photolysis takes place slowly for a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution (Figure 2.6). After several exposures, 

photo-oxidation takes place for the Au(I) complex. This is suggested by the appearance of the 

band at λmax = 316 nm due to AuCl3, which remains the dominant feature with an efficiency of Φ 

= 0.003. The formation of metallic gold has a much lower production efficiency, Φ = 0.00063 

and can only be obtained after exposure periods of hours. At lower concentration (1.0 × 10-4 M) 

Figure 2.7, the AuCl3 photoproduct at λmax = 316 nm has an efficiency of Φ = 0.0031 and the 

formation of Au0 is not observed. At higher concentration (1.0 × 10-2 M) Figure 2.8, the AuCl3 

photoproduct at λmax = 316 nm has an efficiency of Φ = 0.012 and the formation of Au0 p at λmax 
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= 567 nm has a production efficiency of Φ = 0.001. The results emulate previously reported 

photolysis data for similar RNCAuCl complexes and follow in small size gold nanoparticles 

formation from this solution based on the value the λmax; since gold nanoparticles are known to 

exhibit size-dependent absorption maxima.41 In acetonitrile, (CH3)2PhNCAuCl is less 

photoactive, as AuCl is known to coordinate with the solvent molecules and become stabilized.27 
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Figure 2.7. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-4 M solution of 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl in DCM at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, 

(f) 30, (g) 40, (h) 50, (i) 60, and (j) 70 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.8. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-2 M solution of 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl in DCM under argon at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, 

(d)15, (e) 25, and (f) 35 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 

 1.0 × 10-2 M 
AuIII         Au0 

1.0 × 10-3 M 
AuIII            Au0 

1.0× 10-4 M 
AuIII           Au0 

C5H9NCAuCl ɸ = 0.009 ɸ = 0.005 ɸ = 0.014 ɸ = 0.003 ɸ = 0.046 N/A 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl ɸ = 0.012 ɸ = 0.001 ɸ = 0.003 ɸ = 0.001 ɸ = 0.031 N/A 

ClPhNCAuCl ɸ = 0.002 N/A ɸ = 0.014 ɸ = 0.0002 - - 

FPhNCAuCl - - ɸ = 0.041 N/A ɸ = 0.012 N/A 

MeOPhNCAuCl - - ɸ = 0.007 N/A ɸ = 0.002 N/A 

Table 2.3. Summary of the photolysis for solutions of C5H9NCAuCl, (CH3)2PhNCAuCl, 

ClPhNCAuCl, FPhNCAuCl, and MeOPhNCAuCl at 1.0 × 10-2, 1.0 × 10-3, and 1.0 × 10-4 M 

 The efficiency of the photolysis for various other RNCAuCl (R = 4-Chlorophenyl, 4-

Fluorophenyl, and 4-Methoxyphenyl) complexes in dichloromethane have been investigated. 
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Each compound photochemically produces metallic gold Au0 and AuIII products, with AuCl3 

forming as the dominant photo-product. As seen with the previous C5H9NCAuCl and 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl complexes, in the beginning of the irradiation photolysis takes place slowly. 

After several exposures photo-oxidation takes place for each of the RNCAuCl complexes. A 

band appears between 310 -330 nm due to AuCl3, which remains the dominant feature even at 

longer exposure and the formation of metallic gold Au0 occurs as a peak between 500 - 600 nm. 

In Table 2.3 is a summary for the photolysis for each of the complexes studied with quantum 

yields for the AuCl3 photoproducts and metallic gold Au0 products formed. 

2.3.3. Photochemistry of RNCAuCl Versus Stabilizer (R = cyclopentyl, 2,6-dimethylphenyl, 4-

chlorophenyl, 4-fluorophenyl, and 4-methoxyphenyl) 

 The common practice to control the size and shape control of gold nanoparticles is to add 

a stabilizing agent to the compounds and/or solutions during the growth of the nanoparticles.42 

Although it is more common to grow gold nanoparticles through thermal means, stabilizers like 

sodium citrate are frequently used for size control.43 As seen in the previous photochemical study 

for solutions of RNCAuCl in deaerated dichloromethane, photolysis takes place slowly at the 

beginning of the irradiation as indicated by the spectral changes observed for a solution in a 1 cm 

cuvette. The solution exhibits photo-oxidation after several light exposure periods, as indicated 

by the formation of a new band at λmax = 330 nm attributed to AuCl3; with continued irradiation 

decomposition takes place causing the solution to become darker. This indicates the formation of 

colloidal gold particles with λmax = 500 - 600 nm. The solution with a darker purple color denotes 

larger particle sizes, and a red solution color indicates a smaller sizes. The higher energy 

absorption peaks also signify smaller particle size and the peak width is proportional to the 

particle size distribution. The increase in the baseline absorbance can be attributed to the 
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production of colloidal particles owing to metallic gold.40,22 For typical gold nanoparticle 

production heat, reducing agents, and a stabilizing agents are needed to treat the H[AuIIICl4] 

precursor. Photochemical methods allow the heat and reducing agents to be eliminated. 

Additionally starting with a Au(I) precursor as opposed to a Au(III), allows photoreduction to be 

a 1e- step instead of 3e- process. Through the use of a lower valent gold starting material the 1e- 

photoreduction should be an easier and more efficient process than the 3e- mechanism.  
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Figure 2.9. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution of DAB-

Am-16 dendrimer in MeOH under argon at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20, 

and (d) 30 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 

 The stabilizing agent used in this research is DAB-Am-16-polypropylenimine-

hexadecaamine (DAB-Am-16) dendrimer and is only soluble in water and alcohols. For each 

experiment methanol is used to dissolve the DAB-16-Am. The electronic absorption spectra for a 

1.0 × 10-3 M solution in a 1 cm cuvette of the DAB-Am-16 dendrimer in methanol and at various 
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irradiation times are shown in Figure 2.9. As seen in Figure 2.9 the DAB-Am-16 dendrimer has 

no visible absorption before or after UV irradiation. Although there is a peak located at 300nm (ε 

= 316.8 M-1cm-1) due to the organic makeup of the molecule. 

 For solutions of RNCAuCl with the DAB-16-Am stabilizing agent the concentrations of 

the gold source, stabilizer and solvent ratios can each be altered to affect the outcome of the 

experiment. In the work done here, the ratio of RNCAuCl complex to stabilizer and the ratio of 

dichloromethane to methanol are kept identical. For example, if the ratio of gold source to 

stabilizer is 1:1 then the ratio of dichloromethane to the methanol is also 1:1. When the 

C5H9NCAuCl complex is mixed with DAB-16-Am in a 9:1 ratio in deaerated dichloromethane 

and methanol, photolysis takes place quicker at the beginning of the irradiation, than the 

previously shown experiment that did not utilize a stabilizing agent. This is clearly indicated by 

the spectral changes shown in Figure 2.10 for a 1.0 × 10-2 M solution of C5H9NCAuCl and DAB-

16-Am in a 1 cm cuvette. An absorption band located at 320 and 400 nm is observed before 

irradiation of the solution at high concentration. The low extinction coefficient (100.7 M-1cm-1 

for the 330 nm peak and 152.0 M-1cm-1 for the 400 nm peak) suggests that these bands are due to 

either an oligomer or a spin-forbidden monomer transition (S0→T1), as seen in the previous 

concentration study. The 1.0 × 10-2 M solution exhibits photo-oxidation right away and hastens 

after several light exposure periods, as indicated by the shift of the λmax = 320 to λmax = 330 nm 

attributed to the formation of AuCl3 with Φ = 0.064. In the previous study without stabilizer 

quantum yield was Φ = 0.014. With continued irradiation, decomposition takes place as the 

solution color becomes darker, indicating the formation of colloidal gold particles. The peak 

maximum shifts starting at lower energy and after each irradiation exposure the peak maximum 

shifts to higher energy. In this study, the peak maximum ranges from λmax = 596 to λmax = 528 
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nm and has a calculated efficiency of Φ = 0.027, which is an order of magnitude more than the Φ 

= 0.0026 for the complex without stabilizer. At a lower concentration of 1.0 × 10-3 M shown in 

Figure 2.11, decomposition proceeds with improved efficiency for AuCl3 with λmax = 315 nm 

and Φ = 0.020, and metallic gold nanoparticle formation at λmax = 539 nm with Φ = 0.012. At 

even lower concentrations 1.0 × 10-4 M as seen in Figure 2.12, decomposition proceeds with an 

efficiency for AuCl3 equal to that of the previous experiment without stabilizer. At this low 

concentration the λmax has blue shifted to higher energy and is overwhelmed by the major 

absorption bands of the free ligand and/or the AuCl3 photoproduct. 
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Figure 2.10. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-2 M solution of 

C5H9NCAuCl and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 0, 

(b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 40, (f) 50, and (g) 70 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.11. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution of 

C5H9NCAuCl and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 0, 

(b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 50, (f) 70, and (g) 90 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.12. Absorption changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-4 M solution of 

C5H9NCAuCl and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 0, 

(b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 40, (f) 50, (g) 60, and (h) 80 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg 

lamp. 

 The efficiency of the photolysis of (CH3)2PhNCAuCl with Dab-16-Am stabilizer in 

dichloromethane and methanol to give metallic gold has been dramatically increased. At the 

beginning of the irradiation, photolysis takes place, as shown in Figure 2.13 for a 1.0 × 10-2 M 

solution of (CH3)2PhNCAuCl with Dab-16-Am at a 9:1 ratio. After several exposures, photo-

oxidation takes place as suggested by the appearance of the band at λmax = 325 nm due to AuCl3, 

which remains the dominant feature with an efficiency of Φ = 0.031. The formation of metallic 

gold has a much improved (two orders of magnitude) production efficiency, Φ = 0.014 and this 

photoproduct at λmax = 563 nm can be obtained in minutes in comparison to hours for the same 

experiment without a stabilizing agent. At lower concentration (1.0 × 10-3 M) Figure 2.14, the 
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AuCl3 photoproduct at λmax = 320 nm has an efficiency of Φ = 0.06 and the formation of the Au0 

at λmax = 533 nm has an improved production of Φ = 0.022. At the dilute concentration 1.0 × 10-4 

M (Figure 2.15), the AuCl3 photoproduct at λmax = 310 nm has an efficiency of Φ = 0.063 and 

the formation of the Au0 at λmax = 536 nm has an efficiency of Φ = 0.029. The results here 

emulate previously reported photolysis data for similar RNCAuCl complexes and produce 

smaller size gold nanoparticles based on the absorption value of λmax.41 
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Figure 2.13. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-2 M solution of 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH under argon at 298 K using a 1 cm 

cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 30, (g) 40, and (h) 50 minutes of irradiation 

with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.14. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution of 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH under argon at 298 K using a 1 cm 

cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 25, and (e) 40 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.15. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-4 M solution of 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette after (a) 

0, (b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 40, (f) 50, and (g) 60 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 

 The efficiency of the photolysis for various other RNCAuCl (R = 4-Chlorophenyl, 4-

Fluorophenyl, and 4-Methoxyphenyl) complexes with the DAB-Am-16 stabilizing agent in 

dichloromethane and methanol have been investigated. Each compound photochemically 

produces metallic gold Au0 and AuIII products, with AuCl3 forming as the dominant photo-

product. As seen with the previous C5H9NCAuCl and (CH3)2PhNCAuCl complexes, at the 

beginning of the irradiation, photolysis takes place, and after a few exposures photo-oxidation 

takes place for each of the RNCAuCl complexes. A band appears around 310 - 360 nm due to 

AuCl3, which remains the dominant feature even at longer exposure and the formation of 

metallic gold Au0 occurs as a peak in the 500 – 600 nm range grows. In Table 2.4 is a summary 
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for the photolysis for each of the complexes studied in this work, with quantum yields for the 

AuCl3 photoproducts and metallic gold Au0 products formed. 

 
 

1.0 × 10-2 M 
AuIII         Au0 

1.0 × 10-3 M 
AuIII            Au0 

1.0× 10-4 M 
AuIII            Au0 

C5H9NCAuCl ɸ = 0.009 
λmax = 320 

ɸ = 0.005 
λmax = 601 

ɸ = 0.014 
λmax = 330 

ɸ = 0.003 
λmax = 637 

ɸ = 0.046 
λmax = 324 N/A 

C5H9NCAuCl 
w/ DAB-Am-16 

ɸ = 0.064 
λmax = 320 

ɸ = 0.027 
λmax = 528 

ɸ = 0.02 
λmax = 315 

ɸ = 0.012 
λmax = 539 

ɸ = 0.046 
λmax = 324 N/A 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl ɸ = 0.012 
λmax = 316 

ɸ = 0.001 
λmax = 567 

ɸ = 0.003 
λmax = 328 

ɸ = 0.001 
λmax = 575 

ɸ = 0.031 
λmax = 316 N/A 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl 
w/ DAB-Am-16 

ɸ = 0.031 
λmax = 325 

ɸ = 0.014 
λmax = 566 

ɸ = 0.06 
λmax = 320 

ɸ = 0.022 
λmax = 533 

ɸ = 0.063 
λmax = 310 

ɸ = 0.029 
λmax = 536 

ClPhNCAuCl ɸ = 0.002 
λmax = 360 

N/A 
 

ɸ = 0.014 
λmax = 320 

ɸ = 0.0002 
λmax = 625 

- 
 - 

ClPhNCAuCl 
w/ DAB-Am-16 

ɸ = 0.018 
λmax = 330 

ɸ = 0.032 
λmax = 545 

ɸ = 0.025 
λmax = 330 

ɸ = 0.004 
λmax = 538 - - 

FPhNCAuCl ɸ = 0.048 
λmax = 320 N/A ɸ = 0.041 

λmax = 320 N/A ɸ = 0.012 
λmax = 318 N/A 

FPhNCAuCl 
w/ DAB-Am-16 

ɸ = 0.062 
λmax = 360 

ɸ = 0.04 
λmax = 532 - - - - 

MeOPhNCAuCl ɸ = 0.011 
λmax = 330 N/A ɸ = 0.007 

λmax = 330 N/A ɸ = 0.002 
λmax = 325 N/A 

Table 2.4. Summary of the Photolysis for solutions of C5H9NCAuCl, (CH3)2PhNCAuCl, 

ClPhNCAuCl, FPhNCAuCl, MeOPhNCAuCl at with and without DAB-am-16 stabilizer at 

concentrations of 1.0 × 10-2, 1.0 × 10-3, and 1.0 × 10-4 M. 

2.3.4. Transmission Electron Microscopy for Au(CO)Cl and (CH3)2PhNCAuCl Complexes 

 There are several factors that contribute to the sizes and shapes of the gold nanoparticles 

during their synthesis. Some of these factors include concentration of the Au(I) starting material, 

pi-backbonding associated with the ligands, stabilizing agents and irritation times. Figure 2.16 

shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images for a previously studied (by Dr. 

Oussama El-bjeirami) concentrated solution of Au(CO)Cl and a dilute solution of 2,6-

dimethylphenylNCAuCl with DAB-am-16. The concentrated solution of Au(CO)Cl yields larger 
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nanoparticles with a variety of shapes and sizes, while the dilute solution of (CH3)2PhNCAuCl 

with DAB-am-16 leads to a uniform size distribution (4-7 nm) of spherical nanoparticles.  

   

Figure 2.16. (Left) TEM image for gold nanoparticles from a concentrated solution of Au(CO)Cl 

without a stabilizing agent. (Right) TEM image for gold nanoparticles from a 4.6 x 10-4 M 

solution of (CH3)2PhNCAuCl 1:1 DAB-16. 

 Although the images shown here are for the (CH3)2PhNCAuCl gold source, similar 

results were found for the C5H9NCAuCl, ClPhNCAuCl, FPhNCAuCl, and CH3OPhNCAuCl 

complexes. This is in agreement with the previous work done in the Omary group, hence 

generalizing the phenomenon, that ligand photodissociation increases with increased π-

acceptance ability. This leads to faster decomposition and formation of gold nanoparticles. As 

the Au(CO)Cl has high π-acceptance ability the photoreactivity is fast and disordered, resulting 

in nanoparticles with a mixture of shapes and sizes. The reduced π-acceptance ability of the 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl allows shape and size stabilization. Using this along with the stabilizing agent 

DAB-am-16 and UV irritation, allows the growth of small gold nanoparticles spheres with a 

narrow size distribution (4 - 7 nm) as seen in Figure 2.16. 
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2.3.5. Photochemistry of [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3 

 In correlation to the previously discussed photochemical work on RNCAuCl complexes, 

it was discovered that the cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3 also undergo 

unique photochemical reactions. Here we have investigated the compound [Au(MeO)C=N(n-

Bu)]3 ( Me = methyl and n-Bu = n-Butyl) because it has similar spectroscopic behaviors. This 

complex exhibits similar extended-chain structure with antiparallel stacking of their molecules 

and possibly smaller substructures. The full structural and electronic characterization of the 

cyclic trinuclear complex and variants thereof are discussed in great detail in Chapter 3 of this 

dissertation. For solutions of [Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 in deaerated dichloromethane, photolysis 

takes place easily as indicated by the spectral changes shown in Figure 2.17, where a 

concentrated solution was irradiated by ambient light for one week in a glass vial. During 

irradiation, decomposition takes place and the colorless solution becomes a dark maroon, 

indicating the formation of colloidal gold particles with λmax = 520 nm. To the best of our 

knowledge this is the first known synthesis of gold nanoparticles from a trinuclear gold(I) 

complex. Balch and co-worker reported formation of “hourglass” figures of metallic gold in 

single crystals of cyclic trinuclear complexes upon extended standing in air. Photoreduction was 

one of the hypothesized routes, although the authors suspected that thermal reduction was more 

likely, no nanoparticle formation was reported in that study.44 This discovery was serendipitously 

made when a [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 trimer formed gold nanoparticles without a stabilizing 

agent; and with ambient room temperature and light. The phenomenon was noticed when a 

solution of [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 was left standing for several days, after which it was found 

to exhibit a maroon color characteristic of gold nanoparticles. Although the sample was rather 

concentrated and the baseline was high, suggesting metallic gold precipitation, the plasmonic 
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absorption indicative of small gold nanoparticle was unmistakable for this sample (Figure 

2.17).40 This observation has prompted a systematic work to use cyclic trinuclear gold(I) 

complexes as precursors for photochemical preparation of gold nanoparticles with a stabilizer in 

the same manner as that described above for RNCAuCl mononuclear complexes. Thus, Figures 

2.18 - 2.21 shows that UV irradiation, stabilizing agent and solution concentration plays a role in 

producing a more uniform size distribution, as was demonstrated earlier with the mononuclear 

scheme. There is more research to be done in this area before determining if the same governing 

factors in this system are the same as those found in the RNCAuCl series. One direction we plan 

to pursue will be utilizing a stabilizer-free protocol with a variety of cyclic trinuclear d10 

complexes, employing a variety of bridging ligands and substituents. 
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Figure 2.17. Absorption spectra after the photolysis of a concentrated solution of 

[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 in DCM at 298 K after one week of ambient light irradiation. 
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 The efficiency of the photolysis of [Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 with Dab-16-Am stabilizer in 

dichloromethane and methanol (9:1 volume ratio) has been studied. At the beginning of 

irradiation, photolysis takes place quickly, as shown in Figure 2.18 for a 1.0 × 10-2 M solution of 

[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 with Dab-16-Am. After exposure of the solution, photo-oxidation takes 

place for the Au(I) complex as suggested by the appearance of the photoproduct band at λmax = 

535 nm (production efficiency Φ = 0.16) which can easily be obtained in minutes, as opposed to 

hours or days for nanoparticle production in the same experiment without stabilizing agent. At a 

lower concentration of 1.0 × 10-3 M, a 1:1 molar ratio of complex to stabilizer, and a 1:1 volume 

ratio of dichloromethane to methanol (Figure 2.19), a AuCl3 photoproduct band is observed at 

λmax = 308 nm with a production efficiency of Φ = 0.09 and the formation of the Au0 

nanoparticles occurs at λmax = 510 nm with a production efficiency of Φ = 0.04. At this 

concentration of 1.0 × 10-3 M the AuCl3 photoproduct band is covered by the absorption of the 

stabilizing agent but the formation of the Au0 nanoparticles occurs at λmax = 510 nm with a lower 

production efficiency of Φ = 0.02. At the concentration of 1.0 × 10-3 M, a 1:1 molar ratio of 

complex to stabilizer, and a 10:1 volume ratio of dichloromethane to methanol (Figure 2.21), 

AuCl3 photoproduct band is observed at λmax = 310 nm with a production efficiency of Φ = 0.10 

but the formation of the Au0 nanoparticles occurs at λmax = 560 nm with a production efficiency 

of Φ = 0.04. The results imitate the formerly reported photolysis data for similar RNCAuCl 

complexes and follow the trend of smaller sized gold nanoparticles formation. 
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Figure 2.18. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-2 M solution of 

[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette 

after (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, and (e) 25 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.19. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution of 

[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH at 298 K using a 1 cm cuvette 

after (a) 0, (b) 05, (c) 10, (d) 20, (e) 30, and (f) 40 minutes of irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.20. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution of 

[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH under argon at 298 K using a 1 

cm cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 05, (c) 10, (d) 20, (e) 30, (f) 40, (g) 60, and (h) 90 minutes of 

irradiation with a 450 W Hg lamp. 
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Figure 2.21. Absorption spectral changes during the photolysis of a 1.0 × 10-3 M solution of 

[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 and DAB-16-Am in DCM and MeOH under argon at 298 K using a 1 

cm cuvette after (a) 0, (b) 20, (c) 30, (d) 40, (e) 50, (f) 80, and (g) 100 minutes of irradiation with 

a 450 W Hg lamp. 

 The efficiency of the photolysis for various solutions of the [Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 

complex with the DAB-Am-16 stabilizing agent in dichloromethane and methanol have been 

investigated. Each solution photochemically produces metallic gold Au0 and AuIII products, with 

AuCl3 forming as the dominant photo-product. As seen with the previous monomeric RNCAuCl 

complexes, at the beginning of the irradiation, photolysis takes place, and after a few exposures 

photo-oxidation quickly occurs. A band appears around 300 -330 nm due to AuCl3, which 

remains the dominant feature even at longer exposure and the formation of metallic gold Au0 

occurs as a peak in the 500 – 600 nm range grows. In Table 2.5 is a summary for the photolysis 
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for each solution studied in this work, with quantum yields for the AuCl3 photoproducts and 

metallic gold Au0 products formed. 

 AuIII Au0 
1.0× 10-2 M 

[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 / DAB-Am-16 (9:1) 
DCM / MeOH (9:1) 

ɸ = N/A 
λmax = N/A 

ɸ = 0.16 
λmax = 535 

1.0× 10-3 M 
[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 / DAB-Am-16 (1:1) 

DCM / MeOH (1:1) 

ɸ = 0.09 
λmax = 308 

ɸ = 0.04 
λmax = 510 

1.0× 10-3 M 
[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 / DAB-Am-16 (1:1) 

DCM / MeOH (1:10) 

ɸ = N/A 
λmax = N/A 

ɸ = 0.02 
λmax = 510 

1.0× 10-2 M 
[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 / DAB-Am-16 (1:1) 

DCM / MeOH (10:1) 

ɸ = 0.10 
λmax = 310 

ɸ = 0.04 
λmax = 560 

Table 2.5. Summary of the photolysis for solutions of [Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 with and without 

DAB-am-16 stabilizer at concentrations of 1.0 × 10-2 M, and 1.0 × 10-3 M. 

2.4. Discussion 

2.4.1. Aurophilic Bonding in Solutions 

 Literature shows that deviations from Beer’s law have been studied for other d10 and d8 

closed-shell systems. Schindler and co-workers observed a negative deviation for a monomer 

MLCT band in aqueous solutions of [Pt(CN)4]2-, which was attributed to the formation of 

oligomers (trimers) of this square planar d8 complex.30 A similar behavior was observed for 

solutions of [Au(CN)2]- and [Ag(CN)2]- in which the negative deviations from Beer’s law were 

attributed to the formation of dimers and trimers of these linear d10 complexes.39 Previous 

members of the Omary group have shown higher dimer formation constants in RNCAuCl 

complexes suggest thermodynamically stronger associations in solutions of these neutral 

isonitrile compounds (and perhaps stronger Au-Au aurophilic bonds; vide infra). The RNCAuCl 
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series of complexes is in agreement with comparably high dimer formation constants and 

photoproduct quantum yields, as seen in Table 2.6. The extent of aurophilic bonding and other 

intermolecular interactions that contribute to the association of these RNCAuCl complexes in 

solution ultimately affect the photochemical behaviors and the photoproduct quantum yields to 

produce metallic gold Au0 and AuCl3. 

 co,M ɸ = Au0 ɸ = AuCl3 

C5H9NCAuCl 

1.0 × 10-2 0.005 0.009 

1.0 × 10-3 0.003 0.014 

1.0 × 10-4 N/A 0.046 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl 

1.0 × 10-2 0.001 0.012 

1.0 × 10-3 0.001 0.002 

1.0 × 10-4 N/A 0.031 

Table 2.6. A summary of the photoproduct quantum yields Φ(Au0) and Φ(AuCl3) vs. 

concentrations of C5H9NCAuCl and (CH3)2PhNCAuCl. 

 The absorption spectral data suggest that the association of both the C5H9NCAuCl and 

(CH3)2PhNCAuCl complexes in dichloromethane is not limited to dimer formation but also 

trimer formation at high enough concentrations. This observation correlates with previous work 

done in the Omary group.39 Patterson and coworkers reported that increasing the concentration of 

dicyano Au(I) and Ag(I) complexes in aqueous solution progressively red-shifts their excitation 

band energies from those for dilute solutions, ultimately leading to excitation energies that are 

even lower than values for the corresponding solids.39 Balch and co-workers reported a 

remarkable variation in the emission color of the Au(I) diaminocarbene complex 

[Au{C(NHMe)2}2](PF6) in frozen solutions of different solvents, several of which exhibited 

significantly red-shifted emissions from the for crystals.44 
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 The associations of the RNCAuCl complexes are most likely driven by aurophilic 

bonding because crystals of these compounds form crossed dimers, trimers and extended chains. 

Unfortunately crystal structures of C5H9NCAuCl and (CH3)2PhNCAuCl were not collected. 

Assuming that the same staggered configuration is also valid for the dimers and trimers in 

dichloromethane solutions; this arrangement gives rise to aurophilic bonding and is considered to 

be the major stabilizing force for the association. Clearly, aurophilic bonding is only one 

component among other delicate forces that govern the association of closed-shell Au(I) 

complexes both in solution and the solid state. Other governing forces include multi-polar 

attractive or repulsive forces, electrostatic interactions, configuration, and extent of association. 

For supplementary dialogue, we refer to the well-designed study by Schmidbaur, Runeberg and 

co-workers where these factors are discussed for RNCAuX and R3PAuX complexes from both 

experimental and theoretical perspective.38 Additionally there is our structural/luminescence 

correlation studies in collaboration with the Balch group for RNCAuX complexes.17,18 

2.4.2. Photolysis of RNCAuCl 

 Transition metal complexes undergo photochemical processes that involve the absorption 

of ultraviolet (UV) light, followed by internal conversion or intersystem crossing, and ultimately 

reaching an excited state which can chemically react. In a majority of the cases the transition 

metal complex is the photoreactive species. The Vogler group demonstrated that the longest-

wavelength absorption at 250 nm for carbonyl gold chloride is due to a metal-centered ds 

transition.22,45 The photolysis of Au(CO)Cl in DCM leads to formation of AuCl and CO; the 

AuCl photoproduct was proposed to disproportionate into metallic gold and gold(III) 

chloride.22,45 Ultimately the research depicted here was spawned by the commonalities between 
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the CO and RNC ligands. The Omary group formerly proposed the following mechanism for the 

photolysis of LAuICl (L = RNC) in solution:39 

[LAuICl]n + hv → *[LAuICl]n (Photoexcitation) 

*[LAuICl]n → L + [AuICl]n (Photodissociation) 

[AuICl]n → Au0 + LAuIIICl3 (Disproportionation) 

m Au0 → Aum
0 (Nanoparticle formation) 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

[LAuICl]n + hv → Aum
0 + LAuIIICl3 (Overall reaction) 

 The mechanism entails a combination of photochemical and thermal steps upon 

absorbing UV irradiation, with the efficiency of each step and the “n” value depending on the 

concentration and extent of oligomerization. This aurophilicity found in the complexes is a result 

of photoreactive sensitivity to concentration and is explained by the reactive species begin an 

oligomer. It is likely that additional processes compete with the proposed mechanism, such as 

direct oxidation or reduction to give varying distributions of major photoproducts. Furthermore 

solvent initiated photoreactions are extremely relevant in halogenated solvents making it hard to 

distinguish them from metal centered reactions.46 Even so, the observed photoproduct quantum 

yields seem to be in good agreement with this additional pathway, as AuCl3 is predominately 

formed over metallic gold in both the RNCAuCl and [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3 complexes. 

2.5. Conclusions 

 Lastly, it is important to note that the relative long-term stability of the solids and 

solutions of complexes examined here are proportional to their photochemical reactivity. For 

example, solutions of Au(CO)Cl readily form metallic gold within an hour of exposure to 

ambient room light and even the solid complex must be shipped and stored in the dark carefully 

to prevent photodecomposition. On the other hand, solutions of ClPhNCAuCl, FPhNCAuCl, and 
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MeOPhNCAuCl are not extremely light sensitive and colorless for several days before they 

decompose, while the solid compound can be stored in room light for several weeks before they 

start decomposing. In contrast C5H9NCAuCl and (CH3)2PhNCAuCl complexes are extremely 

stable to light, as we have not observed any decomposition for solids or solutions of either 

sample on extended storage in room light. These observations correlate with the quantum yield 

(Φ) values shown in Table 2.4 for the formation of the metallic gold and AuCl3 photoproducts. 

The trend of the relative long-term light stability based on the π-acceptor ability of L extrapolates 

to other LAuX compounds that we have synthesized but we are yet to subject them to photolysis 

studies. Thus, we are encouraged to expand the photochemical study to investigate the photolysis 

of multiple other classes of Au(I) complexes which despite the strong attention given to their 

photophysical properties, have not been subject to photochemical studies.47 
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CHAPTER 3 

STRUCTURAL AND PHOTOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CYCLIC TRINUCLEAR 

GOLD(I) COMPLEXES 

3.1. Introduction 

 Incorporation of a transition metal into organic materials can substantially impact their 

optical, electronic and/or magnetic properties.1 For example, cyclic trinuclear coinage metal 

complexes display a variety of photophysical properties including solvoluminescence, 

rigidochromism and vapochromism.2 The fundamental significance of cyclic trinuclear d10 

complexes spans multiple areas of chemical bonding, such as metallophilic and excimeric 

bonding, π-acid / π-base interactions, and metalloaromacity.3 The focal point of this study is to 

investigate cyclic trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate [Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3, imidazolate [Au(RIm)]3, 

and pyrazolate complexes [Au(R)nPz]3. Where R and R’ are a selection of substituents on the 

organic ligands. These complexes are broken in to subcategories and are referred to as the 

following: Au3Cb3, Au3Im3, and Au3Pz3 (Au3, Cb3, Im3, and Pz3 represent gold atoms, carbeniate 

ligands, imidazolate ligands, and pyrazolate ligands, respectively), with each containing three 

two-coordinate AuI centers, connected by C=N or N=N bidentate bridging ligands.4 Figure 3.1 

shows the molecular structures for the categories of complexes describe here. 
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Figure 3.1. Shows the molecular structures of the trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate 

[Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 (Left), imidazolate [Au(RIm)]3 (Center), and pyrazolate complexes 
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[Au(R)nPz]3 (Right). Where R and R’ can be the same or represent different substituents on the 

carbeniate, imidazolate and pyrazolate bridging ligands. 

 The photophysical and electronic properties of cyclic trinuclear AuI complexes are 

impacted by solid state intermolecular interactions that are mediated by aurophilic Au···Au 

interactions.2,4-5 The extent of these intermolecular interactions are also modulated by the 

bulkiness of the organic ligand substituents (R, R’), which may reduce or enhance inter-trimer 

interactions, yielding structures such as dimers of trimers, extended chains, etc. in the solid state, 

as shown in Figure 3.2. Several examples of trimeric gold carbeniates have been reported in the 

literature.1,4-7 Balch et al. elaborated on the [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 carbeniate complex for 

which steric bulk is minimized by the use of methyl substituents.4a,b Aurophilic Au···Au 

interactions are hypothesized to lead to the formation of extended chains of trimers. Moreover, 

this research4-7 demonstrated that the colorless solid of the hexagonal polymorph for 

[Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3,4 displays the unusual “solvoluminescence” phenomenon. This 

phenomenon occurs upon prior irradiation of a crystalline sample with near-UV light; a bright 

burst of yellow light is observed spontaneously when solvent is introduced. The intensity of the 

luminescence is greatest for the best solvents for [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3, e.g., chloroform and 

dichloromethane.4a In the solid state, [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 displays multiple crystalline 

polymorphs: hexagonal (P6/m) (which has eclipsed (I) and staggered (II) stacks), triclinic (P-1) 

(III) and monoclinic (C2/c) (Figure 3.2).4b Other polymorphic forms of gold carbeniate 

complexes, [Au(CO(Me))=(N(n-Pe))]3 (IV) and [Au(CO(Me))=(N(i-Pr))]3 (no intermolecular 

interactions) with n-pentyl (n-Pe) and isopropyl (i-Pr) substituents were reported. These 

polymorphs differ in how the trimer moieties interact with one another (Figure 3.2). 
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 In the hexagonal form of [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3, which has a broad emission and a long 

wavelength excitation, stacks in two polymorphs, form I and form II in Figure 3.2.4a The 

hexagonal polymorph I shows an eclipsed stacking pattern with close Au···Au interactions 

forming a columnar extended chain, dAu-Au = 3.346 Å (intermolecular) between pairs of trimers, 

and dAu-Au = 3.308 Ǻ (intramolecular) within a single molecule. Polymorph II displays a 

staggered stacking pattern resulting in dimers of trimers, where molecules are disordered with 

two positions of the trimers offset by 60° resulting in dAu-Au = 3.384 Å (intermolecular) and dAu-

Au = 3.280 Ǻ (intramolecular). The triclinic polymorph III involves the formation of dimers of 

trimers structure in a “chair” conformation with dAu-Au = 3.339 Å (intramolecular) and dAu-Au = 

3.528 Å (intermolecular).6 The monoclinic polymorph (IV) contains short prismatic stacks that 

consist of three trimers with dAu-Au = 3.323 Å (intramolecular) and a single aurophilic connection 

between stacks of trimers in a stair step fashion, dAu-Au = 3.653 Å (intermolecular).4b 
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Figure 3.2. Displays the various stacking arrangements found in the [Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3, 

[Au(RIm)]3 and [Au(RnPz)]3 complexes. Trinuclear complexes are represented by triangles and 

inter-trimer aurophilic interactions by dashed lines. Polymorphs are named as eclipsed (I); 

disordered staggered (II); chair conformation (III); and stair-step conformation (IV). 
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 Herein, we report findings on the structural, photophysical and conductive properties of 

the following novel complexes. The carbeniate class of complexes include: the hexagonal 

polymorph of [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(Et))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3. The second category of compounds are 

the imidazolate complexes which include: [Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(BzIm)]3, and [Au(vinyl-Im)]3. The 

last subgroup is the pyrazolate complexes which include: [Au(MePz)]3, [Au(Me)2Pz)]3, [Au((i-

Pr)2Pz)]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3. Where Me = methyl, Et = ethyl, n-Pr = normal propyl, n-Bu = 

normal butyl, Ph = phenyl, Bz = benzyl and Cp = cyclopentyl. The n-Pr, n-Bu and Cp ligands 

were used to increase the solubility of the trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate complexes, which could 

expand their use in electronic devices. Additionally, the luminescence properties for each 

complex vary due to the nature their aurophilic intermolecular interactions, which are augmented 

by the substituents. Due to the variety of photophysical properties found for the 

[Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 complexes with numerous polymorphic structures (Figure 3.2), which are 

accounted for in this work and earlier works4-7, we also report a comprehensive computational 

study of different structural forms of Au3Cb3 complexes under both molecular and periodic 

regimes. By analyzing different polymorphic forms (Figure 3.2) it helps to pinpoint the 

relationships between solid state, molecular electronic structures and optoelectronic properties of 

these materials. Simulations of the singlet ground states and lowest excited triplet states are 

analyzed for molecular models to augment the search for important structure property 

relationships. This may guide the rational synthesis of novel materials for molecular electronic 

devices with both desired intramolecular and intermolecular arrangements. 
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3.2. Experimental Section 

3.2.1. Materials 

 The 2,6-dimethylphenyl isocyanide was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and the n-butyl, 

and cyclopentyl isocyanides were purchased from Acros Organics. Methyl isocyanide is 

synthesized from a previously reported literature procedure.8 The N-methylimidazole, N-

butylimidazole, N-benzylimidazole and N-vinylimidazole were purchased from TCI America. 

The 3-methylpyrazole, 3,5-dimethylpyrazole, 3,5-diisopropylpyrazole, and diethyl-3,5-

pyrazoledicarboxylate were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The 

chloro(tetrahydrothiophene)gold(I) (Au(THT)Cl) and chloro(triphenylphosphine)gold(I) 

(Au(PPh3)Cl) are synthesized from slightly modified previously reported literature 

procedures.9,10 The solvents methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, n-butanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF) and 

dichloromethane (DCM), were distilled by conventional drying agents and degassed with argon, 

prior to use. Glassware was oven-dried at 150 °C overnight, prior to use. All manipulations were 

carried out under an atmosphere of purified argon gas using standard Schlenk techniques. All 

electronic absorption measurements were carried out under argon. 

3.2.2. Physical Measurements 

 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) at ambient 

temperature on a Varian nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer operating at 500 MHz. 

The samples were dissolved in CDCl3 using approximately 15 to 20 mg of complex in 0.75 mL 

of solvent and placed in a standard NMR tube. The chemical shifts in the 1H and 13C NMR 

spectra are reported relative to tetramethylsilane in CDCl3. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) 

spectroscopic experiments were completed on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 FTIR with a 

Smart Orbit diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory. The spectra were collected 
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for both far and mid infrared regions by firmly pressing the neat sample on to the diamond plate 

of the ATR attachment. Melting point determinations for each compound were completed with 

an Electrothermal Mel-Temp melting point apparatus. 

 The photophysical luminescence measurements were carried out for microcrystalline 

materials examined for purity and verified to represent the luminescence of the single crystals 

(which were examined with hand-held dual-wavelength UV lamp). Steady-state luminescence 

spectra were acquired with a PTI Quanta Master Model QM-4 scanning spectrofluorometer 

equipped with a 75-watt xenon lamp, emission and excitation monochromators, excitation 

correction unit, and a PMT detector. The emission spectra were corrected for the detector 

wavelength-dependent response. Temperature-dependent studies were acquired with an Oxford 

optical cryostat using either liquid nitrogen (down to 77K) or liquid helium (down to 4K) as the 

cryogen. Lifetime data were acquired using a xenon flash lamp or a nitrogen laser interfaced with 

a tunable dye laser as phosphorescence sub-system add-ons to the PTI instrument. The 337.1 nm 

line of the N2 laser was used to pump a freshly-prepared solution of the organic continuum laser 

dyes in order to attain the excitations needed to generate the lifetime and time-resolved data. 

3.2.3. Syntheses 

 The preparations of [Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 (R = Methyl, Ethyl, n-Propyl, and n-Butyl; and 

R’ = Methyl, n-Butyl, Cyclopentyl, and 2,6-Dimethylphenyl) followed modified procedures 

reported previously for the [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 cyclic trinuclear complex.11 Standard 

Schlenk techniques under argon atmosphere were followed in these methods.  

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.03 mL (0.62 mmol) of methyl isocyanide and 

35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide are dissolved in 15 mL of dry methanol. The 

resulting solution is stirred for 30 minutes at 0 °C, in an ice bath. 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of 
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Au(THT)Cl is added to the stirring solution, the solid starting material dissolves and a white 

precipitate quickly forms. The resulting mixture is allowed to continue stirring for 1 hour at 0 °C, 

after which the solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid is 

dissolved in DCM and filtered through a bed of Celite, in order to remove any decomposed 

material and salt by-products. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a 

crude white material. Recrystallization of this crude material is completed by dissolving the 

complex in a minimum amount of DCM, adding excess acetonitrile and filtering the precipitating 

white solid. The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. 

[Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3: M.p. 170 °C (decomposition), yield 60%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1565 

cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.006 ppm, s, -O-CH3; 2.971 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in 

CDCl3): 191.078 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 59.598 ppm, -O-CH3; 39.240 ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.03 mL (0.62 mmol) of methyl isocyanide and 

35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide are dissolved in 15 mL of ethanol. The resulting 

solution is stirred for 30 minutes at 0 °C, in an ice bath. 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl is 

added to the stirring solution, the solid starting material dissolves and a white precipitate quickly 

forms. The resulting mixture is allowed to continue stirring for 1 hour at 0 °C, after which the 

solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid is dissolved in a 

minimum amount of DCM and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove any 

decomposed material and salt by-products. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced 

pressure, leaving a crude white material. Recrystallization of this crude material is completed by 

dissolving the complex in a minimum amount of DCM, adding excess acetonitrile and filtering 

the precipitating white solid. The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. 

[Au(CO(Et))=(NMe)]3: M.p. 146 °C, yield 48%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1565 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in 
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CDCl3): 4.454 ppm, m, -O-CH2; 1.335 ppm, t, -O-CH2-CH3; 2.300 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ 

in CDCl3): 198.333 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 68.292 ppm, -O-CH2; 15.644 ppm, -O-CH2-CH3; 39.308 

ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.03 mL (0.62 mmol) of methyl isocyanide and 

35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide are dissolved in 15 mL of dry n-propanol. The 

resulting solution is stirred for 30 minutes at 0 °C, in an ice bath. 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of 

Au(THT)Cl is added to the stirring solution, the solid starting material slowly dissolves. The 

resulting solution is allowed to continue stirring for 1 hour at 0 °C, after which the solvent is then 

evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of 

DCM and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove any decomposed material and salt 

by-products. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a crude white 

material. Recrystallization of this crude material is completed by dissolving the complex in a 

minimum amount of DCM, adding excess acetonitrile and filtering the precipitating white solid. 

The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3: M.p. 125 

°C and Decomposition 193 °C, yield 65%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1564 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in 

CDCl3): 4.351 ppm, t, -O-CH2; 1.714 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2; 0.934 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH3; 

2.963 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 199.225 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 73.945 ppm, -O-CH2; 

23.359 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2; 10.337 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2-CH3; 39.217 ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.03 mL (0.62 mmol) of methyl isocyanide and 

35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide are dissolved in 15 mL of dry n-butanol. The 

resulting solution is stirred for 30 minutes at 0 °C, in an ice bath. 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of 

Au(THT)Cl is added to the stirring solution, the solid starting material slowly dissolves. The 

resulting solution is allowed to continue stirring for 1 hour at 0 °C, after which the solvent is then 
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evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of 

DCM and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove any decomposed material and salt 

by-products. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a crude white 

material. Recrystallization of this crude material is completed by dissolving the complex in a 

minimum amount of DCM, adding excess acetonitrile and filtering the precipitating white solid. 

The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3: M.p. 80 

°C and Decomposition 201 °C, yield 47%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1568 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in 

CDCl3): 4.401 ppm, t, -O-CH2; 1.681 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2; 1.379 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2; 

0.924ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 2.883 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 199.183 

ppm, -Au-C=N-; 72.2 ppm, -O-CH2; 39.244 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2; 18.744 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2; 

13.703ppm, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 31.808 ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 82 mg (0.62 mmol) of 2,6-dimethylphenyl 

isocyanide and 35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide are dissolved in 15 mL of dry 

methanol. The resulting solution is stirred for 30 minutes at 0 °C, in an ice bath. 0.20 g (0.62 

mmol) of Au(THT)Cl is added to the stirring solution, the solid starting material dissolves and a 

white precipitate quickly forms. The resulting mixture is allowed to continue stirring for 1 hour 

at 0 °C, after which the solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid is 

dissolved in a minimum amount of DCM and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove 

any decomposed material and salt by-products. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced 

pressure, leaving a crude white material. Recrystallization of this crude material is completed by 

dissolving the complex in a minimum amount of DCM, adding excess acetonitrile and filtering 

the precipitating white solid. The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. 

[Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3: M.p. 174 °C (dec.), yield 74%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1527 cm-1, 1H 
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NMR (δ in CDCl3): 3.687 ppm, s, -O-CH3; 2.336 ppm, s, -Au-N-C-C-CH3; 6.977 ppm, d, -Au-

N-C-C-CH- 7.010 ppm, d, -Au-N-C-C-CH-CH-. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 200.112 ppm, -Au-

C=N-; 60.226 ppm, -O-CH3; 145.517 ppm, -Au-C=N-C; 130.781 ppm, -Au-C=N-C-C; 19.012 

ppm, -Au-C=N-C-C-CH3; 127.661 ppm, -Au-C=N-C-C-CH3; 124.948 ppm, -Au-C=N-C-C-CH-

CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.07 mL (0.62 mmol) of n-butyl isocyanide and 

35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide are dissolved in 15 mL of dry methanol. The 

resulting solution is stirred for 30 minutes at 0 °C, in an ice bath. 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of 

Au(THT)Cl is added to the stirring solution, the solid starting material dissolves and a white 

precipitate quickly forms. The resulting mixture is allowed to continue stirring for 1 hour at 0 °C, 

after which the solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid is 

dissolved in a minimum amount of DCM and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove 

any decomposed material and salt by-products. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced 

pressure, leaving a crude white material. Recrystallization of this crude material is completed by 

dissolving the complex in a minimum amount of DCM, adding excess acetonitrile and filtering 

the precipitating white solid. The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. 

[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3: M.p. 175 °C (dec.), yield 56%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1536 cm-1, 1H 

NMR (δ in CDCl3): 3.412 ppm, t, -N-CH2; 1.692 ppm, m, -N-CH2-CH2; 1.377 ppm, m, -N-CH2-

CH2-CH2; 0.891 ppm, m, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 3.997 ppm, s, -O-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in 

CDCl3): 199.688 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 48.891 ppm, -N-CH2; 33.280 ppm, -N-CH2-CH2; 20.303 

ppm, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2; 13.491ppm, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 59.144 ppm, -O-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.07 mL (0.62 mmol) of n-butyl isocyanide and 

35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide are dissolved in 15 mL of dry n-butanol. The 
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resulting solution is stirred for 30 minutes at 0 °C, in an ice bath. 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of 

Au(THT)Cl is added to the stirring solution, the solid starting material quickly dissolves. The 

resulting solution is allowed to continue stirring for 1 hour at 0 °C, after which the solvent is then 

evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of 

DCM and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove any decomposed material and salt 

by-products. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a crude white 

material. Recrystallization of this crude material is completed by dissolving the complex in a 

minimum amount of DCM, adding excess acetonitrile and filtering the precipitating white solid. 

The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3: M.p. 

43 °C and Decomposition 199 °C, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1528 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.408 

ppm, t, -O-CH2; 1.666 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2; 1.373 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2; 0.921 ppm, m, -

O-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 3.395 ppm, m, -N-CH2; 1.666 ppm, m, -N-CH2-CH2; 1.373 ppm, m, -N-

CH2-CH2-CH2; 0.921 ppm, t, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 198.655 ppm, -

Au-C=N-; 71.772 ppm, -O-CH2; 32.172 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2; 18.986 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2; 

13.837, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 49.092 ppm, -N-CH2; 33.258 ppm, -N-CH2-CH2; 20.303 ppm, -

N-CH2-CH2-CH2; 13.956 ppm, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.07 mL (0.62 mmol) of cyclopentyl isocyanide 

and 35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide are dissolved in 15 mL of dry methanol. The 

resulting solution is stirred for 30 minutes at 0 °C, in an ice bath. 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of 

Au(THT)Cl is added to the stirring solution, the solid starting material dissolves and a white 

precipitate quickly forms. The resulting mixture is allowed to continue stirring for 1 hour at 0 °C, 

after which the solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid is 

dissolved in a minimum amount of DCM and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove 
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any decomposed material and salt by-products. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced 

pressure, leaving a crude white material. Recrystallization of this crude material is completed by 

dissolving the complex in a minimum amount of DCM, adding excess acetonitrile and filtering 

the precipitating white solid. The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. 

[Au(CO(Me))=(NCp)]3: M.p. 190 °C (dec.), yield 52%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1535 cm-1, 1H 

NMR (δ in CDCl3): 3.978 ppm, s, -O-CH3; 1.874 ppm, m, -N-CH; 1.715 ppm, m, -N-CH(CH2)2; 

1.525 ppm, m, -N-CH(CH2)2(CH2)2. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 199.2 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 59.1 ppm, -

O-CH3; 57.4, 34.8, 24.5 ppm, -C5H7. 

 The preparations of [Au(RIm)]3 (R = methyl, benzyl, and vinyl) were completed from 

modified procedures reported previously for the [Au(MeIm)]3 complex.12 Standard Schlenk 

techniques under argon atmosphere were followed in each of the aforementioned methods. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.20 mL (2.5 mmol) of N-methylimidazole is 

dissolved and stirred in 15 mL of dry THF. The solution is cooled to -40 °C in a dry ice and 

acetonitrile slush bath. A stoichiometric quantity of 1 mL (2.5 mmol) of n-butyllithium (2.5 

molar in hexanes) is added drop wise to the stirring solution and the resulting mixture is 

continually stirred for 1.5 hours. 1.25g (2.5 mmol) of Au(PPh3)Cl is added to the stirring solution 

at -40 °C. After one hour of stirring at room temperature, 1 mL of MeOH is added and the 

solution is evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. The residue is extracted with 15 mL of 

DCM and the brown extract is washed with water until neutral. The resulting organic phase is 

dried over sodium sulfate and the solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure. The solid 

remaining was washed with three 10 mL portions of hexanes to remove any residual 

triphenylphosphine. Recrystallization of the crude product is accomplished by dissolving the 

complex in a minimum amount of DCM, adding excess hexanes and filtering the precipitate. 
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[Au(MeIm)]3: M.p. 265 °C (dec.), yield 40%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1531 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in 

CDCl3): 7.131 ppm, d, Au-N-CH; 6.933 ppm, d, Au-N-CH-CH; 3.782 ppm, s, Au-N-CH-CH-N-

CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 168.441 ppm, Au-N=C-; 35.961 ppm, Au-N=C-N-CH3; 127.631 

ppm, Au-N=C-N-CH-; 119.872 ppm, Au-N=C-N-CH-CH-. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.40 mg (2.5 mmol) of N-benzylimidazole is 

dissolved and stirred in 15 mL of dry THF. The solution cooled to -40 °C in a dry ice and 

acetonitrile slush bath. A stoichiometric quantity of 1 mL (2.5 mmol) of n-butyllithium (2.5 

molar in hexanes) is added drop wise to the stirring solution and the resulting mixture is 

continually stirred for 1.5 hours. 1.25g (2.5 mmol) of Au(PPh3)Cl is added to the stirring solution 

at -40 °C. After one hour of stirring at room temperature, 1 mL of MeOH is added and the 

solution is evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. The residue is extracted with 15 mL of 

DCM and the brown extract was washed with water until neutral. The resulting organic phase is 

dried over sodium sulfate and the solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining 

solid left was washed with three 10 mL portions of hexanes to remove any residual PPh3. 

Recrystallization is accomplished by dissolving the complex in a minimum amount of 

dichloromethane, adding excess hexanes and filtering the precipitate. [Au(BzIm)]3: M.p. 240 °C 

(dec.), yield 48%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1494 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 5.377 ppm, s, -Au-

N=C-N-CH2-; 7.278 ppm, m, -Au-N=C-N-CH2-Ph; 6.917 ppm, d, -Au-N=C-N-CH; 7.072 ppm, 

d, -Au-N=C-N-CH-CH. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 161.133 ppm, -Au-N=C-; 52.903 ppm, -Au-

N=C-N-CH2-; 127.550-128.629 ppm, -Au-N=C-N-CH2-Ph; 118.837 ppm, -Au-N=C-N-CH; 

137.611 ppm, -Au-N=C-N-CH-CH. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.23 mL (2.5 mmol) of N-vinylimidazole is 

dissolved and stirred in 15 mL of dry THF. The solution cooled to -40 °C in a dry ice and 
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acetonitrile slush bath. A stoichiometric quantity of 1 mL (2.5 mmol) of n-butyllithium (2.5 

molar in hexanes) is added drop wise to the stirring solution and the resulting mixture is 

continually stirred for 1.5 hours. 1.25g (2.5 mmol) of Au(PPh3)Cl is added to the stirring solution 

at -40 °C. After one hour of stirring at room temperature, 1 mL of MeOH is added and the 

solution is evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. The residue is extracted with 15 mL of 

DCM and the brown extract was washed with water until neutral. The resulting organic phase is 

dried over sodium sulfate and the solvent is evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining 

solid left was washed with three 10 mL portions of hexanes to remove any residual 

triphenylphosphine. Recrystallization of the crude product is accomplished by dissolving the 

complex in a minimum amount of DCM, adding excess hexanes and filtering the white 

precipitate. [Au(vinyl-Im)]3: M.p. 220 °C (dec.), yield 43%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1418 cm-1, 1H 

NMR (δ in CDCl3): 6.947 ppm, d, -C-N-C-CH=; 5.213 4.833 ppm, d-t, -C-N-C-CH=CH2; 7.465 

ppm, d, -C-N-C-CH. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 169.786 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 128.742 ppm, -Au-C=N-

CH-; 114.899 ppm, -Au-C=N-CH-CH-; 133.534 ppm, -Au-C-N-CH=; 99.365 ppm, -Au-C-N-

CH=CH2. 

 The preparations of [Au(RnPz)]3 (R = Methyl, i-Propyl, and Ethyl Carboxylate, and n = 1 

or 2) were completed from modified procedures reported previously for the [Au(MePz)]3 

complex.13 Standard Schlenk techniques under argon were followed in each synthesis. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 0.05 mL 

(0.62 mmol) of 3-methylpyrazole are dissolved and stirred in 10 mL of dry THF at room 

temperature. 35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide dissolved in 1 mL of dry MeOH is 

added drop wise to the stirring solution. A white precipitate quickly forms and the resulting 

mixture is allowed to continue stirring for one hour. The white solid is filtered and washed with 
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two 5 mL portions of THF. The crude white material is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. 

Purification of the complex is completed through heated vacuum sublimation. [Au(MePz)]3: 

yield 52%, IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 1511 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 2.185 ppm, s, -N=N-C-CH3; 

6.189 ppm, d, -N=N-C-CH2; 7.156 ppm, d, -N=N-C-CH2-CH2. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 147.111 

ppm, -Au-N=N-C-; 13.539 ppm, -Au-N=N-C-CH3; 104.311 ppm, -Au-N=N-C-CH2-; 140.050 

ppm, -Au-N=N-C-CH2-CH2-. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 60 mg 

(0.62 mmol) of 3,5-dimethylpyrazole are dissolved and stirred in 10 mL of dry THF at room 

temperature. 35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide dissolved in 1 mL of dry MeOH is 

added drop wise to the stirring solution. A white precipitate quickly forms and the resulting 

mixture is allowed to continue stirring for one hour. The white solid is filtered and washed with 

two 5 mL portions of THF. The crude white material is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. 

Purification of the complex is completed through heated vacuum sublimation. [Au(Me)2Pz)]3: 

yield 65%, IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 1531 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 2.292 ppm, s, -N=N-C-CH3; 

6.172 ppm, d, -N=N-C-CH2. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 154.440 ppm, -Au-N=N-C-; 70.770 ppm, -

Au-N=N-C-CH; 13.549 ppm, -Au-N=N-C-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 95 mg 

(0.62 mmol) of 3,5-diisopropylpyrazole are dissolved and stirred in 10 mL of dry THF at room 

temperature. 35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide dissolved in 1 mL of dry MeOH is 

added drop wise to the stirring solution. The resulting solution is allowed to continue stirring for 

one hour, after which the solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure. The remaining solid 

is dissolved in a minimum amount of THF and precipitated by adding excess acetonitrile. The 

final product is filtered and allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. [Au((i-Pr)2Pz)]3: yield 77%, 
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IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 1524 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 3.115 ppm, m, -N=N-C-CH; 1.330 

ppm, d, -N=N-C-CH-(CH3)2; 6.134 ppm, s, -N=N-C-CH-CH. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 159.120 

ppm, -Au-N=N-C-; 97.659 ppm, -Au-N=N-C-CH; 26.645 ppm, -Au-N=N-C-CH-; 23.190 ppm, -

Au-N=N-C-CH-(CH3)2. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 0.20 g (0.62 mmol) of Au(THT)Cl and 131 mg 

(0.62 mmol) of diethyl-3,5-pyrazoledicarboxylate are dissolved and stirred in 10 mL of dry THF 

at room temperature. 35 mg (0.62 mmol) of potassium hydroxide dissolved in 1 mL of dry 

MeOH is added drop wise to the stirring solution. The resulting solution is allowed to continue 

stirring for one hour, after which the solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure. The 

remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of THF and precipitated by adding excess 

acetonitrile. The final product is filtered and allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. Purification 

is accomplished by recrystallization from THF and acetonitrile. [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3: yield 68%, 

IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 1529 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.420 ppm, q, -N=N-C-C-O-CH2; 1.389 

ppm, t, -N=N-C-C-O-CH2-CH3; 7.516 ppm, s, -N=N-C-CH. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 143.859 

ppm, -Au-N=N-C-; 160.155 ppm, -Au-N=N-C-C; 61.607 ppm, -Au-N=N-C-C-O-CH2; 14.648 

ppm, -Au-N=N-C-C-O-CH2-CH3. 

3.2.4. Computational Methods 

 The computations in this work were performed by Dr. Bhaskar Chilukuri in collaboration 

with Prof. Thomas R. Cundari from the University of North Texas and Dr. Hassan Rabaâ from 

Ibn Tofail University. Solid state calculations are carried out using the VASP (Vienna Ab initio 

Simulation Program) code.14,15 Density functional theory within the PAW (Projector-Augmented 

Wave) method,16 and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional of Perdew, Burke 

and Ernzerhof (PBE)17 was employed. Electronic wave functions are sampled on a 1×1×3 k-
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mesh; in the irreducible Brillouin zone (BZ) using the Monkhorst-Pack method.18 The cut-off 

energy of the wave functions was 400 eV. Convergence of total energy with the k-mesh in the 

Brillouin zones and the plane wave cut-off energy was checked. Gaussian smearing was used to 

set the partial occupancies for each wave function with a smearing width of 0.05 eV. The 

Gaussian 09 package is used to perform density functional calculations on molecular entities.19 

Los Alamos valence basis sets, LANL2DZ(2f,p)*20, 21 (with augmented d-polarization functions 

taken from 6-31G* basis set on main group elements) are employed in conjunction with the M06 

functional22 for all optimization and single point calculations. The LANL2DZ(2f,p)* basis set23 

was chosen as per an earlier study by Barakat et al. involving Au complexes, where an extended 

basis set was used, particularly on the gold atoms augmented by two f functions18 and one 

Couty-Hall outer p function.24 Calculations with the M06 functional gave results more consistent 

with available experimental data, and even outperformed B3LYP functional25-27 and higher-order 

wavefunction-based MP228 calculations. The latter yields an overly bound Au3Cb3 dimer-of-

trimer (inter-trimer separations ~ 2.8 Å). Hence, our attention is on the newer, hybrid meta-GGA 

functional of Truhlar and coworkers.22 All geometries are optimized with restricted Kohn–Sham 

methods for singlet spin states and unrestricted Kohn-Sham methods for triplet multiplicities. 

3.2.5. X-ray Crystallography and Data Collection 

 Crystals of the cyclic trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate complexes [Au(CO(Me))=(N(n-Bu))]3, 

[Au(CO(Me))=(N(Cp))]3, and [Au(CO(Me))=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 suitable for X-ray diffraction 

analysis were grown by slow evaporation of dichloromethane to give colorless needles. Crystals 

appropriate for X-ray diffraction analysis of the complexes [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(N(Me))]3, 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(Me))]3 and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 were grown by slow diffusion by 

layering dichloromethane with acetonitrile, this method also resulted in long colorless needles. 
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Crystals of the [Au(MeIm)]3, and [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3 complexes were grown from the slow 

evaporation of tetrahydrofuran to give colorless needles that were fitting for X-ray diffraction 

analysis. X-ray crystallographic data were collected by Dr. Xiaoping Wang and Dr. Vladimir 

Nesterov from the University of North Texas, who provided the following description of the 

crystallographic data and details. 

 Crystal structure determination for all complexes were carried out using a Bruker 

SMATR APEX2 CCD-based X-ray diffractometer equipped with a low temperature device and 

Mo-target X-ray tube (wavelength = 0.71073 Å). Measurements were taken at 100(2) K. Data 

collection, indexing, and initial cell refinements were carried out using APEX2,29 frame 

integration and final cell refinements were done using SAINT.30 A multiple absorption 

correction was applied using the program SADABS.31 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined 

anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms in the complexes were placed in idealized positions and 

were refined as riding atoms. Structure solution, refinement, graphic and generation of 

publication materials were performed by using SHELXTL software.32 

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Infrared Spectroscopic and Crystallographic Studies 

 The IR spectra collected for each of the cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes are similar 

with respect to the ν(C=N) stretching band for the carbeniate complexes, the ν(C=N) stretching 

band for the imidazolate complexes, and the ν(N=N) stretching band for the pyrazolate 

complexes; which show between 1400 to 1600 cm-1. A summary of the ν(C=N) and ν(N=N) 

stretching vibrations for each of the cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes and the corresponding free 

ligands is given in Table 3.1. 
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ν(C=N) 
Stretching Vibrations 

RNC 
Free Ligand 

[Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 
Complex 

[Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 2166 cm-1 1565 cm-1 

[Au(CO(Et))=(NMe)]3 2166 cm-1 1567 cm-1 

[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 2166 cm-1 1568 cm-1 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 2166 cm-1 1576 cm-1 

[Au(CO(Me))=(N(Me)2Ph)]3 2120 cm-1 1527 cm-1 

[Au(CO(Me))=(N(n-Bu))]3 2150 cm-1 1536 cm-1 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu)]3 2150 cm-1 1528 cm-1 

[Au(CO(Me))=(NCp)]3 2139 cm-1 1535 cm-1 
ν(C=N) 

Stretching Vibrations 
RIm 

Free Ligand 
[Au(RIm)]3 
Complex 

[Au(Me)Im]3 1515 cm-1 1436 cm-1 

[Au(Bz)Im]3 1505 cm-1 1494 cm-1 

[Au(vinyl)Im]3 1491 cm-1 1418 cm-1 
ν(N=N) 

Stretching Vibrations 
RnPz 

Free Ligand 
[Au(RnPz)]3 

Complex 
[Au(Me)Pz]3 1580 cm-1 1511 cm-1 

[Au(Me)2Pz]3 1595 cm-1 1531 cm-1 

[Au(i-Pr)2Pz]3 1575 cm-1 1524 cm-1 

[Au(COOEt)2Pz]3 1566 cm-1 1529 cm-1 

Table 3.1. A summary for the infrared ν(C=N) and ν(N=N) stretching vibrations found in the 

isocyanide free ligands and cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes. 

 In the case of the [Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 carbeniate series the ν(C=N) stretching frequency 

indicates that complexation has occurred. The ν(C≡N) triple bond stretch around 2200 cm-1 for 

the isocyanide free ligands is reduced to a ν(C=N) double bond stretch located approximately 

between 1575 to 1525 cm-1. As for the [Au(RIm)]3 imidazolate complexes the ν(C=N) stretch for 

the imidazole free ligands located around 1500 cm-1 is slightly lower in energy upon 

complexation; with the exception of the [Au(MeIm)]3 which only slightly increases. The 
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[Au(R)nPz]3 pyrazolate complexes display ν(N=N) stretching vibrations around 1520 cm-1, 

which is significantly less than the approximate 1570 cm-1 for the free pyrazole ligands. 

Additionally, far-IR experiments show no Au-Cl vibration for the Au(THT)Cl or Au(PPh3)Cl 

starting materials, generally located about 325 cm-1. Also, the formation of Au-N and Au-C 

bonds create new peaks; unfortunately these low energy vibrations are masked in the fingerprint 

region by molecular vibrations and are difficult to assign. 

 The X-ray crystal data for the trinuclear carbeniate complexes [Au(CO(Me)=(N(n-Bu))]3, 

[Au(CO(Me))=(NCp)]3, and [Au(CO(Me))=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3, are given in Table 3.2. Selected 

intramolecular distances and bond angles for each of the cyclic complexes are reported in Table 

3.3. Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 represent Mercury diagrams showing the intra- and inter-molecular 

interactions between individual molecules for the [Au(CO(Me))=(N(n-Bu))]3, 

[Au(CO(Me))=(NCp)]3, and [Au(CO(Me))=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 complexes, respectively. The crystal 

data for the complexes [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 and [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3, are given in Table 3.4. Selected intramolecular distances and angles for each 

of these complexes are reported in Table 3.5. Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 present Mercury diagrams 

showing the intra- and inter-molecular interactions between individual molecules for the 

[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 complexes, 

respectively. The crystal data for the cyclic [Au(MeIm)]3, and [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3, complexes are 

given in Table 3.6. Selected intramolecular distances and angles for these complexes are reported 

in Table 3.7. Figures 3.9, and 3.10 present Mercury diagrams showing the intra- and inter-

molecular interactions between individual molecules of [Au(MeIm)]3, and [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3 

cyclic complexes, respectively. The individual molecules for each compound under study differ 
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in the bridging ligands (Cb, Im, and Pz) between the gold atoms, but all compounds have similar 

Au-C, Au-N and Au-Au intramolecular distances, as seen in Table 3.3, Table 3.5, and Table 3.7. 

 [Au(COMe)=N(n-Bu)]3 [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 [Au(COMe)=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 

Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic Monoclinic 

Color/Habit colorless needle colorless needle colorless needle 

Formula C18H36Au3N3O3 C21H36Au3N3O3 C30H36Au3N3O3 
Formula 
weight 933.40 969.43 1077.52 

Space 
group P 2(1)/c P-1 P 2(1)/c 

a, (Å) 22.7074(17) 9.0763(11) 17.9270(7) 

b, (Å) 9.0981(7) 12.0289(15) 11.2495(4) 

c, (Å) 23.2784(17) 12.6926(16) 15.4010(6) 

α, (deg) 90 62.098(2) 90 

β, (deg) 104.3470(10) 85.009(2) 98.2350 

γ, (deg) 90 72.600(2) 90 

V, (Å3) 4659.2(6) 1166.3(3) 3073.9(2) 

Z 8 2 4 

T, (K) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 

λ, (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

ρcalc, (mg/m3) 2.661 2.760 2.328 

µ, (cm-1) 18.868 18.849 14.317 
R1 

[I > 2σ(I)] 0.0272 0.0383 0.0268 

wR2 
[I > 2σ(I)] 0.0550 0.0721 0.0866 

R1 
(all data) 0.0424 0.0804 0.0284 

wR2 
(all data) 0.0605 0.0857 0.0875 

Table 3.2. Crystallographic Data for [Au(CO(Me))=(N(n-Bu))]3, [Au(CO(Me))=(NCp)]3, and 

[Au(CO(Me))=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3. 
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 [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 [Au(COMe)=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 
Au-C (Å) 1.991(8) 2.001(12) 1.987(4) 

 1.984(8) 1.987(12) 1.987(4) 
 1.989(8) 1.971(12) 1.986(4) 

Au-N (Å) 2.053(6) 2.069(9) 2.058(3) 
 2.059(6) 2.062(10) 2.058(3) 
 2.029(6) 2.046(9) 2.058(3) 

C=N (Å) 1.312(10) 1.280(14) 1.311(8) 
 1.300(10) 1.257(15) 1.289(8) 
 1.291(10) 1.289(15) 1.302(8) 

Au-Au (Å) 
(intra) 3.2656(4) 3.2691(7) 3.2858(3) 

 3.3218(5) 3.3210(7) 3.3253(4) 
 3.3328(5) 3.2904(7) 3.3227(4) 

C-Au-N (°) 178.5(3) 177.0(4) 179.1(3) 
 178.7(3) 177.9(5) 177.6(3) 
 177.6(3) 175.4(4) 178.3(3) 

Table 3.3. Selected intramolecular distances and angles for [Au(CO(Me))=(N(n-Bu))]3, 

[Au(CO(Me))=(NCp)]3, and [Au(CO(Me))=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3. 

 The colorless [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 complex was obtained from a reaction of n-butyl 

isocyanide and KOH with Au(THT)Cl in methanol. Crystals were grown by slow evaporation of 

a dichloromethane solution of the complex, forming small needles. This complex crystallizes in a 

P2(1)/c space group (Table 3.2), where a dimer of trimers formation exhibits a stair-step like 

pattern (Figure 3.3). The intertrimer stacking pattern shows alternating Au···Au distances of 

3.517 and 3.675 Å (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a single molecule of [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 

(Right) Diagram of intermolecular interactions between molecules of [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, 

Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The X-ray data for the [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 complex is summarized in Table 3.2, 

Table 3.3 and Figure 3.3. All three of the n-butyl groups lie parallel to the plane of the core nine-

membered ring. The intramolecular Au-Au distances are 3.2656(4), 3.3218(5) and 3.3328(5) Å. 

Other distances and angles are also given in Table 3.3. 

 Figure 3.3 shows that each [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 molecule interacts with another 

molecule, forming a dimer of trimers, each of which has one Au···Au contact with a distance of 

3.517 Å and a long Au···Au distance of 3.675 Å. The alternating Au···Au distances allow a 

loose chain interaction between the dimers of trimers, although the longer Au···Au distance is on 

the borderline of usual aurophilic interactions that are typically found between 3.2 and 3.7 Å.5 
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Figure 3.4. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a single molecule of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 

(Right) Diagram of intermolecular interactions between molecules of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 colorless complex was synthesized and crystallized in a 

similar manner to the aforementioned [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 complex. This cyclic complex 

crystallizes in a P-1 space group, where dimers of trimers exhibit a chair like pattern, with the 

stacking motif between trimers showing two Au···Au distances of 3.446 Å, seen in Figure 3.2.  

 The solid-state structure of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 has one trinuclear complex in the 

asymmetric unit. The X-ray data for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 complex is summarized in Figure 

3.4 and Table 3.2. All three of the cyclopentyl groups are out of plane to the core nine-membered 

Au3Cb3 ring, with two angled up and one angled down. The intramolecular Au-Au distances are 

3.2691(7), 3.3210(7) and 3.2904(7). Additional distances and angles are given in Table 3.3.  

 Figure 3.4 shows that each molecule interacts with one other molecule, forming a dimer 

of trimers. Each dimer of trimers has two Au···Au contacts with a distance of 3.466 Å and has a 
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long Au···Au distance of 4.438 Å to neighboring molecules. The long Au···Au distance of 4.438 

Å is considerably longer than typical aurophilic interactions, which are generally 3.2 to 3.7 Å. 

 

Figure 3.5. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a molecule of [Au(COMe)=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 

(Right) Diagram intermolecular interactions between [Au(COMe)=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 molecules, 

Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The [Au(COMe)=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 colorless complex was synthesized and crystallized in a 

similar manner to the aforementioned carbeniate complexes. This trinuclear complex crystallizes 

in a P 2(1)/c space group, where molecules pack perpendicular to one another, and the stacking 

pattern between trimers results in two Au···Au distances of 7.107 and 8.529 Å (Figure 3.5). 

 The solid-state structure of [Au(COMe)=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 has one trinuclear molecule in 

the asymmetric unit. The X-ray data for the [Au(COMe)=(N(CH3)2Ph)]3 complex are 

summarized in Figure 3.5 and Table 3.2. All three of the 2,6-dimethylphenyl groups are 

perpendicular to the plane of the core nine-membered Au3Cb3 ring. The intramolecular Au-Au 

distances are 3.2858(3), 3.3253(4) and 3.3227(4). Table 3.3 has additional distances and angles. 
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 Figure 3.5 shows that each molecule is perpendicular to other molecules, with no 

significant intermolecular aurophilic interactions. Each molecule has Au···Au contacts with 

neighboring molecules at long distances of 7.107 and 8.529 Å. The Au···Au distances here are 

significantly longer than typical aurophilic interactions found between 3.2 to 3.7 Å. 

 [Au(CO(n-
Pr))=(NMe)]3 

[Au(CO(n-
Bu))=(NMe)]3 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-
Bu))]3 

Crystal 
system Monoclinic Monoclinic Triclinic 

Color/Habit colorless needle colorless needle colorless needle 

Formula C15H30Au3N3O3 C18H36Au3N3O3 C27H54Au3N3O3 
Formula 
weight 981.32 933.40 1059.63 

Space 
group C 2/c P 2(1)/c P-1 

a, (Å) 45.158(3) 15.198(6) 10.6463(10) 

b, (Å) 6.7542(4) 25.289(10) 14.5012(13) 

c, (Å) 23.3319(17) 6.872(3) 21.885(2) 

α, (deg) 90 90 85.6680(10) 

β, (deg) 91.2910(10) 103.023(5) 84.3790(10) 

γ, (deg) 90 90 88.3920(10) 

V, (Å3) 8334.2(9) 2573.3(17) 3352.1(5) 

Z 16 4 4 

T, (K) 100(2) 296(2) 200(2) 

λ, (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 
ρcalc, 

(mg/m3) 2.841 2.409 2.100 

µ, (cm-1) 21.089 17.081 13.126 
R1 

[I > 2σ(I)] 0.0172 0.0888 0.0481 

wR2 
[I > 2σ(I)] 0.0404 0.2320 0.0916 

R1 
(all data) 0.0208 0.1840 0.1180 

wR2 
(all data) 0.0417 0.3000 0.1105 
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Table 3.4. Crystallographic data for [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, and 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3. 

 [Au(CO(n-Pr)=N(Me)]3 [Au(CO(n-Bu)=N(Me)]3 [Au(CO(n-Bu)=N(n-Bu)]3 

Au-C (Å) 1.982(4) 1.97(4) 1.977(12) 

 1.989(4) 1.91(3) 1.990(13) 

 1.993(4) 1.46(7) 1.983(12) 

Au-N (Å) 2.049(3) 2.09(3) 2.057(9) 

 2.059(3) 1.99(5) 2.042(10) 

 2.065(3) 2.01(3) 2.040(9) 

C=N (Å) 1.298(5) 1.15(3) 1.313(13) 

 1.284(5) 1.68(12) 1.297(13) 

 1.288(5) 1.31(4) 1.298(14) 
Au-Au (Å) 

(intra) 3.2982(3) 3.290(2) 3.2873(7) 

 3.3117(3) 3.295(3) 3.3109(6) 

 3.3119(3) 3.281(3) 3.2995(7) 

C-Au-N (°) 178.66(12) 179.2(16) 178.0(4) 

 178.91(13) 174.9(14) 175.6(5) 

 179.35(13) 176(4) 179.3(5) 

Table 3.5. Selected intramolecular distances and angles for [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3. 

 The [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 colorless complex was obtained from the previously 

mentioned procedure. Crystals were grown from the layering of acetonitrile on a 

dichloromethane solution of the complex, resulting in the formation of long needles. This 

complex crystallizes in a C 2/c space group and exhibits a stacking pattern akin to Balch’s 

hexagonal polymorph I (Figure 3.2),4a i.e., the individual planar molecules aggregate along the c 
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axis to form extended trigonal prismatic stacks. The Balch hexagonal polymorph stacks with the 

C atoms and N atoms of the ligand aligned throughout the prismatic stacks; for [Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3, the extended chain stacks contain alternating C and N atoms. The stacking motif 

between trimers shows Au···Au contacts between 3.320 and 3.455 Å. 

 

Figure 3.6. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a single molecule of [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 

(Right) Diagram showing the intermolecular interactions between molecules of [Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3, Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The monoclinic needles of [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 have three trinuclear complexes in 

the asymmetric unit, and the X-ray data are summarized in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.4. All three of 

the n-propyl groups lie parallel to the plane of the Au3Cb3 core nine-membered ring. The 

intramolecular Au-Au distances are 3.2982(3), 3.3117(3), and 3.3119(3) Å. Other distances and 

angles are given in Table 3.4. As anticipated, the center geometry of the nine-membered Au3Cb3 

ring in this trinuclear complex is similar to that of the [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 complex.4a 

 Figure 3.7 shows the molecules interact to form an extended chain arrangement. Each of 

the molecules in the complex forms three Au···Au contacts with one molecule above and with 
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one molecule below. This gives a total of six short Au···Au intermolecular interactions with 

distances of 3.320, 3.342, 3.364, 3.427, 3.428, and 3.455 Å. 

 

Figure 3.7. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a single molecule of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 

(Right) Diagram showing the intermolecular interactions between molecules of [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3, Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 colorless complex was obtained from the previously 

mentioned synthesis. Crystals were grown from the slow evaporation of a dichloromethane 

solution, forming long needles. This complex crystallizes in a P2(1)/c space group and like the 

previously mentioned [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 complex, this compound also exhibits a stacking 

pattern parallel to Balch hexagonal polymorph I (Figure 3.2),4a i.e., the individual planar 

molecules aggregate along the c axis to form extended trigonal prismatic stacks. Also, the 

prismatic stacks of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 contain alternating C and N atoms. The stacking 

motif between trimers shows Au···Au separation of ~3.43 Å.  
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 The monoclinic needles of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 have three trinuclear complexes in 

the asymmetric unit, and the X-ray data are summarized in Figure 3.7 and Table 3.4. All three of 

the n-butyl groups lie parallel to the plane of the Au3Cb3 core nine-membered ring. The 

intramolecular Au···Au distances are 3.290(2), 3.295(3), and 3.281(3) Å. Other bond distances 

and bond angles are given in Table 3.5. As anticipated, the center geometry of the nine-

membered Au3Cb3 ring in this trinuclear complex is similar to that of the [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 

and the other novel complexes reported.4a 

 Figure 3.7 shows the molecules interacting to form an extended chain arrangement. The 

molecules of the trinuclear complex form three Au···Au contacts with one molecule above and 

three with one molecule below. This gives a total of six short Au···Au intermolecular 

interactions with distances ranging from 3.437 to 3.484 Å. 

 

Figure 3.8. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a molecule of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 

(Right) Diagram of intermolecular interactions between molecules of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-

Bu))]3, Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 
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 The colorless [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 complex was obtained through the previously 

mentioned procedure. Crystals were grown from the slow evaporation of a dichloromethane 

solution, which formed needles. This complex crystallizes in a P-1 space group, where a loose 

extended chain of trimers exhibit a stair-step pattern. The stacking pattern of the molecules here 

show alternating Au···Au distances of 3.435 and 3.443 Å, as seen in Figure 3.8. 

 The X-ray data for the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 trimmer are summarized in Table 3.4 

and Figure 3.8. Three n-butyl groups lie parallel and three n-butyl groups lie perpendicular, to 

the plane of the Au3Cb3 core nine-membered ring. The intramolecular Au···Au distances are 

3.2873(7), 3.3109(6) and 3.2995(7) Å. Other distances and angles are given in Table 3.5. 

 Figure 3.8 shows the molecules interact to form a loose extended chain arrangement. 

Each of the molecules form one Au···Au contact with one molecule above and one with the 

molecule below. Yielding a total of two short Au···Au intermolecular interactions with 

alternating Au···Au distances of 3.435 to 3.443Å. This alternating short Au···Au contact 

distances allow for an extended chain interaction between the molecules. 

 [Au(MeIm)]3 [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3 

Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic 

Color/Habit colorless needle colorless needle 

Formula C12H15Au3N6 C27H33Au3N6O12 

Formula weight 834.20 1224.49 

Space group P 2(1)/c P 2(1)/c 

a, (Å) 19.881(3) 7.8205(11) 

b, (Å) 7.8322(13) 16.240(2) 

c, (Å) 20.027(3) 24.953(3) 

α, (deg) 90 90 

β, (deg) 94.172(2) 93.029(2) 

γ, (deg) 90 90 
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V, (Å3) 3110.2(9) 3164.8(7) 

Z 8 4 

T, (K) 100(2) 100(2) 

λ, (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 

ρcalcd, (mg/m3) 3.563 2.570 

µ, (cm-1) 28.233 13.946 

R1 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0492 0.0252 

wR2 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.1369 0.0615 

R1 (all data) 0.0627 0.0330 

wR2 (all data) 0.1468 0.0662 

Table 3.6. Crystallographic data for [Au(MeIm)]3 and [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3. 

 [Au(MeIm)]3 [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3 

Au-C (Å) 1.982(17) Au-N 2.014(4) 

 1.969(16) 2.015(4) 

 1.982(16) 2.011(4) 

Au-N (Å) 2.033(13) 2.014(4) 

 2.042(14) 2.005(4) 

 2.047(14) 2.013(4) 

C=N (Å) 1.34(2) N=N 1.351(6) 

 1.36(2) 1.350(5) 

 1.35(2) 1.345(5) 
Au-Au (Å) 

(intra) 3.4673(11) 3.3611(4) 

 3.4958(10) 3.3986(4) 

 3.4357(10) 3.3945(4) 

C-Au-N (°) 175.5(6) N-Au-N1 76.73(16) 

 176.2(7) 176.20(16) 

 173.5(6) 179.57(17) 
Table 3.7. Selected intramolecular distances and angles for [Au(MeIm)]3 and [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3. 
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Figure 3.9. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a single molecule of [Au(MeIm)]3 (Right) 

Diagram showing the intermolecular interactions between molecules of [Au(MeIm)]3, Hydrogen 

atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The colorless [Au(MeIm)]3 complex was obtained through the previously mentioned 

procedure. Crystals were grown from the slow evaporation of a tetrahydrofuran solution, which 

formed small needles. This complex crystallizes in a P 2(1)/c space group, where dimers of 

trimers exhibit a chair like pattern, with the stacking motif between trimers showing two 

Au···Au distances of 3.669 and 3.731 Å, seen in Figure 3.9. 

 The X-ray data for the [Au(MeIm)]3 complex are summarized in Table 3.6 and Figure 

3.9. Each of the N-methylimidazolate bridging ligands lies perpendicular to the plane of the 

Au3Im3 core nine-membered ring. The intramolecular Au···Au distances are 3.4673(11), 

3.4958(10) and 3.4357(10) Å. Significant distances and angles are given in Table 3.7. 

 Figure 3.9 shows that each molecule interacts with one other molecule, forming dimer of 

trimer units. Each dimer of trimers has two Au···Au contacts with a distances of 3.669 and 3.731 
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Å, and has a long Au···Au distance of 4.106 Å to neighboring dimer units. The long Au···Au 

distance is considerably longer than typical aurophilic interactions of 3.2 to 3.7 Å. 

  

Figure 3.10. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a single molecule of [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3 (Right) 

Diagram showing the intermolecular interactions between molecules of [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3, 

Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The colorless trinuclear [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3 complex was obtained through the previously 

mentioned synthetic procedure. Crystals were grown by slow evaporation of a tetrahydrofuran 

solution of the complex, which formed long needles. This complex crystallizes in a P 2(1)/c 

space group, where a tight extended chain of trimers exists (Figure 3.10). The stacking pattern of 

the molecules here show double Au···Au contacts with alternating Au···Au distances of 3.273 

and 3.492 Å, as seen in Figure 3.10. It is important to note here that when the X-ray analysis for 

the same needle was collected at 200 K the Au···Au contacts distances increased to 3.321 and 

3.493 Å and at 298K they were 3.387 and 3.534 Å. From the standard 100 K, which most crystal 

structures are collected, to the 298 K room temperature data the shorter Au···Au contact 
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extended by 0.114 Å and the longer contact lengthened by 0.042 Å. This shows a tendency for 

the equilibration of length between the two alternating distances, as a function of temperature. 

 The X-ray data for the [Au(COOEt)2Pz)]3 complex are summarized in Table 3.6 and 

Figure 3.10. Each of the diethylcarboxylpyrazolate bridging ligands lie perpendicular to the 

plane of the Au3Pz3 core nine-membered ring. The intramolecular Au···Au distances are 

3.3611(4), 3.3986(4) and 3.3945(4) Å. Other distances and angles are given in Table 3.7. 

 Figure 3.10 shows the molecules interact to form an extended chain arrangement. Each of 

the molecules in the complex forms two Au···Au contacts with one molecule above and two 

with the molecule below. Yielding a total of four Au···Au intermolecular interactions, with 

alternating Au···Au distances of 3.273 and 3.492 Å. This alternating short Au···Au contact 

distances allows for an extended chain interaction between the molecules. 

3.3.2. Structural Properties and Aurophilic Interactions 

 An interesting solid state structural difference between Balch’s complex,4a polymorph I 

(Figure 3.2) and our extended stacks arise from the asymmetric, µ-N,C nature of the carbeniate 

ligand. For substituents where R = R’, and in an eclipsed conformation, ligands can arrange into 

a head-to-head (H-H) fashion with the ligating N atoms lined up along the columnar stack, or a 

head-to-tail (H-T) conformation with alternating C and N atoms along the stacks (Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11. Pictorial description of the (Left) head-to-head (H-H), and (Right) head-to-tail (H-

T), arrangement of columnar stacks. 

 The differences in electronegativity between carbon and nitrogen might yield an 

advantage to the H-T arrangement. An enhanced electrostatic and/or dipole-dipole (Cδ+=Nδ-

/Nδ+=Cδ+) attraction to supplement the aurophilic Au···Au interactions may occur. To assess this 

hypothesis in the solid-state, we investigated in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)33 for 

structures that contain C=N···C=N close contacts between 3 – 4 Å. To avoid complications due 

to different sized metals and from ionic systems, we focused on neutral, organic molecules with 

C=N moieties in which C was three-coordinate and the N two-coordinate. Additionally attention 

to the most reliable crystal structures, hence we limited the search to R values < 5% and those 

without disorder or errors, and excluded polymeric materials. For these two interacting bonds, 

we tabulated the centroid-to-centroid separation and the N=C···C=N dihedral (τ). For the latter 

metric, we defined H-H as τ ~ 0 ± 10° and H-T as τ ~ 160 ± 180°. Two observations from this 

database analysis support the greater favorability of H-H versus H-T interactions among N=C 

functionalities. First, there is more than double the number of observations within the 3 – 4 Å 
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range defined as a close contact for H-H versus H-T orientation. Second, for these interactions 

the average distance is 3.8 Å for H-H (1662 observations) and 3.7 Å for H-T (3754 

observations). The results of this solid-state structure analysis thus support our contention that 

electrostatic/dipole interactions in carbeniate and related asymmetric N,C-ligating ligands may 

provide an additional feature to be exploited to structurally engineer these optoelectronic 

materials. Later we investigate the extent to which shorter trimer-trimer separations impact 

calculated HOMO-LUMO/VB-CB gaps (and thus electronic and optical properties) for Au3Cb3 

materials (HOMO = highest occupied molecular orbital; LUMO = lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital; VB = valence band; CB = conduction band). 

3.3.3. Spectroscopic Studies 

 It is the intent of this work to show the context and relationship of the structural 

properties and photophysical properties found in these classes of cyclic trinuclear gold(I) 

complexes. The compounds under investigation include: the carbeniate complexes (Au3Cb3) 

[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 hexagonal polymorph, [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3; the imidazolate complexes (Au3Im3) 

[Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(BzIm)]3, and [Au(vinyl-Im)]3; and the pyrazolate complexes (Au3Pz3) 

[Au(MePz)]3, [Au((Me)2Pz)]3, [Au((i-Pr)2Pz)]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3. For illustrative 

purposes the complexes are categorized into four divisions of structural boundaries that define 

the extent of aurophilic interactions. These boundaries govern the photophysical properties found 

in each class of complexes. The groupings are based on Au···Au intermolecular distances and 

number of intermolecular Au···Au contacts, found in each of the complexes.34 The distributions 

of the classes are as follows: Au···Au intermolecular distances greater than 3.7 Å, dimer of 
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trimer formations with Au···Au distances between 3.4 and 3.7 Å, extended chain formations 

(loose chain formation) with Au···Au distances between 3.4 and 3.7 Å, and extended chain 

formations (compact chain formation) with Au···Au intermolecular distances less than 3.4 Å.  

 In the dimer of trimer category the number of intermolecular Au···Au contacts varies 

from one to two, in the extended chain formation category the number of Au···Au contacts 

varies from one (loose chain formation) to three (compact chain formation) and in the greater 

than 3.7 Å group there are no significant intermolecular Au···Au contacts, as defined by the 

previously mentioned aurophilic interactions (between 3.4 and 3.7 Å). 

3.3.3.1. Investigation of Dissociated Monomers of Trimer - Nonluminescent Molecules 

 The first limiting case for structure-luminescence relationships is for cyclic trinuclear 

complexes that exhibit dissociated monomer of trimer packing in their crystal structures. The 

main structural feature within this class is that the Au···Au intertrimer distances are longer than 

the aforementioned accepted cut-off of approximately 3.7 Å. This situation was found for the 

[Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3 trimer in which the closest Au···Au intermolecular distance is 7.107 

Å (Figure 3.5). The structure of this complex is disordered due to the free rotation of the N-Ph 

single bonds, which twist out of the cyclotrimer plane in order to avoid intramolecular sterics. A 

similar intramolecular steric phenomena is proposed for the imidazolate complex [Au(vinyl-

Im)]3, in which the free rotation out of plane about the C-vinyl single bond. These complexes 

exhibit no observable photoluminescence with short or long excitation wavelengths upon visual 

inspection at room temperature. These results substantiates those for two other cyclotrimers 

reported by Balch, the [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Pe))]3 and [Au(COMe)=(N(i-Pr))]3, which do not 

exhibit intertrimer interactions nor detectable room temperature luminescence.4 
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3.3.3.2. Photophysical Investigation into Dimer of Trimer Structures 

 The second limiting case for structure-luminescence relationships is for cyclic trinuclear 

complexes that exhibit dimer of trimer packing in their crystal structures. This group of 

complexes has a central structural feature of having one or two Au···Au intermolecular 

interactions between 3.4 and 3.7 Å. This is the case for the complexes [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, [Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(MePz)]3, [Au((Me)2Pz)]3, and [Au((i-Pr)2Pz)]3. 

The crystal structure of the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer in Figure 3.4 shows two intertrimer 

Au···Au interactions with both contacts at 3.466 Å, rendering a genuine dimer of trimer structure 

in a chair conformation; the dimer of trimer units are well-separated from one another by over 

4.4 Å. The [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 trimer as seen in Figure 3.3, on the other hand, exhibits 

alternating single intermolecular Au···Au contacts between 3.517 and 3.675 Å, although the 

latter is arguably just on the outside edge of aurophilic interactions, therefore rendering a dimer 

of trimer structure if this longer distance is ignored. The [Au(MeIm)]3 crystal structure in Figure 

3.9 depicts the molecules as dimer of trimer units with two intermolecular Au···Au interactions 

of 3.669 and 3.731 Å, and well separated from other dimer of trimer units by a distance of 4.106 

Å. Additionally work done by Fujisawa and co-workers has obtained the crystal structure for the 

[Au((i-Pr)2Pz)]3 pyrazole complex and it depicts the molecules existing as a dimer of units with 

the short Au···Au intertrimer interactions of 3.3360(9) Å.35 Each of the complexes discussed 

here display a high energy excitation profile and low energy emission at room temperature. It 

will be shown in the following data that the large Stokes’ shift associated with this category 

stems from weak aurophilic intermolecular interactions. 
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Figure 3.12. (Top) Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline sample of 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 at room temperature. (Bottom) Show the molecular electronic absorption 

of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 in DCM at various concentrations. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 is given in Figure 3.12 

and shows a high energy excitation with a λmax = 310 nm and a low energy bright red emission 

with a λmax = 680 nm. There is a large Stokes’ shift of 17,552 cm-1 between the excitation and 

emission peak maxima. The observed lifetime for this sample was found to be 12.74 μs, which 

denotes phosphorescence. Additionally the direct quantum yield measurements completed for 

this complex found it to be 26% efficient. 

 

Figure 3.13. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline sample of 

[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 at room temperature. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 compound is given 

in Figure 3.13. This sample shows a high energy excitation with a λmax = 310 nm and a bright red 

low energy emission with a λmax = 690 nm. The large Stokes’ shift between the excitation and 

emission peak maxima has a value of 17,765 cm-1. The observed lifetime for this sample was 
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found to be 11.34 μs, which denotes phosphorescence. Furthermore the direct quantum yield 

measurements completed for this complex found it to also be 26% efficient. 
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Figure 3.14. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a powder of [Au(MeIm)]3 at 298 K. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(MeIm)]3 compound is given in Figure 

3.14. This complex shows an extremely high energy excitation with a λmax = 275 nm and a very 

weak red low energy emission with a λmax = 695 nm. The huge Stokes’ shift found here between 

the excitation and emission peak maxima has a value of 29,975 cm-1. The observed lifetime for 

this sample was found to be 11.45 μs, which again denotes phosphorescence. Additionally the 

direct quantum yield measurements completed for this complex found it to be 19% efficient. 
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Figure 3.15. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a powder of [Au(MePz)]3 at 298 K. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(MePz)]3 compound is given in Figure 

3.15. This material shows a high energy excitation with a λmax = 295 nm and a weak deep red 

low energy emission with a λmax = 735 nm. The enormous Stokes’ shift found here between the 

excitation and emission peak maxima has a value of 20,293 cm-1. The observed lifetime for this 

sample was found to be 10.17 μs, which denotes phosphorescence. Furthermore, the direct 

quantum yield measurements completed for this complex found it to be 17% efficient. 
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Figure 3.16. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a powder of [Au((Me)2Pz)]3 at 298 K 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au((Me)2Pz)]3 compound is given in Figure 

3.16. This compound shows a high energy excitation with a λmax = 310 nm and a weak deep red 

low energy emission with a λmax = 745 nm. The massive Stokes’ shift found here between the 

excitation and emission peak maxima has a value of 18,836 cm-1. The observed lifetime for this 

sample was found to be 15.35 μs, which denotes phosphorescence. Also the direct quantum yield 

measurements completed for this complex found it to be 28% efficient. 
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Figure 3.17. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline sample of [Au((i-

Pr)2Pz)]3 at room temperature. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au((i-Pr)2Pz)]3 compound is given in Figure 

3.17. This complex shows a high energy excitation with a λmax = 295 nm and a weak deep red 

low energy emission with a λmax = 720 nm. The huge Stokes’ shift found here between the 

excitation and emission peak maxima has a value of 20,010 cm-1. The observed lifetime for this 

sample was found to be 12.98 μs, which denotes phosphorescence. Moreover the direct quantum 

yield measurements completed for this complex found it to be 40% efficient. 

The steady-state photophysical properties for solid samples of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, [Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(MePz)]3, [Au((Me)2Pz)]3, and [Au((i-Pr)2Pz)]3, are 

summarized in Table 3.8. The major photophysical properties under investigation are the 
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excitation and emission peak maxima, the Stokes’ Shifts, the excited state lifetimes and the 

quantum yield efficiencies. 

 
Excitation 
λmax nm 
(cm-1) 

Emission 
λmax nm 
(cm-1) 

Stokes’ Shift 
(cm-1) 

Lifetime τ 
(μs) 

Quantum 
Yield (%) 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 
310 

(32,258) 
680 

(14,705) 17,552 12.74 26 % 

[Au(COMe)=(N(n-
Bu))]3 

310 
(32,258) 

690 
(14,492) 17,765 11.34 26 % 

[Au(MeIm)]3 
275 

(36,363) 
695 

(14,388) 29,975 11.45 19 % 

[Au(MePz)]3 
295 

(33,898) 
735 

(13,605) 20,293 10.41 17 % 

[Au((Me)2Pz)]3 
310 

(32,258) 
745 

(13,422) 18,836 15.35 28 % 

[Au((i-Pr)2Pz)]3 
295 

(33,898) 
720 

(13, 889) 20,010 12.98 40 % 

Table 3.8. Summarizes the photophysical properties for solid samples of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, [Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(MePz)]3, [Au((Me)2Pz)]3, and [Au((i-Pr)2Pz)]3. 

 The luminescence spectra for each of these complexes entail high energy ultra-violet 

(UV) excitations with low energy red emissions, giving rise to humongous Stokes’ shifts, some 

greater than 2 eV! This large shift in energy is caused a huge contraction of the long 

intermolecular Au···Au distance in the dimer of trimer units found in these complexes. The UV 

excitation stems from an electronic transition between discrete molecular orbitals established in 

the dimer of trimer molecule. The aurophilic interactions are relatively weak, being limited to 

only two molecules, leading to little red shift from the solution absorption data for the same 

complexes (For example see Figure 3.12). The low energy red emissions are due to the formation 

of an intermolecular excimer manifested in the dimer of trimers molecular units, in which drastic 

shortening of intertrimer distances takes place. In moving from the ground state to the excited 
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state a large aurophilic contraction or excited state distortion occurs in the dimer of trimer stacks 

and is indicated spectroscopically by the observation of large Stokes’s shifts. 

3.3.3.3. Photophysical Investigation into Loose Extended Chain Structures 

 The group of complexes belonging to the loose-extended chain formation category have 

one, two or three Au···Au intermolecular interactions with distances between 3.4 and 3.7 Å. The 

complexes under examination here include the carbeniate complexes [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 and the pyrazolate complex [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3. The crystal 

structure of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 trimer in Figure 3.7 shows that each of the molecules 

forms six Au···Au contacts, three of which form with an above neighboring molecule and three 

with a molecule below. These six Au···Au intermolecular interactions are relatively short with 

distances only ranging from 3.437 to 3.484 Å, and provide the basis for the loose-extended chain 

formation. Figure 3.8 depicts the crystal structure of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 trimer and 

shows that each of the molecules forms two Au···Au contacts, one contact with an above 

neighboring molecule and one with a molecule below. This pair Au···Au intermolecular 

interactions are relatively small with alternating distances of 3.435 to 3.443 Å, again allowing 

the molecules to stack in a loose chain configuration. The crystal structure for the 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 compounds is given in Figure 3.10, and shows that the molecules arrange in 

a loose chain formation. Here each molecule forms two Au···Au interactions with a molecule 

above and another two contacts with a molecule below, and resulting in alternating 

intermolecular distances of 3.273 and 3.492 Å. Each of the complexes discussed here display a 

lower energy excitation profile and a mixture of high and low energy emission bands at room 

temperature. It will be revealed by the following data that the Stokes’ shifts have significantly 
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decreased from those in the dimer of trimer conformations, and this is a direct result of stronger 

aurophilic intermolecular interactions in the loose chain structures. 
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Figure 3.18. (Top) Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for crystals of [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3 at 298 K (Bottom) Shows the molecular electronic absorption of [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3 in DCM at various concentrations. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 compound is given 

in Figure 3.18. This complex shows a low energy excitation with λmax = 390 nm and a bright blue 

high energy emission with λmax = 445 nm. The small Stokes’ shift found here between the 

excitation and emission peak maxima has a value of 3,170 cm-1. The observed lifetime for this 

sample was found to be 11.42 μs, which denotes phosphorescence. Moreover the direct quantum 

yield measurements completed for this complex found it to be only 9% efficient. 
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Figure 3.19. Shows the photoluminescence for crystals of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 at 298 K. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 compound is 

given in Figure 3.19 and shows a low energy excitation with a λmax = 355 nm and a bluish white 

high energy emission that spans most of the visible region with two peak maxima, λmax
1 = 460 

nm and λmax
2 = 555 nm. The petite Stokes’ shift found here between the excitation band and the 

emission peak maxima (λmax
1) has a value of 6,430 cm-1. 
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Figure 3.20. (Top) Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for crystals of [Au(COOEt)2Pz]3 at 

298 K. (Bottom) Shows the molecular electronic absorption of [Au(COOEt)2Pz]3 in DCM at 

various concentrations. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 compound is given in 

Figure 3.20. These crystals show a low energy excitation with a λmax = 345 nm and a bright red 

low energy emission with a λmax = 675 nm. The Stokes’ shift found here between the excitation 

band edge and the emission peak maxima has a value of 14,171 cm-1. The observed lifetime for 

this sample was found to be 16.49 μs, which denotes phosphorescence. Moreover the direct 

quantum yield measurements completed for this complex found it to be 62% efficient. 

 
Excitation 
λmax nm 
(cm-1) 

Emission 
λmax nm 
(cm-1) 

Stokes’ Shift 
(cm-1) 

Lifetime τ 
(μs) 

Quantum 
Yield (%) 

[Au(CO(n-
Bu))=(NMe)]3 

390 
(25,461) 

445 
(22,471) 3,170 11.42 9 % 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-
Bu))]3 

355 
(28,169) 

460, 455 
(21,739), 
(21,978) 

6,430 - - 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 
345 

(28,985) 
675 

(14,814) 14,171 16.49 62 % 

Table 3.9. Summarizes the steady-state photophysical properties for solid samples of [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3. 

The steady-state photophysical properties for solid samples of complexes [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3, are summarized in Table 

3.9. The central photophysical properties under investigation are the excitation and emission 

peak maxima, the Stokes’ shifts, excited state lifetimes and quantum yield efficiencies. 

 The photoluminescence spectra for these complexes display a lower energy excitation 

profile and a higher energy emission band at 298 K, with the expectation of the 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 complex which has a lower energy red emission. This leads to significantly 

smaller Stokes’ shifts than those found in the dimer of trimer structures. This smaller shift in 

energy is a result of the limited contraction of the short intermolecular Au···Au interactions 

found in the loose chain stacking formations. The lower energy UV excitation stems from an 
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electronic transition between discrete molecular orbitals established in the molecules of the loose 

chains. The aurophilic interactions in the solid are fairly strong, as seen in the crystal structures, 

this leads to a significant red shift from the solution absorption for the same complexes in which 

the molecules act as monomers with no Au···Au interactions (Figures 3.18 and 3.20). The high 

energy blue emissions of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 

complexes are due to the formation of an intermolecular exciplexes manifested in the loose 

extended chain units, in which minute shortening of intertrimer distances takes place. The low 

energy red emissions of the [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 are due to the formation of an intermolecular 

excimer manifested in a sudo dimer of trimer molecular units manifested by the alternating 

molecular distances, in which drastic shortening of 3.534 Å intertrimer distances takes place and 

a small lengthening of the 3.387 Å interaction. For each of the complexes, in moving from the 

ground state to the excited state a smaller aurophilic contraction or excited state distortion occurs 

in the extended chains and is indicated spectroscopically by the examination of the smaller 

Stokes’s shifts. It has been described that the smaller Stokes’ shift found in this category of 

complexes is due to stronger aurophilic intermolecular interactions in the solid state. 

3.3.3.4. Photophysical Investigation into Compact Extended Chain Structures 

 Lastly under investigation is the group of complexes exhibiting a compact extended chain 

formation having up to three Au···Au intermolecular interactions with distances less than 

between 3.4 Å. The complexes under examination here include the carbeniate complexes 

[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3, [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3. The crystal structure 

of the [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 trimer has previously been determined by Balch and co-workers 

and demonstrates that each of the molecules forms six Au···Au contacts, three of which form 

with an above neighboring molecule and three with a molecule below.4 These six Au···Au 
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intermolecular interactions are extremely short with distances of approximately 3.283 Å, and 

provide the foundation for the compact extended chain formation.4 This configuration of the 

molecules gives rise to the hexagonal polymorph I that is seen in Figure 3.2. The crystal 

structure of the [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 trimer in not currently known, but the molecular stacking is 

hypothesized to be compact extended chain based on the previously mentioned structural 

characterizations (NMR, FTIR, M.p., etc…) and the photophysical properties found for the solid 

sample of this complex which is depicted in Figure 3.22. The crystal structure for the [Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3 compounds is given in Figure 3.6, and show that molecules arrange in a close-

fitting chain formation. Here each molecule forms three Au···Au interactions with a molecule 

above and three contacts with a molecule below. Thus resulting in six intermolecular distances 

between 3.320 and 3.455 Å, which is akin to the hexagonal polymorph I that is seen in Figure 

3.2. Each of the complexes discussed here display a lower energy excitation profile that can 

extend into the visible region and broad energy emission band that covers the visible region, at 

room temperature. It will be revealed by the data that the Stokes’ shifts have significantly 

decreased from those in the dimer of trimer conformations, and are similar to those for the loose 

chain structures. This is a direct result of strong aurophilic intermolecular interactions. 
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Figure 3.21. Shows the photoluminescence for a powder of [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 at 298 K. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(CO(Me)=N(Me)]3 compound is given in 

Figure 3.21. This complex shows a low energy excitation with a λmax = 400 nm and a bright 

white emission that spans the visible region with a λmax = 450 and 550 nm. The Stokes’ shift 

found here between the excitation band edge and the emission peak maxima has a value of 2,778 

cm-1. This sample has two observed lifetimes with measured values of τ = 8.673 and 1.446 µs for 

λmax = 450 and 550 nm, respectively. These values denote phosphorescence, and with an 

extremely short lived phosphorescence in the case of the 1.446 µs. Moreover the direct quantum 

yield measurements completed for this complex found it to be only 22% efficient. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 compound is given in 

Figure 3.22. This compound shows a low energy excitation with a λmax = 400 - 425 nm and a 

bright white emission that spans the visible region with a λmax = 460 and 560 nm. The Stokes’ 
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shift found here between the excitation band edge and the emission peak maxima has a value of 

3,261 cm-1. This sample has two observed lifetimes with measured values of τ = 609.8 and 285.8 

ns for λmax = 450 and 550 nm, respectively. These values denote an extremely short lived 

phosphorescence excited state. Moreover the direct quantum yield measurements completed for 

this complex found it to be only 24% efficient. 
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Figure 3.22. Shows the photoluminescence for a powder of [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 at 298 K. 
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Figure 3.23. (Top) Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for crystals of [Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3 at 298 K. (Bottom) Shows the molecular electronic absorption of [Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3 in DCM at various concentrations. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 compound is given in 

Figure 3.23 and shows a low energy excitation with a λmax = 380 and 390 nm and a bright blueish 

white emission that spans the visible region with a λmax = 440 and 515 nm. The Stokes’ shift 

found here between the excitation band edge and the emission peak maxima has a value of 3,588 

cm-1. This sample has two observed lifetimes with measured values of τ = 300 and 1400 ns for 

λmax = 440 and 515 nm, respectively. In keeping with the trend of the lifetime for all of samples 

presented in this work, these values should denote phosphorescence. All be it in this case the 

excited state is an extremely short lived phosphorescence in the nanosecond regime. Moreover 

the direct quantum yield measurements completed for this complex found it to be 44% efficient. 

The steady-state photophysical properties for solid samples of complexes 

[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3, [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, are summarized in 

Table 3.10. The central photophysical properties under investigation are the excitation and 

emission peak maxima, the Stokes’ shifts between the excitation and emission bands, the excited 

state lifetimes and the molecules quantum yield efficiencies. 

 
Excitation 
λmax nm 
(cm-1) 

Emission 
λmax nm 
(cm-1) 

Stokes’ 
Shift (cm-1) 

Lifetime 
τ (μs) 

Quantum 
Yield (%) 

[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 
400 

(25,000) 

450, 550 
(22,222), 
(18,181) 

2,778 8.67, 
1.45 22 % 

[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 
400, 425 
(25,000), 
(23,529) 

460, 560 
(21,139), 
(17,857) 

3,261 609 ns 
285 ns 24 % 

[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 
380, 390 
(26,315), 
(25,648) 

440, 515 
(22,727), 
(19,417) 

3,588 1400 ns, 
300 ns 44 % 

Table 3.10. Summarizes the steady-state photophysical properties for solid samples of 

[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3, [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 and [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3. 
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 The photoluminescence spectra for these complexes display a lower energy excitation 

profile that begins to cross into the visible region and a broad band energy emission that spans 

the entire visible region to produce a white light, all at 298 K. This leads to significantly smaller 

Stokes’ shifts than those found in the dimer of trimer structures and similar to that of the loose 

chain formations. This smaller shift in energy is a consequence of the limited contraction of the 

short intermolecular Au···Au interactions found in the compact chain stacking formations. The 

lower energy UV excitation stems from an electronic transition between discrete molecular 

orbitals established in the molecules of the compressed chains. The aurophilic interactions in the 

solid are exceptionally strong, as seen in the crystal structures, this leads to a significant red shift 

from the solution absorption for the same complexes in which the molecules act as monomers 

with no Au···Au interactions (Figure 3.23). The high energy broad band emissions of the 

complexes are due to the formation of an intermolecular exciplexes manifested in the compact 

extended chain units, in which minuscule shortening of intertrimer distances takes place. For 

each of the complexes, in moving from the ground state to the excited state a small aurophilic 

contraction or excited state distortion occurs in the extended chains and is indicated 

spectroscopically by the examination of the exceptionally small Stokes’s shifts. It has been 

shown that the smaller Stokes’ shifts found in these complexes are due to extraordinarily 

stronger aurophilic intermolecular interactions. 

3.3.4. Temperature Dependent Photoluminescence 

 In this section the of the dissertation the research focus is to investigate the temperature 

dependence of the photophysical properties found in the cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes. The 

compounds under investigation include: the carbeniate complexes [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3, and [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3; imidazolate 
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complexes [Au(MeIm)]3, and [Au(vinyl-Im)]3; and pyrazolate complexes [Au(MePz)]3, 

[Au((Me)2Pz)]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3. As describe in the previous section the photophysical 

properties found in the cyclic trinuclear complexes derive from their aurophilic metal-metal 

interactions. For illustrative purposes select complexes have been chosen to represent the 

previously mentioned four divisions of structural properties that define the extent of aurophilic 

interactions. The distributions of the divisions are as follows: Au···Au intermolecular distances 

greater than 3.7 Å, dimer of trimer formations with Au···Au intermolecular distances between 

3.4 and 3.7 Å, extended chain formations (loose chain formation) with Au···Au intermolecular 

distances between 3.4 and 3.7 Å, and extended chain formations (compact chain formation) with 

Au···Au intermolecular distances less than 3.4 Å. 

 The vinyl imidazolate trimer [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 and the carbeniate 

[Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3 trimer fall into the class of complexes with Au···Au intermolecular 

distances greater than 3.7 Å. At room temperature neither of this complexes display any visible 

photoluminescence but at cryogenic temperatures the compounds display weak emissions, when 

using the hand held UV lamp and upon exposing the solid sample directly to the liquid nitrogen. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 compound, at 90 K is given in 

Figure 3.24. At cryogenic temperatures this sample shows a low energy excitation with a λmax = 

425 nm and an exceptionally weak yellow emission with a λmax = 565 nm. The Stokes’ shift 

found here between the excitation band edge and the emission peak maxima has a value of 5,830 

cm-1. It is important to note that at 298 K this complex does not display any visible 

photoluminescence. 
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Figure 3.24. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a powder of [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 at 90 K. 
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Figure 3. 25. Shows the photoluminescence for crystals of [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3 at 90 K. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence for crystals of the [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3 

compound, at 90 K is given in Figure 3.25. At cryogenic temperatures this sample shows a high 

energy excitation with a λmax = 290 nm and an exceptionally weak yellow emission with a λmax = 

450 nm. The Stokes’ shift found here between the excitation band edge and the emission peak 

maxima has a value of 12,260 cm-1. It is important to note that at 298 K this complex does not 

display any visible photoluminescence. 

 The Gaussian like spectra seen in Figures 3.24 and 3.25 denotes a metal-centered 

emission, as seen with previous room temperature trimer samples. At lower temperatures it is 

hypothesized that a contraction occurs between the long Au···Au intermolecular contacts. This 

contraction appears to distort the molecules enough to invoke new Au···Au intermolecular 

interactions, which are shorter than 3.7 Å. At this distance the excitation of the sample results in 

an emission of visible light, which follows the same mechanism as described for the cyclic 

trinuclear Au(I) complexes at room temperature. 
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Figure 3. 26. Shows the photoluminescence for crystals of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 at various 

temperatures with (Top) excitation spectra and (Bottom) emission spectra. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 compound, at various 

temperatures is given in Figure 3.26. At cryogenic temperatures this sample shows a lower 

energy excitation with a λmax = 326 nm, which is just slightly red shifted from the room 

temperature data that display a λmax = 310 nm. As temperature increases the excitation band 

experiences thermal broadening, where the peak is more defined at lower temperatures and is 

broadened at higher temperatures. On the other hand the emission of the sample has dramatically 

changed from the room temperature data. At liquid helium temperatures (4-8 K) the emission 

band has a λmax = 409 nm, which is extremely blue shifted from the λmax = 680 nm emission at 

room temperature. As the temperature increases beyond 8 K the λmax = 409 nm peak intensity 

decreases, as a new lower energy peak λmax = 590 nm increases. This new 590 nm yellow peak is 

only an intermediate, as the temperature increases beyond 30 K this peak too disappears. A final 

low energy peak located at 700 nm emerges and remains the dominate feature as the temperature 

increases to 298 K. At low temperatures the Stokes’ Shift between the excitation band and 

emission band is extremely small, and is due to a small excited state distortion. It is hypothesized 

that a contraction occurs between the Au···Au intermolecular contacts at lower temperatures. 

This contraction appears to distort the molecules enough to invoke extremely short Au···Au 

intermolecular interactions, approximately around 3.4 Å or less. As seen in the room temperature 

luminescence section short Au···Au intermolecular interactions give way to small excited state 

distortions and resulting in small Stokes’ shifts. At higher temperatures the short Au···Au 

intermolecular interactions expand, leading to larger excited state distortions and bigger Stokes’ 

shifts. This is demonstrated by the shift in energy of the emission has the temperature increases. 
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Figure 3.27. Shows the photoluminescence for a powder of [Au(MeIm)]3 at 90 and 298 K. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(MeIm)]3 imidazole compound, at 90 and 

298 K is given in Figure 3.27. At room temperature this sample displays a weak low energy red 

emission with a high energy excitation. At liquid nitrogen temperatures this sample shows a 

lower energy excitation that extends out to λmax = 325 nm, which is just slightly red shifted from 

the room temperature data that display a λmax = 300 nm. For the emission of this sample, it has 

dramatically changed from the room temperature data. At lower temperatures (90 K) the 

emission band has a λmax = 520 nm with a distinct shoulder at 435 nm. This is extremely blue 

shifted from the λmax = 700 nm emission at room temperature. At low temperatures the Stokes’ 

Shift between the excitation band and emission band is extremely small and is due to a small 

excited state distortion, as was seen by the previous [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 sample. 
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Figure 3.28. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for crystals of [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 

at 90 and 298 K. 

 The normalized solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 

compound at 90 and 298 K is given in Figure 3.28. At room temperature this sample displays an 

intense high energy blue emission with a low energy excitation. At liquid nitrogen temperatures 

this sample shows the same excitation profile with λmax = 400 nm. For the emission of this 

sample, it has slightly red shifted from the room temperature data. At lower temperatures (90 K) 

the emission band has a λmax = 453 nm with a distinct shoulder at 560 nm. This is lower energy 

than the λmax = 435 nm emission at room temperature. At either temperature the Stokes’ Shift 

between the excitation and emission bands is extremely small and is due to a small excited state 

distortion. The red shift in emission at lower temperatures is due to the freezing of slightly higher 

energy vibrational levels, allowing the deexcitation to occur via lower energy vibrational levels. 
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Figure 3.29. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for crystals of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 

at various temperatures with (Top) excitation spectra and (Bottom) emission spectra. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 compound, at 

various temperatures is given in Figure 3.29. At room temperature this sample displays an 

intense high energy blue emission with a low energy excitation. At liquid nitrogen temperatures 

this sample shows the same excitation profile with λmax = 390 nm. For the emission of this 

sample, it has slightly red shifted from the room temperature data. At lower temperatures the 

emission band has a λmax = 456 nm with a distinct shoulder at 485 nm. This is lower energy than 

the λmax = 440 nm emission at room temperature. At either temperature the Stokes’ Shift between 

the excitation band and emission band is extremely small and is due to a small excited state 

distortion. The red shift in emission at lower temperatures is due to the freezing of slightly higher 

energy vibrational levels, allows the deexcitation to occur via lower energy vibrational levels. 
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Figure 3.30. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a powder of [Au(MePz)]3 at 90 K. 
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Figure 3.31. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a powder sample of [Au((Me)2Pz)]3 

at (Top) 4 and (Bottom) 298 K. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au(MePz)]3 pyrazole complex, at 90 K is 

given in Figure 3.30. At room temperature this sample displays a low energy red emission with a 

high energy excitation. At liquid nitrogen temperatures this sample shows the same low energy 

excitation that extends out to λmax = 310 nm. As for the emission of this sample, it has 

dramatically changed from the room temperature data. At lower temperatures (90 K) the 

emission band has a λmax = 510 nm with a distinctive shoulder at 630 nm. This is extremely blue 

shifted from the λmax = 735 nm emission at room temperature. At low temperatures the Stokes’ 

Shift between the excitation band and emission band is smaller. This is due to a smaller excited 

state distortion that stems from the contraction of the Au···Au intermolecular interactions at 

lower temperatures, as was seen by the previous [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 sample. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au((Me)2Pz)]3 pyrazole compound, at 4 and 

298 K is given in Figure 3.31. At cryogenic temperatures this sample shows a lower energy 

excitation with a λmax = 300 nm, which roughly the same as the room temperature data. On the 

other hand the emission of the sample has dramatically changed from the room temperature data. 

At liquid helium temperatures the emission band is highly structured and has a λmax = 334, 350, 

368, 384, 405, 435, and 650 nm. This structured emission is extremely blue shifted from the λmax 

= 740 nm emission at room temperature. At low temperatures the Stokes’ Shift between the 

excitation band and emission band λmax = 650 nm is extremely smaller, and is due to a small 

excited state distortion. At higher temperatures the Au···Au intermolecular interactions expand, 

leading to larger excited state distortions and bigger Stokes’ shifts. This is demonstrated by the 

shift in energy of the emission to λmax = 740 nm as the temperature increases. The structured 

emission of the sample at low temperature is indicative of the organic ligands of the molecule.36 

The pyrazole rings of the ligands are suggested to be the cause of the structured emission. This is 
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supported by the vibronic spacing of the emission, which has a value of 1379 cm-1. This value 

possibly correlates to a ν(C=N) or ν(C=C) vibrational mode of the pyrazole ring. The infrared 

spectra for this complex display a peak at 1365 cm-1, which is not present in the infrared spectra 

of the starting materials. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 pyrazole complex, at 

various temperatures is given in Figure 3.32. At room temperature this sample displays a low 

energy red emission with a long wavelength low energy excitation. At cryogenic temperatures 

this sample shows a similar low energy excitation compared to the room temperature data, 

extends out to λmax = 350 nm. As for the emission of this sample, it dramatically changes from 

the room temperature data. At liquid helium temperatures the emission band has a λmax = 460 nm 

and as the temperature increases at peak at 675 nm appears. At lower temperatures the 460 nm 

peak is the dominate feature but at higher temperatures the 675 nm peak is the major element. At 

low temperatures the Stokes’ Shift between the excitation band and emission band is extremely 

small and is due to a small excited state distortion, as was seen by the previous samples. At 

higher temperatures the Au···Au intermolecular distances are larger, when leads to a greater 

excited state distortion and bigger Stokes’ Shifts. 
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Figure 3.32. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for crystals of [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 at 

various temperatures with (Top) excitation spectra and (Bottom) emission spectra. 
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The steady-state photophysical properties for solid samples of complexes [Au(vinyl-

Im)]3, [Au(MePz)]3, [Au((Me)2Pz)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3, [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

[Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3, at 

various temperatures are summarized in Table 3.11. The central photophysical properties under 

investigation are the excitation and emission peak maxima, the Stokes’ shifts between the 

excitation and emission bands, and the excited state lifetimes. 

Complex Excitation 
λmax (nm) 

Emission 
λmax (nm) 

Stokes’ 
Shift (cm-1) Lifetime (µs) 

[Au(vinyl-Im)]3 
425 @ 90 K 
- @ 298 K 

565 @ 90 K 
- @ 298 K 5,830 - 

[Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3 
290 @ 90 K 
- @ 298 K 

450 @ 90 K 
- @ 298 K 12,260 - 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 
326 @ 4 K 

310 @ 298 K 
409 @ 4 K 

680 @ 298 K 
6,225 
17,552 

55.4 @ 4 K 
12.7 @ 298 K 

[Au(MeIm)]3 
325 @ 90 K 
300 @ 298 K 

420 @ 90 K 
700 @ 298 K 

6,960 
19,048 

34.6 & 15.4 @ 90 K 
11.5 @ 298 K 

[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 
400 @ 90 K 
400 @ 298 K 

453 @ 90 K 
435 @ 298 K 

2,925 
2,011 

707.6 ns @ 90 K 
1400 & 300 @ 298K 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 
390 @ 90 K 
390 @ 298 K 

456 @ 90 K 
440 @ 298 K 

3,711 
2,913 

16.0 & 24.2 @ 4 K 
11.4 @ 298 K 

[Au(MePz)]3 
310 @ 90 K 
310 @ 298 K 

510 @ 90 K 
735 @ 298 K 

12,650 
18,653 

27.6 @ 90 K 
10.4 @ 298 K 

[Au((Me)2Pz)]3 
300 @ 4 K 

300 @ 298 K 
334 @ 4 K 

740 @ 298 K 
3,393 
19,820 

6.7 & 35.8 @ 4 K 
15.4 @ 298 K 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 
350 @ 4 K 

350 @ 298 K 
460 @ 4 K 

675 @ 298 K 
6,832 
13,757 

13.6 @ 4 K 
16.5 @ 298 K 

Table 3.11. Summarizes the temperature dependent photophysical properties for solid samples of 

[Au(vinyl-Im)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3, [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, [Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(MePz)]3, [Au((Me)2Pz)]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 

3.3.5. Computational Studies 

 The computations in this work were performed by Dr. Bhaskar Chilukuri in collaboration 

with Prof. Thomas R. Cundari from the University of North Texas and Dr. Hassan Rabaâ from 
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Ibn Tofail University. A detailed explanation and discussion into the results of the extensive 

computational study is given in Dr. Chilukuri’s dissertation.37 

 There is a diversity of photophysical properties exhibited by [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3 

complexes bearing various polymorphic structures (Figure 3.2), reported from present and earlier 

experiments.2,4-7,12,13,35 We report here a summary of the computational study conducted on the 

diverse structural forms of Au3Cb3 complexes, under both molecular and periodic regimes. The 

aim is to analyze the relationships between solid state and molecular electronic structures; and 

optoelectronic properties of these materials utilizing their different polymorphic forms (Figure 

3.2) as guidance. Simulations of the singlet ground state and lowest energy triplet excited states 

are analyzed for molecular models to augment the search for important structure property 

relationships. This will aid by guiding the rational synthesis of novel materials for molecular 

electronic devices with both desired intramo and intermolecular arrangements. 

R

L

Θ

 

Figure 3.33. Different structural variations that impact trimer-trimer interactions in the solid 

state. The two triangles represent two Au3Cb3 trimers. R, Θ, L indicate inter-trimer separation, 

rotation and lateral movement, respectively. 
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 The structural deviations that impact trimer-trimer interactions in the solid state can be 

split into three categories: (i) trimer-trimer stacking distance (R), (ii) rotational motion of one 

trimer relative to the other (Θ); and (iii) lateral motion of one trimer relative to the other (L), 

Figure 3.33. Similar structural modifications were investigated in an earlier contribution from 

our groups utilizing molecular cyclo-trimer models and molecular (i.e., Gaussian-based) DFT 

calculations.38 One relevant conclusion from that previous contribution was that such molecular 

motions were “soft”.38 Thus, there is substantial potential to structurally engineer gold carbeniate 

complexes utilizing aurophilic interactions, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions. In 

order to minimize computational expense, we chose R = R’ = H. The structural transformations 

in Figure 3.33 are evaluated with plane-wave DFT methods. 

 Examination of band gaps and relative energies obtained from periodic simulations of 

constructed (vide supra) polymorphs of [Au(HN=COH)3 complexes indicated that shorter inter 

trimer distances (R), with an eclipsed structure (Θ = 0o) and three Au···Au interactions (L) are 

essential to obtain better conducting properties pertaining to smaller band gaps with stable 

geometries. These results are further supported by spectroscopic, electronic and geometric 

properties obtained from fully optimized molecular geometries. Furthermore, molecular 

computations on H-H and H-T models indicated that spectroscopic energies decrease for the 

latter, due to the augmented electrostatic interaction enhancing inter-trimer bonding. 

 Both periodic and molecular simulations on constructed models of [Au(HN=COH)3 

complexes indicated that the infinitely extended chain of eclipsed head to tail (H-T) structures 

with equidistant Au···Au aurophilic bonding can have lower band gaps, smaller Stokes’ shifts, 

and reorganization energies (λ). These simulations predict that if such an extended chain of 

[Au(COR’)=(NR)]3 complexes with non-bulky substituents were to be synthesized, they may act 
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as ideal semiconducting materials for molecular electronic devices. However, it is important to 

note that the device performance is not only dependent on the properties of the semiconducting 

material alone but also on its interface characteristics with other device components. 

3.4. Discussion 

 The first task in this project was to synthesize and reproduce literature data by the Balch 

group for the [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 carbeniate trimer as a backdrop for the design of other 

cyclic trinuclear complexes.4 Among the various cyclic trimers described in the literature,2,4-

7,12,13,35 one polymorph of the [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 trimer uniquely satisfies some structural 

and photophysical requirements needed for molecular electronic devices. Manufactured devices 

from this class of complexes will greatly benefit from the structure-luminescence relationships 

that are exhibited by these phosphorescent materials. However such relationships are hard to 

discern given the sophisticated molecular and electronic structures of the trinuclear complexes. 

The hexagonal polymorph I of [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 is shown in Figure 3.2 and is only one of 

three polymorphs, the other two being monoclinic and triclinic.4 This particular hexagonal 

polymorph has symmetrical stacks existing as an infinite columnar chain with each molecule 

eclipsed by another molecule above and below. Each gold atom has two intermolecular 

aurophilic interactions with average intermolecular Au∙∙∙Au distance of 3.283 Å. Additionally, 

there are disordered stacks of staggered molecules for every two ordered stacks of eclipsed 

molecules in the [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 hexagonal polymorph.4 

 We have ascertained by crystallography that the unit cell of the material we isolated 

indeed represents the hexagonal polymorph and we also verified that it exhibits the 

solvoluminescence phenomenon. The photoluminescence of the product isolated entails long 

wavelength excitation up to 425 nm and a white emission that spans the entire visible spectrum 
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(Figure 3.21). The spectrum is qualitatively similar to that reported by the Balch group with two 

emission bands; however, the product that we isolated has a more balanced white light. Whereas 

the Balch product of the same polymorph was described to exhibit “yellow” luminescence and 

the published spectra showed different intensity ratio of the two bands for our product (Figure 

3.21). The short intermolecular Au∙∙∙Au distance correlates to the relatively small Stokes’ shift 

between the excitation edge and emission onset for this polymorph. A closed shell gold(I) 

complex has a full 5d10 outer valance orbital shell, so upon excitation an electron is promoted 

from a 5d σ* anti-bonding orbital to a 6s σ bonding orbital. This excitation increases the bond 

order, which means an increase in bond strength leading to covalent bonding with much shorter 

Au-Au distance. When the initial ground-state Au∙∙∙Au distance is already short, the atoms do not 

have sufficient room to contract upon excitation. This situation renders a higher-energy emission 

and consequently smaller Stokes’ shift compared to other cases in which the molecules are more 

remote from one another. The latter situation is manifested more when the R groups are bulkier 

than a methyl group, causing longer Au···Au intermolecular distances and allowing additional 

space for the atoms to contract during the excitation, which leads to a lower energy emission and 

larger Stokes’ shift. Therefore, the cool white luminescence color rendered by this trimer is 

hypothesized to arise from mixing of the blue emission band due to the ordered prismatic stacks 

whereas the yellow emission band is due to molecular self-trapped excitons from the disordered 

stacks. The stronger contribution of the blue peak (rendering the cool white emission color) is 

consistent with the 2:1 distribution for the ordered: disordered stacks. As previously described, 

the emission of the trimers is metal centered due to change from the aurophilic interactions in the 

ground state to excimeric Au-Au covalent interactions in the phosphorescent excited state, which 

gives photoluminescence spectra with Gaussian unstructured peaks. As opposed to structured 
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emissions with vibronic peaks that are common for ligand centered transitions of conjugated 

aromatic hydrocarbons such as naphthalene and anthracene.36 

 In the opposite effect to the compact extended chain of the [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 is the 

limiting case for structure-luminescence relationships where cyclic trinuclear complexes exhibit 

dissociated monomers of trimer packing. Here their crystal structures contain Au∙∙∙Au intertrimer 

distances longer than the aforementioned accepted cut-off of approximately 3.7 Å. This situation 

was found for the [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3 trimer (Figure 3.5) in which the closest Au∙∙∙Au 

intermolecular distance is 7.107 Å. The structure of this complex is highly disordered due to the 

intramolecular sterics of the 2,6-dimethylphenyl groups. This complex exhibits no observable 

photoluminescence with short or long excitation wavelengths upon visual inspection with a 

hand-held dual-wavelength UV lamp at room temperature. These results substantiates those for 

the cyclotrimer reported by Balch, the [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Pe))]3, which likewise exhibits neither 

intertrimer interactions nor detectable room temperature photoluminescence.4 It is predicted that 

the[Au(vinyl-Im)]3 trimer falls into this category due to the fact that the solid sample shows no 

photoluminescence at room temperature with short or long wavelength excitations. A crystal 

structure has yet to be solved for this complex, therefore it is assumed that the Au···Au 

intermolecular interactions are greater than 3.7 Å based on its photophysical properties. 

 The second limiting case for structure-luminescence relationships is for complexes that 

exhibit dimer of trimer packing in their crystal structures. As is the case for the 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, [Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(MePz)]3, and 

[Au((Me)2Pz)]3 trimers whose crystal structures and luminescence spectra are describe above. 

The crystal structures available for these complexes show intertrimer Au∙∙∙Au interactions with 

contacts of approximately 3.4 to 3.7 Å between two molecules and longer contacts between other 
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molecules, rendering a genuine dimer of trimer structures in either chair or staircase 

conformations. The luminescence spectra for each of the described complexes entail high energy 

UV excitations with low energy red emissions, giving rise to massive Stokes’ shifts on the order 

of 2 eV! The UV excitation is due to an electronic transition between discrete molecular orbitals 

of a dimer of trimer molecule. The aurophilic interactions are relatively weak, being limited to 

only two molecules, leading to little red shift from the solution absorption. The red emissions are 

due to formation of an intermolecular excimer, in which drastic shortening of intertrimer 

distances takes place in the dimer of trimers. This leads to extremely large excited state 

distortions, which manifests itself spectroscopically by the observation of a huge Stokes’ shifts. 

These results are consistent and substantiates those for the cyclotrimer reported by Balch, the 

[Au(COMe)=(N(i-Pr))]3, which likewise exhibit weak intertrimer interactions (3.618 Å) with 

high energy excitation and a low energy red emission (λmax = 654 nm)at room temperature.4  

 The third case for structure luminescence relationships is for cyclic trinuclear complexes 

that exhibit weak packing of extended prismatic chains in their crystal structures. This limiting 

case is uniquely satisfied by the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 and 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 timers, which exhibit infinite columnar stacks. Here molecules have gold 

atoms that involve in intertrimer contacts with two other molecules below and above it 

throughout the supramolecular structure. This packing is similar to those of the ordered stack in 

the hexagonal polymorph [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3; however, there are no disordered stacks in the 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 timer, there are loose disordered stacks in the [Au((COOEt)2Pz]3 

trimer, and a mixture of ordered and disordered stacks in the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 trimer. 

 The crystal structure of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 (Figure 3.7) shows that the 

supramolecular chain structure exhibits asymmetrical head to tail (C···N, N···C) intertrimer 
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interactions whereas the ordered stack in the hexagonal polymorph of [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 

exhibits symmetrical head to head (C···C, N···N) intertrimer interactions. We are assessing these 

differences in collaboration with the Cundari group in terms of relative stabilization energy in 

suitable computational models. The [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 compound has a low energy 

excitation extending to the visible region and a high energy blue emission with no emission in 

the red region. The near-visible excitation is due to the aurophilic interactions in the packed 

extended chains, giving rise to a band gap of ca. 3.0 eV, which represents a dramatic red shift by 

11,300 cm-1 or nearly 1.4 eV from the lowest-energy solution absorption peak (280 nm; ε = 

2.85×104 M-1cm-1) and by 7,900 cm-1 or nearly 1.0 eV from the excitation edge of the dimer of 

trimer limiting case discussed in the previous section! This solid-state photoluminescence of 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 compound is semiconductor like and is therefore due to absorption 

from a valence band to a conduction band. The blue emission occurs from delocalized excitons 

(direct band-gap emission) and the Stokes’ shift will consequently be small because the trimer 

chains are already strongly-bound in the ground state. Solid-state computations (both periodic 

DFT and EHTB) by our theoretical collaborators Cundari and Rabaâ substantiate the band-gap 

electronic structure. 

 The crystal structure of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu)]3 trimer (Figure 3.8), which shows 

an extended zig-zag chain structure with each molecule having only one of the three Au atoms 

engaged in Au∙∙∙Au intertrimer interaction with a molecule above and below it at alternating but 

similarly short distances of 3.435 and 3.443 Å. The excitation peak of 340 nm represents a 

spectral red shift by 2800 cm-1 vs. the dimer of trimer limiting case (λex = 310 nm; Figure 3.13) 

due to the stronger aurophilic interactions in these zig-zag chains. Those interactions, however, 

remain significantly weaker than those in the strongly-interacting prismatic chains in the 
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previous section as suggested by the blue shift for the 340 nm excitation of the [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(N(n-Bu)]3 trimer by 5000 cm-1 than the of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 trimer (λex = 410 

nm; Figure 3.18). Given that the situation is intermediate between the molecular and 

semiconductor band structure, it is reasonable to assign the dual emission that gives rise to a 

warm white luminescence color in Figure 3.19 due to a combination of these two limiting cases. 

Thus, the higher energy blue band is due to delocalized excitons (band-gap emission) while the 

orange band is due to low-energy self-trapped excitons (discrete molecular orbital emission). The 

observation of dual emission from one kind of columnar stacks of closed-shell metal atoms is not 

unprecedented; the most notable example is the work of Yersin and Gliemann on the 

tetracyanoplatinates(II), which are well-known to exhibit such dual emissions of self-trapped and 

delocalized excitons.39 

 The [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 cyclic trimer has a crystal structure that exhibits a disordered 

columnar stacking pattern that is similar to what is found in the ordered stack of the 

[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 hexagonal polymorph. The exception here is that instead of even spacing 

between molecules the [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 molecules have alternate distances of 3.273 and 

3.492 Å, as seen in Figure 3.10. The [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 compound has a low energy excitation 

extending to the visible region and a low energy red emission. The near-visible excitation is due 

to the aurophilic interactions in the packed extended chains, although the Au···Au interactions 

are weaker that those of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 they are stronger than the ones present in 

the dimer of trimer structures. This gives rise to photophysical properties that are a mixture of 

the aforementioned structural states. The excitation peak of 345 nm (Figure 3.20) is 

approximately 4,000 cm-1 blue shifted from the 410 nm excitation of the [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3 and about 3,000 cm-1 red shifted from the 310 nm excitation for the dimer of 
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trimer complexes (Figure 3.13). The emission of the [Au(COOEt)2Pz]3 at 675 nm is red shifted 

about 7500 cm-1 from the 445 nm emission of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 trimer. Given that 

the situation is intermediate between the molecular and semiconductor band structure, it is 

reasonable to assign the emission to discrete molecular orbital emission. 

 In the case of the [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 trimer the crystal structure shows strong 

packing of extended prismatic chains. The infinite columnar stacks from where each of the gold 

atoms is involved in intertrimer contacts with two other gold atoms from the trimer units above 

and below; throughout the supramolecular structure at approximately 3.36 ± 0.05 Å, Figure 3.6. 

This packing is similar to those of the ordered stack in the hexagonal polymorph of 

[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 and the previously mentioned [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 timer. Again like 

the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 timer, this complex exhibits asymmetrical (C···N, N···C) 

intertrimer interactions adding a stabilizing energy based on electrostatic attractions. The 

[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 compound has a low energy excitation extending to the visible region 

similar to that of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 timer and a broad band energy emission that 

spans the entire visible region just like that determined for the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 

trimer. Given that the situation is intermediate between the molecular and semiconductor band 

structure, it is reasonable to assign the dual emission that gives rise to a warm white 

luminescence color in Figure 3.23 due to a combination of these two limiting cases. Thus, the 

higher energy blue band is due to delocalized excitons (band-gap emission) while the orange 

band is due to low-energy self-trapped excitons (discrete molecular orbital emission). 

 The previous subsections have described four structure-luminescence relationships for 

dissociated monomer of trimer molecules (no luminescence), aggregated dimer of trimer 

molecules (high energy UV excitations and low energy red emissions), strongly packed chains 
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(near UV-visible excitation and high energy blue emission with a semiconductor like behavior) 

and an intermediate or mixed situation among the last two categories (near UV or visible 

excitation, respectively, and white dual emission). These relationships allow one to predict the 

solid state packing of the cyclic trinuclear complex based on the luminescence behavior of the 

solids before obtaining the pertinent crystal structure. This will be valuable information in cases 

where single crystals could not be obtained, primarily when an amorphous or weakly diffracting 

powder or thin film material is being investigated. To illustrate this the [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 

complex has been synthesized but the crystal structure is still unavailable. Figure 3.22 shows the 

photoluminescence for the [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 trimer and the spectral data are clearly similar to 

those in the previous subsection with visible excitation and warm white dual emission. Indeed 

even lower energy excitation comparable to the hexagonal [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 trimer is 

obtained so it is speculated that the crystal structure of the molecule will have strongly packed 

stacks similar to those found in the [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 and 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 compounds (likely at shorter intertrimer Au···Au distances) in addition 

to a less tightly bound stack similar to the structure of the hexagonal [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3.  

 In the area of the temperature dependence photoluminescence the cyclic trinuclear 

complexes display a variety of interesting phenomena. In the case of the 

[Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3 and the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 complexes, neither of the compounds 

display any photoluminescence at room temperature. However, at cryogenic temperatures both 

compounds display weak low energy emission. It is hypothesized that intra- and inter-molecular 

contractions occur at lower temperatures, giving rise to metal-metal interactions that undergo the 

photoluminescence mechanisms described for the dimer of trimers subsection. 
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 The [Au((Me)2Pz)]3 pyrazolate trinuclear complex shows a very unique temperature 

dependence photoluminescence. At room temperature the complex has a high energy excitation 

and a low energy Gaussian like emission, which is similar to the photophysical properties of 

other dimer of trimer structures. However, at liquid helium temperatures (4 K) the high energy 

excitation band remains but there is a dramatic change in the emission profile which has shifted 

to high energy and is exceedingly structured. This structured emission at low temperature is 

indicative of the organic ligands on the molecule. The pyrazole rings of the ligands are suggested 

to be the cause of the structured emission, and are supported by the vibronic spacing of the 

emission spectra. Vibronic spacing at low temperatures in both the excitation and emission 

profiles, is a common characteristic of organic molecules and organic ligands.36 

 As for the [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 complexes, both 

compounds show small energy shifts (~850 cm-1) in their emission spectra and no energy shifts 

in their excitation profiles, as the temperature decreases. The fact the excitation profile for the 

[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 complexes signifies that the ground state 

of the molecules remains unchanged with temperature. Although the emission profiles do change 

slightly meaning a small change in the lowest energy excited state. These small changes in the 

emission are cause by spin-orbit splitting of emitting energy level into various microstates. At 

lower temperatures the excited state vibrational relaxation pathways into these microstates are 

enhanced, thus resulting in minute changes in the emission properties of the complexes. 
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Figure 3.34. Shows a diagram of the proposed pathways for the temperature dependent 

photoluminescence emission found in various cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes, where A = 

absorption, P = phosphorescence, S = singlet excited state, T = triplet excited state, ISC = 

intersystem crossing, IC = internal conversion, dashed lines are nonradiative decays, and solid 

lines are radiative decays. 

 Lastly and most complex is the temperature dependent photoluminescence for the 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3¸ [Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(MePz)]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 complexes. At room 

temperature each of these compounds has a high energy excitation and a low energy red 

emission. At cryogenic temperatures the excitation profiles for each of the complexes remain 
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unchanged, indicating no change in the ground state of the molecule. Conversely, at low 

temperatures the emission spectra change greatly, the complexes’ emission blue shifts 

dramatically to higher and/or intermediate energies. Figure 3.34 shows the proposed pathways 

for the photoluminescence emission of the complexes and will be discussed with their structural 

relationships below. The notations in Figure 3.34 are as follows: A = absorption, P = 

phosphorescence, S = singlet excited state, T = triplet excited state, ISC = intersystem crossing, 

IC = internal conversion, dashed lines are nonradiative decays, and solid lines are radiative 

decays. 

 

Figure 3.35. Shows a hypothesized example mechanism for the structural changes in the dimer of 

trimer subunits as a function of temperature. 
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 The compounds all have a similar solid state structure, where they exist as true dimer of 

trimer structures or as loose chain dimers of trimers. Only the [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 pyrazole 

trimer is in the latter group. Nonetheless each complex contains short Au···Au intermolecular 

interactions (3.4 – 3.7 Å) and a longer Au···Au intertrimer interactions between dimers of 

trimers, in the ground state. Figure 3.35 shows the Au···Au interactions found in the packing of 

the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer and the hypothesized structural changes upon excitation. The 

ground state dimer of trimer structure shows metallophilic Au···Au interactions of roughly 3.4 Å 

in the dimer of trimer substructure and distances of 4.4 Å between dimers of trimers subunits. 

Upon excitation at room temperature the dimer of trimer distance contracts to a strong excimeric 

bond, while the distance between the dimers of trimers remains roughly unchanged, this is 

represented on the lower right side of Figure 3.35. This would allow the emission of the sample 

to occur form the lowest energy excited state, represented by T1 and the red arrow in Figure 3.34. 

Cooling the sample down to cryogenic temperature should induce a contraction of all molecules, 

so upon excitation the strong excimeric bond present in the dimers would slightly shorten and the 

weaker Au···Au interactions would form weak excimeric bonds, this is shown on the left section 

of Figure 3.35. This would result in similar short bond distances between all molecules and 

would resemble a compact extended chain similar to that found in the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 

complex. This structural change in the excited state distortion could prohibit the internal 

conversion processes (IC1 andIC2 Figure 3.34) and allow the emission to form a higher energy 

triplet excited state, represented by T3 and the blue arrow in Figure 3.34. At intermediate 

temperatures it is suggested that the excited state contraction is very small in excimeric bond of 

the dimer molecule and slightly larger between the dimer of trimer subunits to form metallophilic 

interactions, as seen in the top section of Figure 3.35. It is possible that the excited state 
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distortions allow IC1 process to occur and still prohibit IC2 mechanism (Figure 3.34).In this case 

the emission would occur from an intermediate energy level, represented by the green arrow in 

Figure 3.34. These radiative and nonradiative pathways explain the extraordinary photophysical 

properties that are exhibited by the cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes. 

 The explanation for the photophysical properties exhibited by the cyclic trinuclear 

complexes are based on structure – photoluminescence relationships. Work done in this study 

and by other research groups are in agreement that the photophysical properties of such d10 

closed shell systems are directly related to the structure and surrounding environment of the 

metal atoms. 

3.5. Conclusions 

 A combined experimental and computational (by Dr. Bhaskar Chilukuri in Dr. Cundari’s 

group at UNT and Dr. Hassan Rabaâ from Ibn Tofail University) study on different cyclo-

[Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 complexes (where R and R’ are a selection of substituents) is performed. 

Experimental studies include synthesis, X-ray structure and photophysical characterizations of 

various cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes with carbeniate, imidazolate, and pyrazolate bridging 

ligands, [Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3, [Au(RIm)]3, and [Au(R)nPz]3, respectively (Figures 3.3 – 3.10, 

3.12 – 3.23).  

Examination of the X-ray crystal structures of cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes 

synthesized in the Omary lab and those in the literature indicated that gold(I) complexes form 

polymorphic structures with variations of ligand substituents (R, R’) and crystal growth 

conditions.2,4-7,12,13,35 Photoluminescence studies showed that the polymorphs exhibit distinct 

spectroscopic properties pertaining to the number of aurophilic bonds and Au···Au bond 

distances in their crystal geometries. Among a variety of [Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 polymorphic 
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structures synthesized by the Balch group, it was found that multiple infinitely extended chain 

structures, [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 and 

[Au(COOEt)2Pz]3 have smaller Stokes’ shifts, and shorter Au···Au distances, indicating that 

these materials may have suitable photophysical and conductive properties for molecular 

electronic devices. An interesting structural disparity between the [Au(CO(Me))=(NMe)]3 and 

other extended stacking complexes [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, is 

that they stack in the head to head (H-H) and head to tail (H-T) conformations respectively 

(Figure 3.11). This orientation is due to the asymmetric, µ-N,C nature of the bidentate carbeniate 

ligand and in not found in the case of the cyclic pyrazolate complex. 

Due to the differences in the spectroscopic properties of [Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 complexes 

bearing numerous polymorphic structures reported from present and earlier4-7 experiments, we 

performed a comprehensive computational study of different structural forms Au3Cb3 complexes 

under both molecular and periodic regimes. The goal of the computational modeling is to seek 

the structure-property relationship between the geometric stacking of different polymorphic 

[Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3complexes and their respective optoelectronic and conduction properties. 

Periodic and molecular simulations were performed on all possible stacking patterns (Figure 3.2) 

of Au3Cb3 complexes. Periodic simulations are performed on multiple solid state geometries 

constructed (vide supra) based on experimental crystal structures. The periodic band gap and 

relative energies were chosen as the determining parameters to examine the conductivity in 

constructed solid state structures. In addition, simulations of the ground, excited and ionized 

states are performed on molecular models of [Au3(HN=COH)3] complexes to augment the 

periodic simulation results and establish their relationship with optoelectronic and conduction 

properties. The spectroscopic Stokes’ shifts and the intramolecular reorganization energy (λ) of 
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charged species were chosen as the determining parameters to examine the conductivity at the 

molecular level. 

Both periodic and molecular simulations on constructed models of [Au3(HN=COH)3] 

complexes indicated that the infinitely extended chain of eclipsed head to tail (H-T) structures 

with equidistant Au···Au aurophilic bonding can have lower band gaps, smaller Stokes’ shifts 

and reorganization energies (λ). These simulations predict that if such an extended chain of 

[Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 complexes with non-bulky substituents were to be synthesized, they may 

act as ideal semiconducting materials for molecular electronic devices. However, it is also 

important to note that the device performance is not only dependent on the properties of the 

semiconducting material alone but also on its interface characteristics with other device 

components. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STRUCTRUAL AND PHOTOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES FOR HEAVY METAL ADDUCTS 

OF CYCLIC TRINUCLEAR GOLD(I) COMPLEXES 

4.1. Introduction 

 In the past thirty years numerous advances in gold chemistry have been made.1 Gold(I) 

centers play an important role as supramolecular components yielding infinite structures with 

interesting chemical and physical properties.2,3 These fascinating properties allow the materials 

to be utilized in various applications, such as molecular electronic devices like organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic thin film transistors (OTFTs).4-6 Balch and co-workers 

originally reported the structure of the [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 carbeniate complex as an infinite 

trigonal column with extensive Au···Au intermolecular interactions.7,8 This columnar extended 

chain stacking pattern has also been used to describe select cyclic gold(I) pyrazolate complexes.9 

To add to this, the author has shown that the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-

Bu))]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz))]3 complexes also form infinite chain stacking arrangements 

(Chapter 3). Figure 4.1 illustrates the molecular structures for the various classes of cyclic 

trinuclear starting materials used in this study. 
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Figure 4.1. Shows the molecular structures of the trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate complexes 

[Au(COR’)=(NR)]3 (Left), imidazolate complexes [Au(RIm)]3 (Center), and pyrazolate 
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complexes [Au(R)nPz]3 (Right). Where R and R’ can be identical or represent different 

substituents on the carbeniate, imidazolate and pyrazolate bridging ligands. 

 Cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes have long since been known, Vaughan in 1970 

reported the synthesis of organometallic gold complexes with 2-pyridyl ligands.10 Since then a 

plethora of analogous cyclic trinuclear complexes with both -C-Au-N- and -N-Au-N- bridging 

moieties have been fully synthesized and characterized.11-14 These complexes contain a central 

nine-membered core ring with intramolecular Au···Au distances ranging from 3.224(1) to 

3.368(1) Å indicating weak metal-metal interactions. Although the focus of this work is on 

trinuclear complexes, higher nucleaties are found in the literature ranging from tetramers to 

hexamers.15,16 In addition to gold(I) other metals can be used to make similar type structures, 

such as copper, silver, platinum and mercury.15,16 

 It is shown that the bridging ligands in the aforementioned trinuclear gold(I) complexes 

contribute to the reactivity of the compounds. The cyclic trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate complexes 

are known to undergo stepwise oxidative halogen additions to form three distinct complexes.17 

On the other hand cyclic trinuclear gold(I) pyrazolate and imidazolate complexes experience 

oxidation at only one of the gold centers producing a mixed valance system (AuI, AuIII), but in 

the case of the imidazolates the compounds can oxidized to a complete gold(III) system.18 

 Reactions of weakly solvated metal cations with transmission metal clusters is a common 

route for cluster expansion synthesis, especially in the case of silver(I) cations.19 The 

complexation has only been more recently tested with cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes, where 

{([Au(BzIm)]3)2Ag}BF4 was formed from the reaction of the trinuclear complex with the 

silver(I) salt.20 Additionally copper(I), silver(I), gold(I), mercury(II) and thallium(I) metal 

sandwich compounds have been examined with trinuclear Pt(II) clusters.21 Determining and 
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understanding the bonding interactions of these closed shell metal system has been an 

experimental and theoretical challenge.22  

 The vast majority of trinuclear gold(I) complexes in the literature and/or previously 

described by the author, were found to be physically colorless and display particular 

photophysical properties based on their molecular structures. These trinuclear gold(I) complexes 

can react with naked metal cations such as Tl+ and Ag+, to form full sandwich structure 

complexes that are brightly colored and exhibit new fascinating photophysical properties.20 

Additionally the electron rich trinuclear Au(I) complexes can interact with electron acceptors 

like C6F6, Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) or [Hg(C6F4)]3 to produce infinite linear chain 

complexes.23,24 Balch and coworkers showed that alkyl-substituted carbeniate trinuclear 

complexes can interact with large organic acceptors like nitro-9-fluorenones.25 Density 

Functional Theory calculations demonstrate that the donor regions of the cyclic trinuclear gold(I) 

complexes are found at the center of the core nine-membered ring and they extend into the space 

above and below the ring plane.26  

 In a collaboration with Dr. Tekarli and Dr. Cundari in the Center for Advanced Scientific 

Computing and Modeling (CASCaM) at the University of North Texas; it was shown 

computationally that altering the metals (CuI, AgI, and AuI), bridging ligands (Carbeniate, 

Imidazolate, Pyrazolate and Triazolate), and bridging ligand substituents (CH3 vs. CF3, electron 

donating vs. electron withdrawing), of the cyclic complexes significantly effects the amount of 

electron density found above and below the center of the molecule.27 This in turn greatly effects 

the reactivity and chemistry displayed by each of the cyclic trinuclear metal complexes in the 

formation of their π-acid/π-base heavy metal adducts. Figure 4.2 is adapted from previous work 
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completed by the Omary-Cundari collaboration and illustrates how the electron density of the 

trinuclear complexes change with metals, bridging ligands and ligand substituents.27 

 

Figure 4.2. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surfaces showing the relative π-basicity of 

cyclo-M3(μ-L)3 cyclotrimers as a function of metal, bridging ligand and ligand substituents. MEP 

[Au(µ-Im)]3 [Au(µ-Py)]3 [Au(µ-Cb)]3 [Au(µ-Pz)]3 [Au(µ-Tz)]3

[Au(µ-Pz)]3 [Cu(µ-Pz)]3 [Ag(µ-Pz)]3

 [Ag(µ-Tz)]3 [Ag(µ-Tz-CF3)]3 [Ag(µ-Tz-CH3)]3 
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surfaces are mapped on electron densities of the molecule (MEP color scale is such that basicity 

increases in the direction: blue → green → yellow → orange → red).27 

One unique feature to our complexes that is not exhibited by heavy metal adducts in the 

literature is the fact that their π-acid/π-base interactions remain intact in the solution phase. The 

molecules do not simply fall apart into their respective starting materials once solvated, instead 

the cations remain intercalated between the trinuclear Au(I) molecules and the respective anions 

remain close by in solution. Although the stability of the molecules in solution is questionable 

for some of the heavy metal adducts, there is strong supporting data in the electrospray ionization 

spectroscopy and photoluminescence studies, that the half and full sandwich structures are 

present in solution. The solid state data coupled with this solution data collected for the silver 

and thallium π-acid/π-base adducts allows a multifaceted approach to the investigation of the 

aromatic character on the trinuclear Au(I) complexes. 

 Here, the purpose is to report the synthesis, structure and photophysical properties for 

new classes of full sandwich clusters complexes (Figure 4.3). It will be demonstrated that naked 

Cu+, Ag+, and Tl+, heavy metal cations are intercalated between two electron rich cyclic 

trinuclear gold(I) complexes to give the full sandwich cluster moieties. The π-acid/π-base 

adducts formed form the reaction of the trimers with the metal salts greatly alter the 

photophysical properties of the neat trinuclear complexes and gives rise to new fascinating 

structural and luminescence properties. 
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Figure 4.3. Show molecular structures of [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3}2M (Left), {[Au(RIm)]3}2M 

(Center), and {[Au((R)nPz)]3}2M (Right). Where R and R’ can be identical or different 

substituents on the bridging ligands, and M is a metal cation. 

4.2. Experimental Section 

4.2.1. Materials 

 The [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3, [Au(RIm)]3, and [Au((R)nPz)]3 starting materials were 

synthesized by the previously mentioned procedures and characterized to insure purity (Chapter 

3). The silver(I) perchlorate AgClO4 was purchased from Matrix Chemicals and thallium(I) 

hexafluorophosphate TlPF6 was purchased from Alfa Aesar. The [Cu(CH3CN)4]BF4 salt was 

synthesized by modifying a previously published procedure.28 The solvent tetrahydrofuran and 

dichloromethane were distilled from conventional drying agents and degassed by purging with 

argon, prior to use. Glassware was oven-dried at 150 °C overnight, prior to use. All 

manipulations were carried out under an atmosphere of purified argon gas using standard 

Schlenk techniques. All electronic absorption measurements were carried out under argon.  
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4.2.2. Physical Measurements 

 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) at ambient 

temperature on a Varian nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer operating at 500 MHz. 

The samples were dissolved in CDCl3 using approximately 15 to 20 mg of complex in 0.75 mL 

of the deuterated chloroform and placed in a standard NMR tube. The chemical shifts in the 1H 

and 13C NMR spectra are reported relative to tetramethylsilinane in CDCl3. Fourier Transform 

Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopic experiments were completed on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 

FT-IR with a Smart Orbit diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory. The spectra 

were collected for both the far and mid infrared regions by firmly pressing the neat sample on to 

the diamond plate with the ATR attachment. Melting point determinations for each compound 

were completed with an Electrothermal Mel-Temp melting point apparatus.  

 The photophysical luminescence measurements were carried out for microcrystalline 

materials examined for purity and verified to represent the luminescence of the single crystals 

(which were examined with hand-held dual-wavelength UV lamp). Steady-state luminescence 

spectra were acquired with a PTI Quanta Master Model QM-4 scanning spectrofluorometer 

equipped with a 75-watt xenon lamp, emission and excitation monochromators, excitation 

correction unit, and a PMT detector. The emission spectra were corrected for the detector 

wavelength-dependent response. Temperature-dependent studies were acquired with an Oxford 

optical cryostat using liquid nitrogen (down to 77K) or liquid helium (down to 4K) as the 

cryogen. Lifetime data were acquired using a xenon flash lamp or a nitrogen laser interfaced with 

a tunable dye laser as phosphorescence sub-system add-ons to the PTI instrument. The 337.1 nm 
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line of the N2 laser was used to pump freshly-prepared solutions of the organic continuum laser 

dyes to attain the excitations used to generate the lifetime and time-resolved data. 

4.2.3. Syntheses 

 The preparations of [Au(COR’)=(NR)]3 were synthesized following previously 

mentioned procedures in Chapter 3. Standard Schlenk techniques under argon atmosphere were 

followed in these methods. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.039 mmol) of [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 is 

dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 4 mg (0.019 mmol) of silver perchlorate 

(AgClO4) is added to the solution. Immediately a bright orange precipitate occurs. The resulting 

suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. The solid is filtered and washed with 5 mL of dry THF. The resulting orange 

material is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4: M.p. 87°C, 

yield 95%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1541 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.334 ppm, m, -O-CH2; 

1.426 ppm, t, -O-CH2-CH3; 2.479 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 191.838 ppm, -Au-

C=N-; 68.472 ppm, -O-CH2; 15.436 ppm, -O-CH2-CH3; 27.766 ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.039 mmol) of [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 is 

dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 7 mg (0.019 mmol) of thallium 

hexafluorophosphate (TlPF6) is added to the solution. A bright yellow precipitate forms quickly. 

The remaining suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for 30 minutes at 

room temperature. The solid is filtered and washed with 5 mL of dry THF. The yellow product is 

allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6: M.p. 154°C, yield 94%, 

IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1545 cm-1, due to insolubility NMR spectra were not collected. 
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 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.039 mmol) of [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 

is dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 4 mg (0.019 mmol) of silver perchlorate 

(AgClO4) is added to the solution. Immediately an orange precipitate occurred. The resulting 

suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. The solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a crude dark orange 

material. The remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of dichloromethane and filtered 

through a bed of Celite in order to remove any decomposed material and unreacted salts. The 

solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving an orange material. The final product 

is dried under vacuum overnight. {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4: M.p. 106°C, yield 95%, 

IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1533 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.515 ppm, t, -O-CH2; 1.823 ppm, m, -

O-CH2-CH2; 0.968 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH3; 2.886 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 

198.270 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 70.446 ppm, -O-CH2; 23.154 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2; 9.932 ppm, -O-CH2-

CH2-CH3; 29.998 ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.039 mmol) of [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 

is dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 7 mg (0.019 mmol) of thallium 

hexafluorophosphate (TlPF6) is added to the solution. The resulting solution is wrapped in foil to 

protect it from light and stirred for 30 minutes at room temperature. The solvent is then 

evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a crude yellow material. The remaining solid is 

dissolved in a minimum amount of dichloromethane and filtered through a bed of Celite in order 

to remove any decomposed material and unreacted salts. The solvent is again evaporated under 

reduced pressure, leaving a bright yellow material. The final product is allowed to dry under 

vacuum overnight. {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6: M.p. 152°C, yield 94%, IR spectrum: 

ν(C=N) 1544 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.505 ppm, t, -O-CH2; 1.830 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2; 
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0.995 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH3; 2.978 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 200.871 ppm, 

-Au-C=N-; 75.003 ppm, -O-CH2; 24.063 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2; 10.718 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2-CH3; 

39.613 ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.038 mmol) of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 

is dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 4 mg (0.019 mmol) of silver perchlorate 

(AgClO4) is added to the solution. Immediately an orange precipitate occurred. The resulting 

suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. The solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a crude dark orange 

material. The remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of dichloromethane and filtered 

through a bed of Celite in order to remove any decomposed material and unreacted salts. The 

solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a light orange material. The final 

product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4: M.p. 

93°C, yield 92%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1537 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.581 ppm, t, -O-CH2; 

1.848 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2; 1.490 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2 0.964 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2-

CH3; 3.150 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 197.49 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 67.923 ppm, -O-

CH2; 32.522 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2; 19.977ppm, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2; 14.203ppm, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2-

CH3; 40.417 ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.038 mmol) of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 

is dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 7 mg (0.019 mmol) of thallium 

hexafluorophosphate (TlPF6) is added to the solution. Immediately a yellow-green precipitate 

occurred. The resulting suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for 30 

minutes at room temperature. The solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a 

crude dark yellow-green material. The remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of 
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DCM and filtered through Celite in order to remove any decomposed material and unreacted 

salts. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a light yellow material. 

The final product is dried under vacuum overnight. {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6: M.p. 

132°C, yield 92%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1545 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.557 ppm, t, -O-

CH2; 1.782 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2; 1.469 ppm, m, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2; 0.968 ppm, m, -O-CH2-

CH2-CH2-CH3; 2.977 ppm, s, -N-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 200.887 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 73.261 

ppm, -O-CH2; 32.725 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2; 19.818 ppm, -O-CH2-CH2-CH2; 14.166 ppm, -O-CH2-

CH2-CH2-CH3; 39.610 ppm, -N-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.038 mmol) of [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 

is dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 3 mg (0.019 mmol) of silver perchlorate 

(AgClO4) is added to the solution. Immediately upon addition a yellow precipitate forms. The 

resulting suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. The solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a bright yellow 

solid. The remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of dichloromethane and filtered 

through a bed of Celite in order to remove any decomposed material and unreacted salts. The 

solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a yellow material. The final product 

is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2AgClO4: M.p. 139°C, 

yield 90%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1514 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 3.350 ppm, t, -N-CH2; 1.410 

ppm, m, -N-CH2-CH2; 1.200 ppm, m, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2; 0.898 ppm, m, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 

4.041 ppm, s, -O-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 199.69 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 49.05 ppm, -N-CH2; 

33.31 ppm, -N-CH2-CH2; 20.41 ppm, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2; 13.95 ppm, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 

62.53 ppm, -O-CH3. 
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 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.038 mmol) of [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 

is dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 6 mg (0.019 mmol) of thallium 

hexafluorophosphate (TlPF6) is added to the solution. Immediately a light green precipitate 

occurs. The resulting suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for 30 

minutes at room temperature. The solvent is then evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a 

crude light green material. The remaining solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of 

dichloromethane and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove any decomposed 

material and unreacted salts. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a 

light green solid. The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. 

{[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2TlPF6: M.p.142°C, yield 98%, IR spectrum: ν(C=N) 1532 cm-1, 1H 

NMR (δ in CDCl3): 3.379 ppm, t, -N-CH2; 1.675 ppm, m, -N-CH2-CH2; 1.370 ppm, m, -N-CH2-

CH2-CH2; 0.878 ppm, m, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 3.994 ppm, s, -O-CH3. 13C NMR (δ in 

CDCl3): 199.837 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 49.009 ppm, -N-CH2; 33.311 ppm, -N-CH2-CH2; 20.351 

ppm, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2; 13.937 ppm, -N-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3; 59.203 ppm, -O-CH3. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.036 mmol) of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 is 

dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 3 mg (0.018 mmol) of silver perchlorate 

(AgClO4) is added to the solution. The resulting solution is wrapped in foil to protect it from 

light and stirred for 30 minutes at room temperature. The solvent is then evaporated under 

reduced pressure, leaving a crude dark green material. The remaining solid is dissolved in a 

minimum amount of dichloromethane and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove any 

decomposed material and unreacted salts. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced 

pressure, leaving a light yellow-green material. The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum 

overnight. {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4: M.p. 182°C, yield 94%, Anal. Calcd for 
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C42H72AgAu6ClN6O10: C, 23.50; H, 3.38; N, 3.92. Found: C, 23.60; H, 3.12; N, 3.04., IR 

spectrum: ν(C=N) 1520 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.0 ppm, s, -O-CH3; 1.9-1.2 ppm, m, -

C5H7. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 196.3 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 59.4 ppm, -O-CH3; 58.8, 34.8, 24.8 ppm, -

C5H7. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.036 mmol) of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 is 

dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 6 mg (0.018 mmol) of thallium 

hexafluorophosphate (TlPF6) is added to the solution. The resulting solution is wrapped in foil to 

protect it from light and stirred for 30 minutes at room temperature. The solvent is then 

evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a crude dark green material. The remaining solid is 

dissolved in a minimum amount of dichloromethane and filtered through a bed of Celite in order 

to remove any decomposed material and unreacted salts. The solvent is again evaporated under 

reduced pressure, leaving a light yellow-green material. The final product is allowed to dry under 

vacuum overnight. {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6: M.p. 137°C, yield 94%, Anal. Calcd for 

C42H72Au6F6N6O6Tl: C, 22.05; H, 3.17; N, 3.67. Found: C, 20.86; H, 3.02; N, 2.95., IR 

spectrum: ν(C=N) 1520 cm-1, 1H NMR (δ in CDCl3): 4.0 ppm, s, -O-CH3; 1.9-1.4 ppm, m, -

C5H7. 13C NMR (δ in CDCl3): 199.2 ppm, -Au-C=N-; 59.1 ppm, -O-CH3; 57.4, 34.8, 24.5 ppm, -

C5H7. 

 The preparations of [Au(RIm)]3 were synthesized following previously mentioned 

procedures in Chapter 3. Standard Schlenk techniques under argon atmosphere were followed in 

these methods. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.039 mmol) of [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 is 

dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 7 mg (0.019 mmol) of 

tetrakis(acetonitrile)copper(I)tetrafluoroborate ([Cu(CH3CN)4]BF4) is added to the solution. 
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Immediately a bright orange precipitate forms. The resulting suspension is wrapped in foil to 

protect it from light and stirred for one hour at room temperature. The solid material is filtered, 

washed with 2 mL of THF and allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. The final product is a 

bright orange insoluble material. {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2CuBF4: yield 95%, IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 

1419 cm-1, due to insolubility NMR spectra were not collected. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.039 mmol) of [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 is 

dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 5 mg (0.019 mmol) of silver perchlorate 

(AgClO4) is added to the solution. Immediately a bright yellow precipitate forms. The resulting 

suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for one hour at room 

temperature. The solid material is filtered, washed with 2 mL of THF and allowed to dry under 

vacuum overnight. The final product is a bright yellow insoluble material. {[Au(vinyl-

Im)]3}2AgClO4: yield 95%, IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 1417 cm-1, due to insolubility of the complex 

NMR spectra were unable to be collected. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.039 mmol) of [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 is 

suspended in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 7 mg (0.019 mmol) of thallium 

hexafluorophosphate (TlPF6) is added to the solution. Immediately a white precipitate forms. The 

resulting suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for one hour at room 

temperature. The solid material is filtered, washed with 2 mL of THF and allowed to dry under 

vacuum overnight. The final product is a white insoluble material. {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2TlPF6: 

yield 95%, IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 1417 cm-1, due to insolubility of the complex NMR spectra 

were unable to be collected. 
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 The preparations of [Au(RnPz)]3 were synthesized following previously mentioned 

procedures in Chapter 3. Standard Schlenk techniques under argon atmosphere were followed in 

these methods. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.029 mmol) of [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 is 

dissolved in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 3 mg (0.014 mmol) of silver perchlorate 

(AgClO4) is added to the solution. A white precipitate quickly formed. The resulting suspension 

is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for one hour at room temperature. The solid 

material is filtered and allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. The filtered solid is dissolved in 

a minimum amount of dichloromethane and filtered through a bed of Celite in order to remove 

any decomposed material and unreacted salts. The solvent is again evaporated under reduced 

pressure, leaving a slightly off-white material. The final product is allowed to dry under vacuum 

overnight. {[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2AgClO4: M.p. 127 °C, yield 95%, IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 1526 

cm-1, due to insolubility NMR spectra were not collected. 

 In to an evacuated 50 mL Schlenk flask 35 mg (0.029 mmol) of [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 is 

suspended in 5 mL of dry tetrahydrofuran, then 5 mg (0.014 mmol) of thallium 

hexafluorophosphate (TlPF6) is added to the solution. A white precipitate quickly formed. The 

resulting suspension is wrapped in foil to protect it from light and stirred for one hour at room 

temperature. The solid material is filtered and allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. The 

filtered solid is dissolved in a minimum amount of dichloromethane and filtered through a bed of 

Celite in order to remove any decomposed material and unreacted salts. The solvent is again 

evaporated under reduced pressure, leaving a slightly off-white material. The final product is 

allowed to dry under vacuum overnight. {[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2TlPF6: M.p. 157 °C, yield 95%, 

IR spectrum: ν(N=N) 1524 cm-1, due to insolubility NMR spectra were not collected. 
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4.2.4. Computational Methods 

 The computations in this work were performed by Dr. Sammer Tekarli in collaboration 

with Prof. Thomas R. Cundari and Prof Angela K. Wilson, from the University of North Texas. 

Computations were performed using the Gaussian 03 suite of programs.29 Geometry 

optimizations of all minima and transition states were performed using the B3LYP30,31 hybrid 

functional in conjunction with the CEP-31G(d)32,33 where (d) signifies addition of d-polarization 

functions to main group elements. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surfaces were plotted 

using the GaussView03 program;34 values for the isosurfaces are denoted in the figure captions. 

 Based on the optimized geometries, the gauge independent atomic orbital (GIAO)35 based 

NMR calculations were performed using the BHandHLYP30,31 and the basis set of Cu, Ag, and 

Au were augmented by one f function (as per Pyykkö)36 and six Couty-Hall outer p functions 

(contracted).37 Main group basis sets were augmented with a d polarization function taken from 

the 6-31G* basis set.38-41 Vibrational frequencies are calculated at all DFT optimized stationary 

points to confirm them as minima or transition states. 

4.2.5. X-ray Crystallography and Data Collection 

 Crystals of {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 suitable 

for X-ray diffraction analysis were grown from the slow evaporation of dichloromethane to give 

small pale green cubes. X-ray crystallographic data were collected by Dr. Xiaoping Wang and 

Dr. Vladimir Nesterov from the University of North Texas, who also provided the following 

description of the crystallographic data and details. Crystal structure determination for all 

complexes were carried out using a Bruker SMATR APEX2 CCD-based X-ray diffractometer 

equipped with a low temperature device and Mo-target X-ray tube (wavelength = 0.71073 Å). 

Measurements were taken at 100(2) K. Data collection, indexing, and initial cell refinements 
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were carried out using APEX2,42 frame integration and final cell refinements were done using 

SAINT.43a A multiple absorption correction was applied using the program SADABS.43b All 

non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms in the compounds were 

placed in idealized positions and were refined as riding atoms. Structure solution, refinement, 

graphic and generation of publication materials were performed by using SHELXTL software.44 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Infrared Spectroscopy, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy, Electrospray 

Ionization Mass Spectrometry and Single-Crystal X-ray Crystallographic Studies 

 The IR spectra collected for each of the cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes and their 

heavy metal adducts display similar spectra with respect to the ν(C=N) stretching band for the 

carbeniate and imidazolate complexes; and the ν(N=N) stretching band for the pyrazolate 

complexes, all of which show between 1400 to 1600 cm-1. A summary of the ν(C=N) and 

ν(N=N) stretching vibrations is given in Table 4.1. 

ν(C=N) and ν(N=N)  
Stretching Vibrations Free Trimer AgClO4 Adduct TlPF6 Adduct 

[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 1567 cm-1 1541 cm-1 1545 cm-1 

[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 1568 cm-1 1533 cm-1 1544 cm-1 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 1576 cm-1 1537 cm-1 1545 cm-1 

[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 1536 cm-1 1532 cm-1 1514 cm-1 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 1535 cm-1 1516 cm-1 1520 cm-1 

[Au(vinyl-Im)]3 
1418 cm-1 

(Cu 1419 cm-1) 1417 cm-1 1417 cm-1 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 1530 cm-1 1526 cm-1 1524 cm-1 

Table 4.1. A summary for the infrared ν(C=N) and ν(N=N) stretching vibrations found in the 

cyclic trinuclear gold(I) adducts with AgClO4 and TlPF6 adducts. 
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 The mid-IR spectra for each of the free trimers show a strong peak in the 1500 cm-1 area 

associated with either a C=N or N=N stretching vibration, and these values are given in Table 

4.1. It is seen that the same stretching vibrations for the same C=N and N=N bonds of the TlPF6 

and AgClO4 adducts have slightly red shifted to lower energy. This shift is due to electron 

density donation into the C=N or N=N bonds, as adducts are formed electron density is 

redistributed towards the edges of the central nine membered ring. In turn this allows the organic 

bonds (C=N and N=N) to gain a small amount of electron density, the atoms move apart slightly 

(small bond lengthening), which lowers the energy associated with their vibration.  

 There is a common trend displayed that shows the Ag+ adducts have a larger energy shift, 

than that found in the Tl+ adduct analogues. There are two basic hypotheses for this phenomenon 

which are the atomic sizes and electronegative character, of the Ag+ and Tl+ cations. It is 

common practice to use the ionic radius of elements when talking about ion size, which for Ag+ 

it is 1.15 Å and for Tl+ it is 1.59 Å.45 The sheer size of the cations dictates the interactions of the 

trimers with the cation. The nine-membered ring of the free trimers has an approximated 

diameter of 3.2 Å. The smaller radius of the metal atoms would allow closer intercalation to the 

center of the trimers, which is the case of the Ag+. In terms of electronegativity silver has a value 

of 1.9 and thallium has a value of 1.8. Therefore silver is slightly more electronegative and 

should display higher relative tendency to attract elections. The cyclic trinuclear complexes have 

been shown to have a significant amount of electron density in the center of the nine membered 

rings, see Figure 4.2. This electron density favors stronger attraction of the sliver atoms than that 

of the thallium atoms, based on their electronegativity. These two characteristics both favor a 

stronger interaction of silver adduct formation as compared to thallium adduct formation. This 
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should explain why the C=N and N=N stretching vibrations are altered more in the silver adducts 

than the thallium adducts. 

 Additionally, the corresponding ClO4 and PF6 vibrations are present in each of the 

spectra. The AgClO4 adduct has significant vibrations at 1087, 803, and 626 cm-1, which belong 

to the ClO4
- counter ion. The TlPF6 adducts have vibrations at 841 and 557 cm-1, which belong to 

the TlPF6
- counter ion.  

 The 109Ag, 23Na and 7Li nuclear magnetic resonance experiments shown in Figure 4.4 and 

4.5 represent the foremost evidence for the metalloaromaticity found in the cyclic trinuclear 

complexes describe here. On moving from the trimers to adducts, there are no significant shifts 

in the 1H and 13C NMR resonances, except for the peak of the carbon in the center nine member 

rings. For example the cyclopentyl trimer ring carbon appears at 199 ppm. The Ag+ and Tl+ 

adducts show this peak to be located at 196ppm. This small upfield shift could be caused by 

donation of electron density from the metal cation into the π cloud of the ring adding a small 

amount of shielding to these carbons. The 15N NMR for the same system shows a single 

resonance peak in both spectra located at 225 ppm for the trimer and 231 ppm for the Ag adduct. 

This small downfield shift indicates that electron density is moving away from the nitrogen, 

which means electron density donation to the metal cation. The solid state 109Ag NMR Figure 4.4 

clearly defines the product as the silver adduct because of the huge upfield chemical shift. The 

109Ag NMR shows a -137 ppm peak for the silver atom of the adduct and no peak in this area 

was found in the AgClO4 starting material. Most significantly, this drastic upfield shift shows 

that the trimer is metalloaromatic because of the π electron donation from the center of the 

trinuclear ring to the Ag atom, which lies in the shielding region of the diamagnetic ring current. 

This situation is akin to that known for metal-free aromatic rings such as cyclopentadienyl, 
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indenyl, fluorenyl carbanions upon their π complexation to Li+, leading to upfield shift of ca. 6-8 

ppm in their solution 7Li NMR spectra.39 
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Figure 4.4. Shows the 109Ag solid state NMR for the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 adduct, 

AgClO4 starting material and, 109Ag NMR standards AgNO3 and AgCH3SO3. 

 The relative attraction of metal cations by the neutral cyclic trinuclear complexes herein 

is likely governed by the hard/soft concept metallophilic interactions. The experiments in Figure 

4.5 with 7Li and 23Na NMR supports the conclusion of metalloaromaticity due to their negative 

chemical shifts, although significant work needs to be done in this area before it can be proven. 

The 7Li, 23Na and 109Ag show chemical shifts of -0.2728, -26.45 and -137.33 ppm, respectively. 

Although the typical scale for the NMR of 7Li and 23Na nuclei is smaller than that for the 109Ag, 

each of the chemical shifts is significant. 
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Figure 4.5. Shows the (top) 7Li NMR for the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2LiClO4 adduct and the 

(bottom) 23Na NMR for the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2NaClO4 adduct. 

 In collaboration with Dr. Guido Verbeck and the Verbeck Group members at the 

University of North Texas, the electrospray ionization mass spectrometry was collected for a 

series of complexes. The samples were dissolved in dry dichloromethane to a concentration of 

1.0 x10-3 M and diluted with dry methanol to give a final concentration of 1.0 x 10-6 M. To this 

solution a 10% by volume of acetic acid was added to increase conductivity. The electrospray 

ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) has been completed for the free cyclic trinuclear 

complex [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3; and its π-acid/π-base adducts {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 

and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6. It is important to note that this is the first examination into 

the structural and aromatic character of the cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes and their heavy 

metal adducts in solution. 
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 For the free trimer complex the ESI-MS spectra in Figure 4.6 show several peaks for the 

various ionized fragments of the molecule. The most significant peaks here are located at the 

970.47 and 1938.87 m/z, which correspond to a single [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer molecule and 

dimer of trimers supramolecular structure, respectively. It is important to note that even in this 

dilute solution of 1.0 x 10-6 M, the molecules are still able aggregate for form dimer of trimer 

structures. The low mass limit of the ESI-MS spectrometer did not allow the observance of or 

investigation for, larger supramolecular aggregates such as trimer of trimers and tetramers of 

trimers. 
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Figure 4.6. Shows the ESI-MS spectra collected for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer (top); and 

images for the free trimer peak (bottom left) and dimer of trimers peak (bottom right). 
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 For the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 adduct the, ESI-MS spectra (Figure 4.7) show 

significant peaks located at the 195.4, 196.8, 970.60, 1076.47, and 1078.40 m/z. The 195.3 and 

196.9 m/z peaks are identified as free AgClO4, the structure of the peak splitting and ratio 

matches the two silver isotope values (109Ag and 107Ag) and ratio of abundance. The peak at 

970.47 m/z is identified as single molecules of the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer in fragmentation 

of the adduct. The 1076.47 and 1078.40 m/z peaks are due to a single [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 

trimer complexed to one silver atom in a half sandwich structure, the peak splitting and ratio 

again correlates to the 109Ag and 107Ag isotopes of silver. The low mass limit of the ESI-MS 

spectrometer did not allow the observance of or investigation for the full sandwich structures, 

which is above the 2000 m/z limit. 
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Figure 4.7. Shows the ESI-MS spectra for the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}AgClO4 adduct (top); and 

images for the free trimer peak (bottom left) and half sandwich peak (bottom right). 

 The ESI-MS spectra for {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}TlPF6 is shown Figure 4.8. There are 

three peaks located at 351, 353, and 355 m/z that correspond to uncomplexed TlPF6, the peak 

splitting and intensity ratio matches that of the three thallium isotopes 203Tl, 205Tl, and 208Tl. 

Again there is a 970.47 m/z peak that is due to free single molecules of the trimer complex in 

solution. The group of peaks located at 1172, 1174, 1175m/z are assigned to a half sandwich 

structure, where a single trimer is complexed to one thallium atom. The structure of the peak 

splitting and peak intensity ratio correlates to the three isotopes of thallium. Additionally it was 

found that the peaks at 1320, 1321, and 1322 m/z is due to a single gold(I) trimer interacting with 

one TlPF6 molecule, again the peak splitting and ratio correlates to the isotopes of thallium. The 
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low mass limit of the ESI-MS spectrometer did not allow the observance of or investigation for 

the full sandwich structures, which is above the 2000 m/z limit. 
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Figure 4.8. Shows the ESI-MS spectra for the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 adduct (top); and 

images for the free trimer peak (bottom left) and half sandwich peak (bottom right). 

 The X-ray crystal structure data collected for the complexes [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6, are given in Table 4.2. 

Selected intramolecular distances and angles for each of the heavy metal adducts are reported in 

Table 4.3. Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 present Mercury diagrams showing the intermolecular 

interactions between individual molecules for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 complexes, respectively. 

The relevant crystal data for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trinuclear complex from Chapter 3 is 

repeated here for ease of comparison to the heavy metal adducts. 
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  Trimer AgClO4 Adduct TlPF6 Adduct 

 Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic 

 Color/Habit colorless needle Green blocks Green blocks 

 Formula C21H36Au3N3O3 C42H72AgAu6ClN6O10 C42H72Au6F6N6O6PTl 

 Formula weight 969.43 2146.18 2288.20 

 Space group P -1 C 2/c C 2/c 

 a, (Å) 9.0763(11) 14.2218(9) 13.4071(13) 

 b, (Å) 12.0289(15) 22.7708(14) 23.636(2) 

 c, (Å) 12.6926(16) 16.2822(10) 17.4337(18) 

 α, (deg) 62.098(2) 90 90 

 β, (deg) 85.009(2) 96.6400(10) 102.1000(10) 

 γ, (deg) 72.600(2) 90 90 

 V, (Å3) 1166.3(3) 5237.5(6) 5401.8(9) 

 Z 2 4 4 

 T, (K) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 

 λ, (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

 ρcalcd, (mg/m3) 2.760 2.722 2.814 

 µ, (cm-1) 18.849 17.215 19.302 

 R1 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0383 0.0564 0.0331 

 wR2 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0721 0.1758 0.1223 

 R1 (all data) 0.0804 0.0643 0.0454 

 wR2 (all data) 0.0857 0.1787 0.1338 

Table 4.2. Crystallographic Data for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, 

and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 complexes. 
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 Trimer AgClO4 Adduct  TlPF6 Adduct 

Au-C (Å) 2.001(12) 1.972(18) 1.984(9) 

 1.987(12) 2.01(2) 2.000(12) 

 1.971(12) 1.926(19) 1.959(10) 

  1.973(18) 2.23(5) 

  2.01(2) 1.99(3) 

  1.926(19) 2.02(3) 

Au-N (Å) 2.069(9) 2.063(15) 2.065(8) 

 2.062(10) 2.068(14) 2.058(10) 

 2.046(9) 2.057(18) 2.054(8) 

  2.062(15) 2.19(3) 

  2.069(14) 2.10(3) 

  2.058(18) 2.07(4) 

C=N (Å) 1.280(14) 1.32(2) 1.296(14) 

 1.257(15) 1.32(2) 1.250(14) 

 1.289(15) 1.34(3) 1.281(13) 

  1.32(2) 1.298(15) 

  1.32(2) 1.250(15) 

  1.34(3) 1.280(13) 
Au-M (Å) 

(intra) 3.2691(7) 2.7614(12) 3.1078(5) 

 3.3210(7) 2.7894(8) 3.1572(5) 

 3.2904(7) 2.800(3) 3.0654(5) 

  2.8071(10) 3.231(2) 

  2.839(3) 3.397(3) 

  2.877(3) 3.111(3) 

C-Au-N (°) 177.0(4) 176.4(7) 175.4(4) 

 177.9(5) 178.8(8) 176.8(4) 

 175.4(4) 179.5(8) 178.8(4) 

  176.4(19) 164.4(16) 
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  176(2) 173.7(15) 

  176(2) 178.6(16) 

Table 4.3. Selected intramolecular distances and angles for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 complexes. 

 The [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 colorless complex was synthesized and crystallized from the 

slow evaporation of a dichloromethane solution. This cyclic complex crystallizes in a P-1 space 

group, where dimers of trimers exhibit a chair like pattern, with the stacking motif between 

trimers showing two Au···Au distances of 3.446 Å, seen in Figure 3.4 of Chapter 3.  

 The solid-state structure of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 has one molecule in the asymmetric 

unit. The X-ray data for the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 complex are summarized in Figure 3.4 

(Chapter 3) and Table 4.2. The three cyclopentyl groups are out of plane to the core nine-

membered ring, with two angled up and one angled down. The intramolecular Au-Au distances 

are 3.2691(7), 3.3210(7) and 3.2904(7). Other distances and angles are given in Table 4.3.  

 Figure 3.4 of Chapter 3 shows that each molecule interacts with one other molecule, 

forming dimers of trimers. Each dimer of trimers unit has two Au···Au contacts with a distance 

of 3.466Å and has a long Au···Au distance of 4.438Å to neighboring dimers. The long Au···Au 

distance is considerably longer than typical aurophilic interactions of 3.2 to 3.7 Å. 
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Figure 4.9. Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a molecule of {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, 

Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 

Figure 4.10. Diagram shows the intermolecular interactions for {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 

molecules, Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 
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 The {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 complex was synthesized by reacting 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 with AgClO4 in THF. Small green block crystals were grown from the 

slow evaporation of the complex in a dichloromethane solution. This π adduct crystallizes in a C 

2/c space group, where two cyclic trinuclear complexes sandwich the Ag+ atom between them 

forming an hourglass shape structure. The stacking motif between sandwiches shows alternating 

Au···Au distances of 4.078 and 4.282 Å, seen in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.  

 The X-ray data for the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 complex are summarized in 

Figure 4.9, 4.10 and Table 4.2. The solid-state structure of {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 has 

one adduct complex and ClO4
- counter ion in the asymmetric unit. Each of the sandwich adducts 

have a ClO4
- counterion located 7.214 Å away from the trapped Ag+ cation. The intramolecular 

Au-Ag distances are 2.7614(12), 2.7894(8), 2.800(3), 2.8071(10), 2.839(3) and 2.877(3). Other 

distances and angles are given in Table 4.3.  

 Figures 4.9 and 4.10 shows that each hourglass molecule interacts weakly with one other 

adduct molecule above and below the plane of central nine membered rings, forming a very 

loose chain stacking pattern. Each adduct has one Au···Au intermolecular contact with a distance 

of 4.078 Å above it and two Au···Au contacts of 4.282 Å to a neighboring molecule below it. 

The long Au···Au distances are considerably longer than typical aurophilic interactions of 3.2 to 

3.7 Å, hence showing no significant Au···Au intermolecular interactions. 
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Figure 4.11. (Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a molecule of {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6, 

Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (yellow = Au, blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 complex was synthesized by reacting 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 with TlPF6 in THF. Small green block crystals were grown from the slow 

evaporation of the complex in a dichloromethane solution. This π adduct crystallizes in a C 2/c 

space group, where two cyclic trinuclear complexes sandwich the Tl+ atom between them 

forming an hourglass shape structure. The stacking motif between sandwiches show Au···Au 

distances of 3.657 Å forming an extended loose chain of molecules, seen in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12. Diagram shows the intra and intermolecular interactions for 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 molecules, Hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity (Yellow = Au, 

blue = N, black = C, red = O). 

 The X-ray data for the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 complex are summarized in Figure 

4.11, 4.12 and Table 4.2. The solid-state structure of {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 has one 

adduct complex and PF6
- counter ion in the asymmetric unit. Each of the sandwich adducts have 

a PF6
- counterion located 7.417 Å away from the trapped Tl+ cation. The intramolecular Au-Tl 

distances are 3.1078(5), 3.1572(5), 3.0654(5), 3.231(2), 3.397(3) and 3.111(3). Other distances 

and angles are given in Table 4.3. 

 Figure 4.11 and 4.12 shows that each hourglass molecule interacts with one other adduct 

molecule above and below the plane of central nine membered rings, forming a loose chain 

stacking pattern. Each adduct has two Au···Au intermolecular contacts above and below it with 

an equal distance of 3.657 Å to a neighboring molecules. The long Au···Au distance is just on 
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the longer edge of typical aurophilic interactions found at 3.2 to 3.7 Å, therefore showing weak 

Au···Au intermolecular interactions. 

4.3.2. Spectroscopic Studies 

 It is the intent of this work to show the context and relationship of the structural 

properties and photophysical properties found in these classes of cyclic trinuclear gold(I) π-

acid/π-base heavy metal adducts. In particular the investigation is focused on but not limited to 

silver and thallium for the heavy metal π-acids and the various cyclic trinuclear gold(I) 

complexes described in the previous chapter. The compounds under examination include: the 

carbeniate adducts {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6, {[Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6, {[Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6, {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-

Bu))]3}2AgClO4, {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2TlPF6, {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, and 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6; the imidazolate adducts {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2CuBF4, {[Au(vinyl-

Im)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2TlPF6; and the pyrazolate adducts 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2AgClO4, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2TlPF6. For illustrative purposes the 

complexes are categorized into two divisions of structural properties based on the metal-metal 

interactions found in each class of complexes, either Au-Ag in the case of the silver adducts or 

Au-Tl for the thallium adducts. The luminescence measurements presented here in this study 

were carried out for microcrystalline materials examined for purity. The same instrument 

methods and techniques used for the photoluminescence measurements of these adduct 

complexes, are the same as those mentioned for the trimer materials in chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.13. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4 at 90 K and 298 K. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4 adduct is 

given in Figure 4.13. This adduct has an orange physical color and shows a low energy excitation 

that extends out past λmax = 550 nm, with an emission at λmax = 633 nm. There is a Stokes’ shift 

of 2,384 cm-1 between the excitation edge and emission peak maxima. There are two observed 

lifetimes of 10.96 and 1.599 µs for this sample at room temperature and these lifetime increase to 

34.23 and 18.78 μs at 90 K. 
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Figure 4.14. Shows normalized the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline 

powder of {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6 at 90 K and 298 K. 

 The photophysical properties of the {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6 adduct are illustrated 

in Figure 4.14. This complex has a bright yellow physical color and the solid state 

photoluminescence for this complex shows a low energy excitation out to λmax = 500 nm, with an 

emission at λmax = 570 nm. The Stokes’ shift between the excitation and emission peaks has a 

value of 2,759 cm-1. When the sample is cooled down to 90 K with liquid nitrogen the sample’s 

physical color darkens to an orange color, which denotes more absorption in the visible region. 

At low temperatures the solid state photoluminescence for this complex shows a low energy 

excitation out to λmax = 525 nm, with an emission at λmax = 615 nm. The Stokes’ shift between 

the excitation and emission peaks has a value of 2,787 cm-1. In moving from room temperature to 

90 K the emission of the sample red shifts from 570 nm to 615 nm, with an energy difference of 
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1,283 wavenumbers. The measured lifetime for this sample at room temperature has two 

lifetimes of 9.384 and 2.659 μs, which at 90 K they lengthen to 40.11 and 22.96 µs. 

 Free Trimer
 Ag Adduct
 Tl Adduct
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Figure 4.15. Shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for 

the free trimer starting material [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 and the π-acid/π-base adducts 

{[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6. 

 Figure 4.15 shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room 

temperature for the free trimer starting material [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 and the π-acid/π-base 

adducts {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6. The free trimer 

starting material [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 has been thoroughly discussed in chapter 3; and at room 

temperature is known to have an excitation λmax = 400 nm and a broad blue-white emission with 

λmax = 463 nm. Upon adduct formation of the [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 trimer with AgClO4 the 

excitation band red shifts from 400 to 550 nm with an energy shift of 6,819 cm-1 and the 
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emission band red shifts from 463 to 633 nm, with an estimated shift of 5,801 cm-1. When the 

[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 trimer is reacted with TlPF6 the excitation band red shifts from 400 to 500 

nm with an energy shift of 5,000 cm-1 and the emission band red shifts from 463 to 570 nm, with 

an estimated shift of 4,055 cm-1. The shifting of the excitation and emission bands here is caused 

by the new metal-metal interactions found in the adducts. The free trimer consist of only short 

Au···Au contacts while this changes to Au-Ag and Au-Tl in the 

{[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6, respectively.  
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Figure 4.16. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4 at 90 K and 298 K. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4 adduct is 

given in Figure 4.16. This adduct has a red physical color and shows a low energy excitation that 

extends out to 600 nm, with an emission of λmax = 675 nm. There is a Stokes’ shift of 
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approximately 1,852 wavenumbers between the excitation edge and emission peak. The 

observed lifetime for this sample at room temperature was found to be 8.99 μs and the 90 K 

lifetime is 14.95 µs. 
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Figure 4.17. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6 at 90 K and 298 K. 

 The photophysical properties of the {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6 adduct is 

illustrated in Figure 4.17. This complex has a bright yellow physical color and the solid state 

photoluminescence for this complex shows a low energy excitation out to λmax = 525 nm, with an 

emission at λmax = 585 nm. The Stokes’ shift between the excitation and emission peaks has a 

value of 1,953 cm-1. This sample has two lifetimes at room temperature which are 10.01 and 1.96 

μs, and two at 90 K which are 49.81 and 24.94 µs. 
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Figure 4.18. Shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for 

the free trimer starting material [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 and the π-acid/π-base adducts 

{[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6. 

 Figure 4.18 shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room 

temperature for the free trimer starting material [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 and the π-acid/π-base 

adducts {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6. The free 

trimer starting material [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 has been thoroughly discussed in chapter 3; and 

at room temperature is known to have an excitation λmax = 380 nm and a broad blue-white 

emission with λmax = 440 nm. Upon adduct formation of the [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 trimer with 

AgClO4 the excitation band red shifts from 380 to 535 nm with an energy shift of 7,624 cm-1 and 

the emission band red shifts from 440 to 660 nm, with an estimated shift of 7,576 cm-1. When the 

[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3 trimer is reacted with TlPF6 the excitation band red shifts from 380 to 
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490 nm with an energy shift of 5,907 cm-1 and the emission band red shifts from 440 to 585 nm, 

with an estimated shift of 5,633 cm-1. The shifting of the excitation and emission bands here is 

caused by the new metal-metal interactions found in the adducts. The free trimer consist of only 

short Au···Au contacts while this changes to Au-Ag and Au-Tl in the {[Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6, respectively.  
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Figure 4.19. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4 at 90 K and room temperature. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4 adduct is 

given in Figure 4.19. This adduct has a bright orange physical color and shows a low energy 

excitation that extends out to 585 nm, with an emission of λmax = 650 nm. There is a Stokes’ shift 

of approximately 1,710 wavenumbers between the excitation edge and emission peak. There are 
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two observed lifetimes for this sample at room temperature which are 9.797 and 1.812 μs. At 90 

K there is only one lifetime measured at 21.54 µs. 
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Figure 4.20. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6 at various temperatures. 

 The temperature dependent photophysical properties of the {[Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6 adduct is illustrated in Figure 4.20. At room temperature this complex has 

a bright yellow physical color and the solid state photoluminescence for this complex shows a 

low energy excitation out to λmax = 490 nm, with an emission at λmax = 570 nm. The Stokes’ shift 

between the excitation and emission peaks has a value of 2,865cm-1. The measured lifetime for 

this sample at room temperature was found to be 10.51 μs, which denotes phosphorescence.  
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Figure 4.21. Shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for 

the free trimer starting material [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 and the π-acid/π-base adducts 

{[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6. 

 Figure 4.21 shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room 

temperature for the free trimer starting material [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 and the π-acid/π-base 

adducts {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6. The free 

trimer starting material [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 has been discussed in chapter 3; and at room 

temperature is known to have an excitation λmax = 380 nm and emission λmax = 445 nm. Upon 

adduct formation of the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 trimer with AgClO4 the excitation band red 

shifts from 380 to 525 nm with an energy shift of 7,268 cm-1 and the emission band red shifts 

from 445 to 650 nm, with an estimated shift of 7,087 cm-1. When the [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 

trimer is reacted with TlPF6 the excitation band red shifts from 380 to 445 nm with an energy 
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shift of 3,844 cm-1 and the emission band red shifts from 445 to 575 nm, with an estimated shift 

of 5,080 cm-1. The shifting of the excitation and emission bands here is caused by the new metal-

metal interactions found in the adducts. The free trimer consist of only short Au···Au contacts 

while this changes to Au-Ag and Au-Tl in the {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, and 

{[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6, respectively. 
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Figure 4.22. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2AgClO4 at various temperatures. 

 The solid state photoluminescence at various temperatures for the {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-

Bu))]3}2AgClO4 adduct is given in Figure 4.22. This adduct has a pale yellow physical color and 

shows a low energy excitation that extends out to 475 nm, with an emission of λmax = 560 nm. 

There is a Stokes’ shift of approximately 3,195 wavenumbers between the excitation edge and 

emission peak. As the temperature decreases the excitation profile for the same roughly stays the 
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same, while the emission band red shifts to a lower energy with λmax = 598 nm. This emission 

shift to lower energy at lower temperatures is a common feature in photophysics, and is caused 

by the freezing of higher energy molecular vibrations allowing dexcitation to occur at lower 

energy.46 The observed lifetime for this sample at room temperature was found to be 11.44 μs 

and the 90 K lifetime is 14.95 µs. 
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Figure 4.23. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2TlPF6 at various temperatures. 

 The temperature dependent photophysical properties of the {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-

Bu))]3}2TlPF6 adduct is illustrated in Figure 4.23. At room temperature this complex has an off 

white physical color and the solid state photoluminescence for this complex shows a low energy 

excitation out to λmax = 430 nm, with an emission at λmax = 540 nm. The Stokes’ shift between 

the excitation and emission peaks has a value of 4,737cm-1. As the temperature decreases the 
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excitation profile for the same roughly stays the same, while the emission band red shifts to a 

lower energy with λmax = 598 nm. This emission shift to lower energy at lower temperatures is a 

common feature in photophysics, and is caused by the freezing of higher energy molecular 

vibrations allowing dexcitation to occur at lower energy.46 The measured lifetime for this sample 

at room temperature was found to be 10.79 μs, which denotes phosphorescence. 
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Figure 4.24. Shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for 

the free trimer starting material [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 and the π-acid/π-base adducts 

{[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2TlPF6. 

Figure 4.24 shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for 

the free trimer starting material [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 and the π-acid/π-base adducts 

{[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2TlPF6. The free trimer 

starting material [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 has been discussed in chapter 3; and at room 
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temperature is known to have an excitation λmax = 300 nm and emission λmax = 690 nm. Upon 

adduct formation of the [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 trimer with AgClO4 the excitation band red 

shifts from 300 to 445 nm with energy shift of 10,528 cm-1 and the emission band blue shifts 

from 690 to 560 nm, with an estimated shift of 3,364 cm-1. When the [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3 

trimer is reacted with TlPF6 the excitation band red shifts from 300 to 406 nm with energy shift 

of 8,309 cm-1 and the emission band blue shifts from 690 to 535 nm, with an estimated shift of 

4,198 cm-1. The shifting of the excitation and emission bands here is caused by the new metal-

metal interactions found in the adducts. The free trimer consist of only short Au···Au contacts 

while this changes to Au-Ag and Au-Tl in the {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2AgClO4, and 

{[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2TlPF6 adducts, respectively. 
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Figure 4.25. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 at various temperatures. 
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 The solid state photoluminescence at various temperatures for the 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 adduct is given in Figure 4.25. This adduct has a pale green 

physical color and shows a low energy excitation that extends out past 400 nm, with an emission 

of λmax = 520 nm. There is a Stokes’ shift of approximately 5,770 wavenumbers between the 

excitation edge and emission peak. The observed lifetime for this sample at room temperature 

was found to be 13.14 μs.  
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Figure 4.26. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 at various temperatures. 

 The temperature dependent photophysical properties of the 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 adduct is illustrated in Figure 4.26. At 298K this complex has a 

pale green physical color and the solid state photoluminescence for this complex shows a low 

energy excitation out past 400 nm, with an emission at λmax = 460 nm. The Stokes’ shift between 
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the excitation and emission peaks has a value of 3,261 cm-1. The measured lifetime for this 

sample at room temperature was found to be 9.50 μs. 
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Figure 4.27. Shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for 

the free trimer starting material [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 and the π-acid/π-base adducts 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6. 

 Figure 4.27 shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room 

temperature for the free trimer starting material [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 and the π-acid/π-base 

adducts {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6. The free trimer 

starting material [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 has been discussed in chapter 3; and at room temperature 

is known to have an excitation λmax = 316 nm and emission λmax = 680 nm. Upon adduct 

formation of the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer with AgClO4 the excitation band red shifts from 
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316 to 400 nm with energy shift of 6,159 cm-1 and the emission band blue shifts from 690 to 520 

nm, with an estimated shift of 4,525 cm-1. When the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer is reacted with 

TlPF6 the excitation band red shifts from 316 to 400 nm with energy shift of 6,159 cm-1 and the 

emission band blue shifts from 690 to 460 nm, with an estimated shift of 7,033 cm-1. The shifting 

of the excitation and emission bands is caused by the new metal-metal interactions found in the 

adducts. The trimer consist of only Au···Au contacts while this changes to Au-Ag and Au-Tl in 

the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 adducts, respectively. 
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Figure 4.28. Shows the solid sample steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for a 

1:1:1 sub-molar blend of [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, and 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6. 
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 Figure 4.28 shows that the red, green and blue emissions of the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4, and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 complexes, which can be 

combined to give a white emission that spans the entire visible region. This was accomplished 

through the sub-molar blending of the compounds in a 1:1:1 ratio. Additionally the cool white 

emission is wavelength dependent and therefore tunable as seen in Figure 4.28. When a shorter 

wavelength excitation is used the emission is predominately red, while longer wavelength 

excitations lead to bluer emission. At intermediate wavelengths (327 nm) a balanced white 

emission can be obtained. It is fortunate that the emissions of the silver and thallium adducts do 

not overlap with the excitation of the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer. If they were to overlap then 

only red emission would be visible because of a donor/acceptor relationship between 

adducts/trimer. Since this donor/acceptor energy transfer pathway is fundamentally blocked, it 

renders this system as a “frustrated energy transfer”.47 This donor/acceptor relationship is a 

common obstacle in the fabrication of molecular electronic devices when trying to use organic 

molecules because of their small Stokes’ shifts. 
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Figure 4.29. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2CuBF4 at various temperatures. 

 The solid state photoluminescence at various temperatures for the {[Au(vinyl-

Im)]3}2CuBF4 adduct is given in Figure 4.29. This adduct has a red physical color and shows a 

low energy excitation that extends out past 575 nm, with an emission of λmax = 670 nm. There is 

a Stokes’ shift of approximately 2,466 wavenumbers between the excitation edge and emission 

peak. There are two observed lifetimes for this sample at room temperature, which are 3.67 and 

1.69 μs and at 70 K there are also two lifetimes of 67.71 and 28.63 µs. 
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Figure 4.30. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2AgClO4 at various temperatures. 

 The solid state photoluminescence at various temperatures for the {[Au(vinyl-

Im)]3}2AgClO4 adduct is given in Figure 4.30. This adduct has a bright yellow physical color 

and shows a low energy excitation that extends out past 515 nm, with an emission of λmax = 570 

nm. There is a Stokes’ shift of approximately 1,874 wavenumbers between the excitation edge 

and emission peak. There are two observed lifetimes for this sample at room temperature, which 

are 9.85 and 2.25 μs and at 70 K the lifetimes extend to 40.01 and 20.19 µs. 
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Figure 4.31. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

{[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2TlPF6 at various temperatures. 

 The temperature dependent photophysical properties of the {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2TlPF6 

adduct is illustrated in Figure 4.31. At room temperature this complex has a white physical color 

and does not display any visible photoluminescence. At lower temperatures the solid state 

photoluminescence for this complex shows a low energy excitation out to 400 nm, with an 

emission at λmax = 465 nm. The Stokes’ shift between the excitation and emission peaks is 3,495 

cm-1. There are two observed lifetimes for this sample at 70 K measured to be 1734 and 508 ns. 
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Figure 4.32. Shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for 

the adducts {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2AgClO4 and {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2CuBF4. 

 Figure 4.32 shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room 

temperature for the π-acid/π-base adducts {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2CuBF4 and {[Au(vinyl-

Im)]3}2AgClO4. The free trimer starting material [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 and {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2TlPF6 

have been omitted here because they are extremely weak or not luminescent at room 

temperature. Upon adduct formation of the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 trimer with AgClO4 the sample’s 

physical color shifts from white to a bright yellow with an excitation band out to 515 nm; and for 

the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 trimer with CuBF4 the physical color shifts from white to a bright orange 

with an excitation band out to 575 nm. When the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 trimer is reacted with TlPF6 

the sample’s physical color remains white. The shifting and/or appearance of the excitation and 

emission bands in this class of complexes is caused by the new metal-metal interactions found in 

the adduct formation. The free trimer consist of long insignificant Au···Au contacts while this 
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changes to Au-Cu, Au-Ag and Au-Tl in the {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2CuBF4, {[Au(vinyl-

Im)]3}2AgClO4 and {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2TlPF6 adducts, respectively. 
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Figure 4.33. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2AgClO4 at 90 K and 298 K. 

 The solid state photoluminescence for the {[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2AgClO4 adduct at 298 K 

and 90 K is given in Figure 4.33. This adduct has a slightly off white yellowish physical color 

and shows a low energy excitation that extends out past 425 nm, with an emission of λmax = 490 

nm. There is a Stokes’ shift of approximately 3,121 wavenumbers between the excitation edge 

and emission peak. There is one lifetime for this sample at room temperature, which is 13.87 μs 

and at 90 K the lifetime extends to 24.12 µs. 
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Figure 4.34. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a microcrystalline powder of 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2TlPF6 at 90 K and 298 K. 

 The temperature dependent photophysical properties of the {[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2TlPF6 

adduct is illustrated in Figure 4.34. At room temperature this complex has a white physical color 

and the solid state photoluminescence for this complex shows a low energy excitation out to 350 

nm, with an emission at λmax = 440 nm. The Stokes’ shift between the excitation and emission 

peaks is 5,844 cm-1. There is one lifetime for this sample at room temperature, which is 9.83 µs 

and at 90 K it lengthens to 10.13 µs. 
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Figure 4.35. Shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room temperature for 

the free trimer [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 and the adducts {[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2AgClO4 and 

{[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2TlPF6. 

 Figure 4.35 shows a comparison of the steady-state photoluminescence at room 

temperature for the free trimer [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 complex, and the π-acid/π-base adducts 

{[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2AgClO4 and {[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2TlPF6. Upon adduct formation of the 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 trimer with AgClO4 the sample’s physical color shifts from white to a light 

yellowish with an excitation band out to 425 nm; and for the [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 trimer with 

TlPF6 the physical color remains white with an excitation band out to 350 nm. At room 

temperature the free trimer displays a bright red emission with a λmax = 690 nm, the silver adduct 

emits a blue green luminescence with λmax = 490 nm, and the thallium adduct shows a weak blue 

emission with λmax = 440 nm. The shifting and/or appearance of the excitation and emission 
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bands in this class of complexes is caused by the new metal-metal interactions found in the 

adduct formation. The free trimer consist of long insignificant Au···Au contacts while this 

changes to Au-Ag and Au-Tl in the {[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2AgClO4 and 

{[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2TlPF6 adducts, respectively. 
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Figure 4.36. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a 1.0 x 10-3 M solution of 

{[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4 in dichloromethane at room temperature. 

 The steady-state photoluminescence for a 1.0 x 10-3 M solution of {[Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4 in dichloromethane at room temperature is given in Figure 4.36. In the 

solid state this adduct has a bright orange physical color and shows a low energy excitation that 

extends out to 585 nm, with an emission of λmax = 650 nm, as seen in Figure 4.19. The solution 

of the adduct has a clear orange physical color and shows a low energy excitation that extends 

out to 525 nm, with an emission of λmax = 575 nm. The Stokes’ shift between the excitation edge 
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and emission peak maxima has a value of 1656 cm-1. This is one of the first examples of a cyclic 

trinuclear complex heavy metal π-acid/π-base adduct to display any visible photophysical 

properties in solution. A further study into the excitation, concentration and temperature 

dependence of such solution is warranted and expected of the author in the near future. It is 

important to note that this cyclic trinuclear Au(I) π-acid/π-base adduct and others like it, have 

poor stability in the solution state. Over the course of days the complexes in solution slowly 

decompose to form a black precipitate and/or a metallic mirror on the side walls of the glass 

vessel. This decomposition occurs even when the solutions are protected from light at room 

temperature, it is hypothesized that the solvent may contain trace amounts of water or solvated 

gasses that breakdown the adducts. 

4.3.3. Computational Studies 

 The computations presented in this work were performed by Dr. Sammer Tekarli in 

collaboration with Prof. Thomas R. Cundari from the University of North Texas. A detailed 

explanation and broad discussion into the results of the extensive computational study is given in 

Dr. Tekarli’s dissertation.48 

 An important avenue in probing the metalloaromaticity of the trinuclear complexes is to 

investigate their metal-organic binding energy (BE) to cations/anions. This significant indicator 

of metalloaromaticity is derived from computing the binding enthalpies of the metal-organic 

cyclic trinuclear complexes to common cations and anions. Dougherty and co-workers have 

reported studies of the binding energies of a sodium cation (Na+) to the π-face of several 

aromatic organic compounds, e.g., benzene, fluorobenzene, p-difluorobenzene, aniline, and 

pyridine. They have concluded that inductive effects play a more important role than resonance 

effects in the π-cation binding of Na+ to an aromatic ring.49 However, recent work by Houk and 
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co-workers indicate that the binding energy change is due to through space effects of substituents 

rather than the effect of the substituents on the π-system of the organic arenes.50 Combining 

conclusions of both works indicate that binding energies of Na+ to the face of the ring in all 

organic arene compounds studied is due to the substituents. 

 The BE computations of anions and cations listed in Table 4.4 (BE = EAB – (EA + EB); A 

= organic compound or metal-organic trimer, B = cation or anion) indicate that anions bind 

strongly to π-acidic cyclotrimers (i.e., [Ag(μ-Tz(CF3)2)]3) while cations bind strongly to π-basic 

cyclotrimers (i.e., [Au((CH3)2Im)]3). For example, the BE’s of Li+, Na+ and K+ to 

[Au((CH3)2Im)]3 are -60.85, -45.19, and -31.94 respectively whereas the BE’s of F-, Cl-, Br-, and 

I- to [Ag((CF3)2Tz)]3 are -107.22, -69.89, -62.43 and -58.33 kcal mol-1 respectively. 

 Binding Enthalpy (kcal/mol) 
 [Au(μ-Im(CH3)2)]}3 [Au(μ-Im(NMe))]3 [Ag(μ-Tz(CF3)2)]3 

F- -31.44 -31.31 -107.22 
Cl- -1.84 -1.77 -69.89 
Br- 3.50 3.81 -62.43 
I- -6.93 0.32 -58.33 

Li+ -60.85 -57.27 N/A 
Na+ -45.19 -42.72 -16.61 
K+ -31.94 -29.72 N/A 
Ag+ -79.29 -76.98 -20.51 
Tl+ -51.75 -49.48 -0.65 
H2 N/A -0.66 -1.20 
CO -0.04 N/A -0.13 
CH4 N/A 2.38 0.93 
BF4 N/A N/A -40.74 
PF6 … … -30.27 

TMA -18.12 -16.99 -7.16 

Table 4.4. Binding enthalpies in kcal/mol. N/A = Ions or compounds that will not bind to the 

complex. TMA = Tetramethylammonium ion. 
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 Also, BE decreases with increasing ion size. For example, the BE of F-, Cl-, Br-, and I- to 

[Ag((CF3)2Tz)]3 are -107.22, -69.89, -62.43, and -58.33 kcal mol-1 respectively. In the case of the 

BE of [Au((CH3)2Im)]3 with I-, the iodide ends up next to the methyl groups which are the most 

positive part of the molecule according to calculated molecular electrostatic potentials (MEPs), 

(e.g. right in Figure 4.37). Hence, the calculated BE for I- to [Au((CH3)2Im)]3 is -6.93 kcal mol-1. 

However, it should be noted that complexation with I- is the exception to the general trend of 

complexation of strong π-acids and π-bases (e.g. [Au((CH3)2Im)]3. The anions and cations 

generally bind above the center of the metal-organic cyclotrimer rather than above the ligand. 

 

Figure 4.37. MEP surfaces [Au((CH3)2Im)]3 (left) and its half-sandwich adduct with F- (middle) 

and I- (right). MEP surfaces are shown both in space mapped on electron densities of the 

molecule (MEP color scale: blue → green → yellow → orange → red signifies the most positive 

to most negative region of the MEP surface). 

 One can compare these BE to the binding energies of organic compounds. Dougherty and 

co-workers have computed the binding the BE of Na+ to a series of organic aromatics.49,51 We 

have computed the BE of the organic compounds to the Na+ using the same methods used 

throughout this work (i.e. B3LYP at the CEP-31G(d) basis set) and compared them to the BE of 

cyclotrimers to Na+. A comparison of the BE of Na+ is shown in Table 4.5 between the organic 
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compounds and metal organic cyclotrimers. The BE of the Au trimers is significantly higher, by 

twice the BE of Na+ to the organic compounds. For example, the BE of Na+ to [Au((CH3)2Im)]3 

is -45.19 kcal mol-1 while the highest BE among all organics is -18.35 and -18.24 kcal mol-1 for 

1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene and hexamethylbenzene, respectively. It is also essential to note the 

range of the BE from the most π-basic to the most π-acidic cyclotrimer is ~30 kcal mol-1 

compared to ~20 kcal mol-1 for the organic compounds. Thus, the BE calculations show superior 

range of binding energies of metal-organics compared to organic compounds and this is a strong 

indication of concerted interaction among multiple metal centers. 

Compound + Na+ Binding Enthalpy 
(kcal/mol) 

[Au(μ-Im(CH3)2)]3 -45.19 
[Au(μ-Im(NMe)]3 -42.72 
[Ag[μ-Tz(CF3)2)]3 -16.61 

Azulenea -16.39 
Benzene -11.73 

Benzene-2CH3 (1,4) -14.64 
Benzene-2F (1,4) -1.78 

Benzene-3F (1,3,5) 2.50 
Benzene-4CH3 (1,2,4,5) -18.35 

Benzene-6CH3 -18.24 
Benzene-BH2 -8.01 

Benzene-F -6.68 
Benzene-NH2 -17.11 
Cyclohexane -0.65 

Furan -6.61 
Indoleb -17.18 
Pyridine -20.11 
Pyrrole -14.12 

Table 4.5. Binding enthalpies in kcal/mol. N/A = Ions or compounds that will not bind to the 

complex. TMA = Tetramethylammonium ion. a,b The Na+ is bound to the face of the 7-

membered, 5-membered, 6-membered, 5-membered rings respectively. 
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 As a consequence of the strong binding energies of the most π-basic and the most π-

acidic trimers to cations and anions respectively, it would be of interest to investigate the binding 

energies of sandwich trimers where a cation, such as Li+ or Ag+, is sandwiched between two 

trimers as depicted in Figure 4.38. The sandwich trimers add a new class of metallocenes with 

comparable stability to other metallocenes such is ferrocene. 

 

Figure 4.38. The DFT optimized geometry of half sandwich {[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3}Ag+ and 

dimer of trimer adduct models, {[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3}2Ag+. 

 The calculated binding energy for the ferrocene half sandwich is -44 kcal mol-1 and it 

doubles to -89 kcal mol-1 for the full ferrocene molecule. The case is different for the metal 

organic trimer half sandwich and full sandwich adduct. For example, the BE of the half sandwich 

trimers {[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3Li}+ and {[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3Ag}+ are -53 and -71 kcal mol-1 

respectively. However, the BE increases (but does not double) in the case of the full sandwich 

trimers to -77 and -101 kcal mol-1 for {[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3Li}+ and 

{[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3Ag}+, respectively. This “negative cooperativity” may be attributed to the 

fact that all trimers investigated in this work are neutral; unlike, for example, ferrocene where the 

cyclopentadienyl ring is an anion. 
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4.4. Discussion 

 The cyclic trinuclear Au(I) carbeniate and imidazolate complexes discussed here contain 

three linear C-Au-N bonds with alternating carbon-nitrogen double bonds. The pyrazolate 

complexes contain three linear N-Au-N bonds with alternating nitrogen-nitrogen double bonds. 

These core nine-membered rings are electron-rich at the Au(I) coordination centers and double 

bonds, producing a significant amount of electron density at the center of the ring. This electron 

density allows the complexes to act as π-bases and the basicity strength is tunable by the ligands 

and their substituents. As a consequence the complexes react with small π-acid atoms or 

molecules. Here the trinuclear complexes are reacted with naked Ag+ and Tl+ cations to produce 

“sandwich” clusters, with the metal cation wedged between two stacked cyclic Au(I) complexes. 

 Herein, we have reported the synthesis, characterization and photophysical properties of 

various trinuclear Au(I) complexes and their heavy metal π-acid/π-base adducts. The synthesis 

and characterization for the various adducts have been previously described. The photophysical 

properties steady-state excitation, emission and lifetimes of the complexes and adduct are 

summarized in Table 4.6. 

 

Excitation λmax 
(nm) 

Emission λmax 
(nm) 

Stokes’ 
Shift (cm-1) Lifetime τ (μs) 

Au3 Ag+ Tl+ Au3 Ag+ Tl+  Au3 Ag+ Tl+ 

[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3 400 550 500 463 633 570 
3,261 
2,384 
2,759 

609 ns 
285 ns 

10.96 
1.60 

9.38 
2.66 

[Au(CO(n-
Pr))=(NMe)]3 

380 600 525 445 675 585 
3,588 
1,852 
1,953 

0.30, 
1.40 8.99 10.01 

1.96 

[Au(CO(n-
Bu))=(NMe)]3 

390 585 490 445 650 570 
3,170 
1,710 
2,865 

11.42 9.79 
1.81 10.51 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 310 400 400 680 520 460 
17,552 
5,770 
3,261 

12.74 13.14 9.50 
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[Au(COMe)=(N(n-
Bu))]3 

310 475 430 690 560 540 
17,765 
3,195 
4,737 

11.34 11.44 10.79 

[Au(vinyl-Im)]3 
(Cu+) 

575 515 400 (Cu+) 
670 570 465 - 

(Cu+) 
3.67 
1.69 

9.85 
2.25 

65 ns 
13.9 
ns 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz))]3 345 425 350 675 490 440 
14,171 
3,121 
5,844 

16.49 13.87 9.83 

Table 4.6. The photophysical properties steady-state excitation, emission and lifetimes of the 

trinuclear complexes and corresponding adducts are summarized. 

 The trimer adducts contain six Au-M bonds found in each molecule, three from a 

trinuclear molecule above the metal and three from one below. These metal-metal interactions 

work in the same mechanism as for the previously described cyclic trinuclear complexes 

(Chapter 3), where there is bond strengthening and shorting as the molecules are excited. In the 

case of the silver(I) adducts an excitation occurs from a dσ* antibonding orbital to an sσ bonding 

orbital. As for the thallium(I) adducts excitation occurs from a sσ* antibonding orbital to a pzσ 

bonding orbital. Both mechanisms involve an electron being promoted from an antibonding 

orbital to a bonding orbital, thus resulting in the contraction and bond strengthening between the 

metal centers. The metal centered emission here in the adducts is caused by increased M-Au 

bonding instead of the Au···Au interactions found in the free trimer complexes, both of which 

give unstructured Gaussian peaks in their photoluminescence profiles. The M-Au bond distances 

are already short in the ground state, as shown in their crystal structures, so upon excitation the 

bond length only shorten slightly. This leads to smaller Stokes’ shifts with longer wavelength 

excitations and higher energy emissions. The actual ground state Au···M distance and excited 

state distortions of the adducts is what gives rise to their vibrant physical colors and their 

extremely intense luminescence colors 
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 In looking at the summary of the photophysical properties for the cyclic trinuclear 

complexes and their corresponding adducts in Table 4.6, there are a few trends that are seen. In 

each cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complex the corresponding thallium adduct is less red shifted than 

the silver analogue. This signifies greater excited state distortion in silver adducts and is further 

supported by their Stokes’ shifts. The thallium adducts generally have small Stokes’ shifts, 

therefore have less excited state distortions. The average excitation energy shift from the cyclic 

trimer to the Ag+ adduct is 8,695 cm-1 and 5,686 cm-1 for the emission band energy shift. For the 

thallium adducts the average excitation energy shift from the trimer to the Tl+ adduct is 6,752 

cm-1 and 5,083 cm-1 for the emission band energy shift. The exception to the trend is found in the 

excitation band of the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 adducts, where both the silver and thallium red shift 

to 400 nm (energy shift = 7,258 cm-1). 

 In the case of the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 complex a Cu+ adduct was synthesized and displayed a 

greater red shift in both the excitation and emission profiles, than the silver adduct. When 

combined with the thallium adduct profiles, the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 adducts show a trend where the 

energy shifts increase as the metal cation size decreases (Cu<Ag<Tl). The trend goes 575, 515, 

and 400 nm for the excitation bands for the Cu+, Ag+, and Tl+ adducts, respectively. The same 

trend in seen for the emission bands at 670, 570, 465 nm, for the Cu+, Ag+, and Tl+ adducts, 

respectively. The binding energies found for the adduct formation of the [Au(MeIm)]3 trimer 

with Ag+ and Tl+ are -76.98 and -49.48, respectively. 

 Upon investigation of the of the temperature dependence photoluminescence data, several 

phenomena are noticed. The first noticeable temperature dependent trend is similar to the 

mechanism describe in Chapter 3, where excitation profiles remain the same but multiple 

emission bands are present. The second trend is seen where excitation bands again remain 
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unchanged and a single emission is measured that shifts slightly with change in temperature. The 

third and last phenomenon is exhibited in the form of structured emission profiles. It is important 

to note that there does not appear to be any significant temperature dependent changes in the 

excitation profiles for any of the heavy metal adducts. This is a direct result from the lack of 

temperature dependence in the ground state geometry of the molecules under investigation. 

 The temperature dependence of the {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6 and 

Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 adducts follow a similar mechanism to the one described for 

multiple cyclic trinuclear complexes in the discussion section of Chapter 3 (Figure 3.34). In this 

hypothesis structural changes in the excited state distortion are induced by a change in 

temperature of the sample. At lower temperatures this change prohibits particular the internal 

conversion processes to the lowest energy triplet excited state and allows the phosphorescence 

emission to occur form a higher energy triplet excited state, represented in Figure 3.34. At higher 

temperatures the internal conversion pathways are enhanced, therefore leads to emissions from 

the lowest energy excited state. These radiative and nonradiative pathways explain the 

extraordinary photophysical properties that are exhibited by these π-acid/π-base adducts and 

various cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes. 

 There is one example from this class of cyclic trinuclear Au(I) adducts where the 

photoluminescence emission has a structure profile to it. The {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2TlPF6 adduct 

does not display any visible room temperature photoluminescence but at cryogenic temperatures 

this sample exhibits a low energy excitation out to 425 nm, with an emission λmax = 465 nm, ass 

seen in Figure 4.31. The excitation band has a Gaussian like curve denoting that the excitation 

from the ground state is metal centered. On the other hand the emission has a highly structured 

profile, which is a common characteristic of organic materials; in this case the imidazole ligand 
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is the culprit, as it undergoes metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT). This structured emission 

feature is similar to that of the [Au((Me)2Pz)]3 at cryogenic temperatures. The spacing between 

the structured peaks of the {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2TlPF6 emission is estimated to be 689 cm-1. 

Comparing this value to the FTIR spectra for the adduct and the imidazole ligand, it is 

inconclusive as to which vibration is the root of the structure. The fact that it is in the fingerprint 

region and both the adduct and imidazole have multiple peaks in this area, make proper 

assignment very difficult. Perhaps future work into the Raman spectra of the sample will be 

beneficial to the peak assignment. 

 

Figure 4.39. Shows a diagram of the proposed transitions for the temperature dependent 

photoluminescence emission found in select cyclic trinuclear Au(I) heavy metal adducts, where 

S = singlet excited state and T = triplet excited state; solid lines indicate radiative decays and the 

arrow color indicate emission energy. 
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 The major trend that is observed in the temperature dependence photoluminescence for 

the several of the heavy metal adducts are the small shifts in the emission of the samples. The 

adducts that experience this incident are several and include: {[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, 

{[Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6, {[Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, {[Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3}2TlPF6, {[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3}2AgClO4, {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-

Bu))]3}2AgClO4, {[Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3}2TlPF6, {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6; 

{[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2CuBF4, {[Au(vinyl-Im)]3}2AgClO4, [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2AgClO4, and 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3}2TlPF6. In each of these complexes the emission of the sample has a small 

red shift as the samples are cooled to cryogenic temperatures. This thermochromism mechanism 

is depicted in Figure 4.39 and a complementary supportive excited state distortion pathway is 

given in Figure 4.40. In figure 4.39 a diagram of the proposed transitions for the temperature 

dependent photoluminescence emission found in select cyclic trinuclear Au(I) heavy metal 

adducts is given. This diagram shows that the phosphorescence emission of the samples occur 

from the lowest energy triplet excited state to the singlet ground state (T1→S). This is very 

common for complexes that contain large atoms such as gold, due to relativistic effects and high 

spin-orbit coupling constants, and is also supported by the lifetime data that are in the tens of 

microseconds. Honestly it is not the forbidden transition that is the star here but it is the spacing 

between the electronic states that is causing this thermochromism effect. Figure 4.39 shows a 

simplistic representation of how the spacing between the electronic states change as a function of 

temperature. At higher temperatures (298 K) the spacing between T1 and S0 is large and results 

in a higher energy emission when the phosphorescence transition occurs, represented by the 

yellow arrow on the left side of Figure 3.39. The other extreme is at lower temperatures (77 K) 

when the spacing between the T1 and S0 is smaller, thus resulting in a lower energy red emission 
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and is represented by the red arrow on the right side of Figure 4.39. At intermediate temperatures 

(180 K) the triplet to singlet spacing is somewhere in between and results in an intermediate 

energy emission represented by the orange arrow in the center of Figure 4.39. It is important to 

note that not only does the triplet to singlet spacing decrease as temperature decreases but so 

does the spacing between the high energy electronic states (T2→T1, T3→T2, Tn→Tn-1). This 

increase in the density of states with the decrease in temperature is directly responsible for the 

thermochromism found in the temperature dependent photoluminescence for these complexes. 

 

Figure 4.40. Shows an example mechanism for the structural contractions in the heavy metal π-

acid/π-base adducts as a function of temperature. 
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 Figure 4.40 is a pictorial diagram that demonstrates the excited state distortion found in 

the cyclic trinuclear Au(I) heavy metal π-acid/π-base adducts, as a function of temperature. It is 

seen here that at higher temperatures (298 K) there is greater excited state distortion from the 

ground state that lead to a higher energy emission, this is represent by the right side of Figure 

4.40. While on the other hand at lower temperatures (77 K) there is significantly less excited 

state distortion form the ground state to produce a lower energy emission, which is represented 

by the left side of Figure 4.40. At intermediate temperatures (180 K) the excited state distortion 

in somewhere between the extremes and results in an intermediate energy emission, seen at the 

top of Figure 4.40. This temperature dependence in the excited state distortion correlates with the 

temperature dependence in the density of states for the electronic states of the molecules, and is 

directly effects the energy of the emission in the photoluminescence of the adducts. 

4.5. Conclusions 

 Cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes have been known for decades and have generated 

extraordinary new chemistry phenomena. The carbeniates, imidazolates and pyrazolates display 

reactions at the gold centers with chemical oxidants differently for each ligand system. This 

implies a remarkable sensitivity to the specific coordination of the gold atoms. The work 

reported here, show the carbeniate and imidazolate compounds with their C-Au-N coordination 

and the pyrazolate compounds with their N-Au-N coordination; intercalate Ag+ and Tl+ cations 

into columnar chains to produce full sandwich complexes. These complexes contain six Au(I) 

atoms bonded with the naked Ag+ and Tl+ cations. From the crystal structures in chapter 3, 

columnar chain formations are known for several of the cyclic trinuclear complexes, the 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 trimer exhibits a dimer of trimer structure in the solid state, but the 

structures of the {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 adducts 
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were found to have columnar chain stacking patterns. Thus it seems that the cations can induce 

the formation of a columnar structure even if it is initially absent. Both steric and electronic 

factors may be involved.  

 As previously described the closed-shell Ag+ cation bonds with six Au(I) atoms of two 

cyclic trinuclear Au(I) molecules. In addition, these cluster units polymerize into a linear chain 

(B3AB3B3AB3)n (A = cation, and B3 = trimer molecule) pattern by aurophilic Au···Au 

interactions between four of the gold atoms of neighboring units. With an intermolecular 

Au···Au distance of approximately 3.6 Å in the case of the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 silver and 

thallium adducts. Because the imidazolate and pyrazolate trimer complexes have a similar 

structural behavior to the carbeniate compounds the intercalating nature of the Ag+ and Tl+ atoms 

is also hypnotized to occur through similar mechanisms. Future crystal structures should reveal 

hour glass shaped molecules with varying Au-M distances. 

 It is shown that these structures have the counter anions sitting between chains of 

clusters, at positions distant from the central Tl+ or Ag+ cations. This eludes to the 

2[Au3(COR’)=(NR)3], 2[Au(RIm)]3, and 2[Au((R)nPz)]3 molecular units functioning as bases to 

the acidic cations, signifying that the bonding forces between the cations and the neutral gold 

clusters are generally “ionic”. This behavior is similar to that of the cation-π interactions between 

aromatic molecules previously described by Dougherty and coworkers.50 Previous work in the 

Omary group has shown that the acidic trinuclear molecule [Hg(C6F4)]3, which is neutral and 

planar also intercalates into the cyclic trinuclear gold complexes in a manner similar to the Tl+ 

and Ag+, but without counter anions. 

 The excitation and emission spectra for each of the complexes previously described is 

extremely interesting and warranting further study. Low-energy phosphorescence is present in 
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the adducts and is consistent with the extended-chain structures observed. The relationship 

between extended-chain structures and low energy emissions has been indicated in a various 

studies of group 11 systems. A strong correlation has been founded between the observation of 

the low energy visible emission bands and the existence of extended chain structures with 

intermolecular Au···Au interactions, as seen in chapter 3. The solid state photoluminescence 

bands for the adducts are associated with excited states that are delocalized along the 

crystallographic axis of the chains. Thermal contraction leads to a reduction in intermolecular 

metal-metal distances along the chain and reduces the band gap energy. As a result a red shift of 

the luminescence is observed when the material is cooled to cryogenic temperatures. This 

tendency is well established in extended chain formations and layered materials of closed-shell 

systems, especially for Pt(II) and Au(I).52-55 Lastly, the dependence of the emission bands on the 

excitation wavelength indicates the presence of two electronically uncoupled luminescent sites. 

Although this was not the case for most of the complexes described, it was found to be 

prominent in the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 adduct series. 
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CHAPTER 5 

STRUCTURAL AND PHOTOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HETEROBIMETALLIC 

CYCLIC TRINUCLEAR d10 COMPLEXES 

5.1. Introduction 

 Heterometallic complexes are remarkable molecules due to the fact that they can produce 

a variety of unique catalytic, optical and electronic properties.1,2 In particular the heterometallic 

gold containing species are receiving immense attention due to the metallophilic interactions 

between gold atoms and other metal centers, such as copper, silver, thallium, and mercury.3 

Metallophilic interactions can give rise to unusual structural and photophysical properties, which 

are dependent on the metal atoms and ligands involved. 4 Several strategies can be used to 

synthesize heterometallic compounds with different nuclearities such as: dinuclear, trinuclear, 

tetranuclear and so on.5-9 For example the most direct path to obtain trinuclear heterobimetallic 

complexes are to use tridentate ligands that have selective coordination sites. The incorporation 

of a gold atom into the diiridium complex [Ir2X2(CO)(dpma)2] (dmpa = 

bis(diphenylphosphinomethyl)phenylarsine) with [Au(CO)Cl] leads to the trinuclear derivative 

[AuIr2X2(CO)2(dpma)2][BPh4], where X = Cl, Br, I.10 

 Another useful strategy for obtaining heterobimetallic complexes is through the use of 

acid-base reactions. Laguna et al. reported a reaction between the basic gold compound 

NBu4[Au(C6Cl5)2] with the acidic thallium salt TlPF6, in the presence of a ketone, to give the 

tetranuclear complexes [Au2Tl2(C6Cl5)4]•(CH3)2CO, [Au2Tl2(C6Cl5)4]•PhCH3CO, or 

[Au2Tl2(C6Cl5)4]•acacH (acacH = Pentane-2,4-dione).11,12 Recently Fackler and co-workers 

described the synthesis and structural characterization of mixed metal silver-gold trinuclear 

complexes [Au(COR’)=(NR)Ag2(Ph2pz)2]2 and [Au2(COR’)=(NR)2Ag(Ph2Pz)]2 obtained as 
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dimeric products from mixing solutions of the basic gold(I) carbeniate trimer [Au(C(O–

R)=NR’)]3 (R = Et; R’ = CH2Ph) with the acidic silver(I) pyrazolate trimer [Ag(Ph)2pz)]3 

((Ph)2pz = 3,5-diphenylpyrazolate), in their respective stoichiometric ratios.13 Both complexes 

show luminescence thermochromism with a bright green luminescence at 298 K and a yellow 

luminescence at liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 K). Unlike the numerous heterobimetallic 

silver-gold complexes, only a few examples of heterobimetallic copper-gold clusters are 

described in the literature.14,15  

 A recent case reported by Catalano et al., is the trinuclear complex 

[Au(Im(CH2py)2)2(Cu(MeCN)2)2](PF6)3 which operates as a luminescent vapochromic sensor.16 

This compound was obtained by the addition of [Cu(MeCN)4]PF6 to [Au(Im(CH2py)2)2]PF6 in 

acetonitrile. The crystal structure reveals a linear Au(I) center coordinated to two N-heterocyclic 

carbene ligands whose picolyl arms bridge two [Cu(MeCN)2]+ moieties. In turn this produces a 

stretched Au(I)···Cu(I) separation of ∼ 4.6 Å. This solid compound exhibits blue luminescence 

(λmax = 462 nm) at room temperature but when it reacts with either liquid methanol or methanol 

vapors the complex [Au(Im(CH2py)2)2(Cu(MeOH))2](PF6)3 is afforded. This methanol 

exchanged complex exhibits green luminescence (λmax = 520 nm) at room temperature, when 

excited UV light. In this case the crystal structure show two short Au(I)···Cu(I) interactions of 

2.7195(7) Å, with the Au(NHC)2 core acting as an additional ligand near each copper center to 

complete its tetrahedral coordination mode. The introduction of atmosphere to the 

[Au(Im(CH2py)2)2(Cu(MeOH))2](PF6)3 complex produces a partial loss of MeOH accompanied 

by a luminescence color change to yellow (λmax = 543 nm). Applying vacuum to the complex 

completes the loss of MeOH, and the emission further red shifts to a yellow-orange (λmax = 573 

nm) color. Other chemical vapors have been tested on these complexes, such as acetone and 
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H2O, leading to species that produce a yellow-orange (λmax = 591 nm) and a green (λmax = 519 

nm) luminescence emissions, respectively. On the other hand dichloromethane and 

tetrahydrofuran vapors had no effect on the photoluminescence emission wavelength. These 

photoluminescent color changes result from the “on-off” Au···Cu interactions induced by the 

ligand exchange reaction, between the solid complex and the solvent vapors. This in turn allows 

the sensing of MeCN, H2O, MeOH, and acetone.  

 The vapochromic behavior is an interesting characteristic in heteropolynuclear gold-

thallium complexes of [AuTl(C6H5)]n.17 This product consists of a linear chain built via 

unsupported Au–Tl interactions of ca. ∼ 3 Å. The thallium centers have contacts with chlorine 

atoms of adjacent linear chains, forming holes parallel to the z-axis as large as 10 Å. This 

structural characteristic, as well as the absence of ancillary ligands bonded to the thallium 

centers, allow them to become electronically capable of reacting with other basic molecules. 

Thus, it reacts with molecules like THF, tetrahydrothiophene, acacH, 2-fluorpyridine, NEt3, 

pyridine, CH3CN or acetone; producing visible changes in luminescence emissions that are 

reversible upon heating. In this model the vapors of the molecules travel through the holes into 

the interior structure of the complex binding to various thallium centers. Thus producing 

variations in the Au–Tl distances that alter their band-gaps, and consequently giving diverse 

emissions. 
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Figure 5.1. Molecular structure of the heterobimetallic trinuclear Au2Cu and AuCu2 mixed metal 

complexes. R and R’ represents different substituents on the imidazolate (R = methyl or benzyl) 

and pyrazolate ligands (R’ = CF3). 

 The work presented in this chapter is a direct result of a collaboration of the Omary 

research group with Dr. Simone Ricci under direction of Dr. Rossana Galassi and Dr. Alfredo 

Burini at the University of Camerino, Italy. In this work we report a new method of synthesis 

and the photoluminescence properties of new trinuclear copper(I)-gold(I) heterobimetallic cycles 

with metal frameworks of Au2Cu and Cu2Au, as seen in Figure 5.1. These complexes are 

obtained by reacting the basic trinuclear gold(I) imidazolates, namely [Au(BzIm)]3 or 

[Au(MeIm)]3 (where BzIm = 1-benzylimidazolate and MeIm = 1-methylimidazolate) with the 

acidic trinuclear copper(I)pyrazolate [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 (where (CF3)2Pz = bis-3,5-trifluoromethyl-

pyrazolate) in their corresponding stoichiometric ratios (Figure 5.1). The structural 

characterizations include x-ray crystallography, infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR). The photophysical properties at room temperature and cryogenic 

temperatures for each complex has been examined and presented. 
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5.2. Experimental Section 

5.2.1. Materials 

 The starting complexes [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3, [Au(BzIm)]3 and [Au(MeIm)]3 were prepared, 

charicterized and purified, as described in previous literature procedures.18 The hexanes and 

dichloromethane solvents were distilled from conventional drying agents and degassed by 

purging with argon prior to use. Glassware was oven-dried at 150°C overnight, before using. All 

manipulations were carried out under an atmosphere of purified argon using standard Schlenk 

techniques. All electronic absorption measurements were carried out under argon. 

5.2.2. Physical Measurements 

 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) at ambient 

temperature on a Varian nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer operating at 500 MHz. 

The samples were dissolved in CDCl3 using approximately 15 to 20 mg of complex in 0.75 mL 

of the deuterated chloroform and placed in a standard NMR tube. The chemical shifts in the 1H 

and 13C NMR spectra are reported relative to tetramethylsilinane in CDCl3. Fourier Transform 

Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic experiments were completed on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 

FTIR with a Smart Orbit diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory. The spectra 

were collected for both the far and mid infrared regions by firmly pressing the neat sample on to 

the diamond plate with the ATR attachment. IR annotations used: br = broad, m = medium, s = 

strong, sh = shoulder, w = weak. Melting point determinations for each compound were 

completed with an Electrothermal Mel-Temp melting point apparatus. Elemental analyses 

(C,N,H) were performed in-house with a Fisons Instruments 1108 CHNS-O Elemental Analyzer. 

 The photophysical luminescence measurements were carried out for microcrystalline 

materials examined for purity and verified to represent the luminescence of the single crystals 
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(which were examined with hand-held dual-wavelength UV lamp). Steady-state luminescence 

spectra were acquired with a PTI Quanta Master Model QM-4 scanning spectrofluorometer 

equipped with a 75-watt xenon lamp, emission and excitation monochromators, excitation 

correction unit, and a PMT detector. The emission spectra were corrected for the detector 

wavelength-dependent response. Temperature-dependent studies were acquired with an Oxford 

optical cryostat using liquid nitrogen (down to 77K) or liquid helium (down to 4K) as the 

cryogen. Lifetime data were acquired using a xenon flash lamp or a nitrogen laser interfaced with 

a tunable dye laser as phosphorescence sub-system add-ons to the PTI instrument. The 337.1 nm 

line of the N2 laser was used to pump a freshly-prepared solution of the organic continuum laser 

dyes to attain the excitations used to generate the lifetime and time-resolved data. 

5.2.3. Syntheses 

 The synthesis, characterization and purification of [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], 

[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3, [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] were 

completed. Standard Schlenk techniques under argon an atmosphere were followed in all 

synthetic and crystal growth methods. 

 The synthesis of [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] was completed by the following procedure. 

To a stirred dichloromethane solution (4 mL) of [Au(BzIm)]3 (0.080 g; 0.075 mmol), solid 

[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 (0.030 g: 0.037 mmol) was added. The colorless solution was stirred for 2 hours. 

After a few days single crystals of good quality for X-ray diffraction were grown, together with a 

white microcrystalline product, by slow diffusion of hexane into the dichloromethane mixture 

reaction. The product resulted is not soluble in most organic solvents. Yield: 80%. M. p. 235 °C 

with decomposition. IR (cm-1): 3133 (w), 3064 (w), 3030 (w), 1541 (m), 1507 (m), 1495 (m), 

1441 (m), 1415 (m), 1389 (m), 1351 (m), 1267 (s), 1241 (m), 1163 (m), 1127 (vs), 1031 (s), 991 
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(m), 817 (m), 787 (w), 759 (m), 729 (m), 707 (s), 685 (m), 628 (m). Elemental analysis Calcd. 

for C25H21Au2CuF6N6: C, 30.74; N, 8.60; H, 2.17%. Found: C, 30.44; N, 8.23; H, 1.85%. 

 The synthesis of [Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 was completed by the following procedure. 

To a stirred dichloromethane solution (4 mL) of [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 (0.040 g; 0.050 mmol), solid 

[Au(BzIm)3] (0.026 g; 0.025 mmol) was added. The colorless solution was stirred for 2 hours, 

and then 3 mL of hexane was layered on top. After a few days a white powder was collected. 

The crude product was washed with hexane (2 x 3 mL) and dichloromethane (2 x 2 mL) to 

eliminate traces of the starting materials. Yield 70%. M. p. 245 °C with decomposition. 1H-NMR 

(CD2Cl2. r. t.): δ 7.30 – 7.23 (m, 15 H, C6H5), 6.98 (s, 3H, pzCH), 6.82 (s, 3H, 4-ImCH) 6.56 (s, 

3H, 5-ImCH), 5.26 (s, 6H, CH2-Im). IR (cm-1): 3151 (w), 3063 (w), 3031 (w), 2928 (w), 1606 

(w), 1549 (m), 1533 (m), 1508 (m), 1497 (m), 1446 (m), 1416 (m), 1363 (m), 1261 (s), 1227 (s), 

1131 (vs), 1123 (vs), 991 (m), 902 m), 813 (m), 771 (m), 758 (m), 719 (s), 709 (s) 692 (m), 680 

(m). Elemental analysis Calcd. for C45H30Au3Cu3F18N12: C, 29.02; N, 9.03; H, 1.62%. Found: C, 

28.94; N, 8.52; H, 1.44%. 

 The synthesis of [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] was 

completed by the following procedure. Approximately 0.043g (0.052 mmol) of [Au(MeIm)]3 

were dissolved in 2 mL of dichloromethane. In another Schlenk tube [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 (0.021 g; 

0.026 mmol) was dissolved in 2 mL of dichloromethane. The latter solution was then transferred 

with a cannula into the solution containing the gold metallocycle. After few minutes a white 

precipitate was formed and the solution was stirred for 2 hours. The white precipitate 

[Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] was filtered and washed with hexane (2 x 2 mL). The remaining 

dichloromethane solution was exposed to hexane vapors and after 3 weeks white crystals suitable 

for X-ray diffraction grew from the solution, which was [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)]. 
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 Characterization of [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)]: Yield 25%. M. p. 190 °C with 

decomposition. IR (cm-1): 3161 (w), 3128 (w), 2948 (w), 1644 (w), 1532 (m), 1507 (m), 1407 

(m), 1376 (m), 1263 (s), 1232 (sh), 1119 (vs), 1030 (s), 991 (m), 815 (s), 758 (m), 714 (s), 694 

(m), 679 (m). Elemental analysis Calcd. for C13H11Au2CuF6N6; C, 18.98; N, 10.21; H, 1.35%. 

Found: C, 19.29; N, 9.70; H, 1.10%. 

 Characterization of [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2]: Yield 45%. M. p. 228.6 – 230 °C with 

decomposition. IR (cm-1): 3148 (m), 3130 (sh), 2963 (m), 1662 (w), 1622 (w), 1548 (m), 1536 

(sh), 1506 (m), 1446 (m), 1409 (m), 1380 (m), 1364 (m), 1258 (s), 1219 (s), 1118 (vs), 1029 (vs), 

989 (m), 967 (m), 803 (m), 759 (m), 726 (s), 708 (m), 694 (m), 677 (m). Elemental analysis 

Calcd. for C14H7AuCu2F12N6: C, 20.73; N, 10.36; H, 0.87%. Found: C, 20.16; N, 9.96; H, 

0.64%. 

 The synthesis of [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] was completed by the following procedure. 

Approximately 0.040 g, (0.050 mmol) of [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 was dissolved in 2 mL of 

dichloromethane. In another Schlenk tube [Au(MeIm)]3 0.021g (0.025 mmol) was dissolved in 2 

mL of dichloromethane. The latter solution was then transferred with a cannula into the solution 

containing the copper metallocycle. After few minutes a white precipitate was formed and the 

solution was stirred for 2 hours. The white precipitate [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] was filtered 

and washed with hexane (2 x 2 mL). Yield: 65%. The white precipitate was characterized and the 

obtained data matched that for compound [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2]. 

5.2.4. X-ray Crystallography and Data Collection 

 Crystals of [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] were grown from the vapor diffusion of hexanes 

in to a solution of the complex dissolved in dichloromethane. The crystal structure determination 

for compound [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] was carried out using a Bruker SMATR APEX2 
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CCD-based X-ray diffractometer equipped with a low temperature device and Mo-target X-ray 

tube (wavelength = 0.71073 Å). Measurements were taken at 100(2) K. Data collection, 

indexing, and initial cell refinements were carried out using APEX219, frame integration and 

final cell refinements were done using SAINT20. An absorption correction was applied using the 

program SADABS21. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms 

in the compound were placed in idealized positions and were refined as riding atoms. Structure 

solution, refinement, graphic and generation of publication materials were performed by using 

SHELXTL software.22 Refinement details and structural parameters for 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] are summarized in Table 5.1 and 5.2. 

 In collaboration with Dr. Galassi and Dr. Burini at the University of Camerino; and Dr. 

Fackler at Texas A&M University, preliminary X-ray crystallography data was collected for the 

[Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)]. Unfortunately the final structure refinement was not obtained due to 

the retirement of Dr. Fackler. However the preliminary crystallographic data does support the 

other structural characterization techniques (M.P, FTIR, NMR) used; and the data seem to be 

similar or at least in agreement with the crystallographic data for the [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] 

complex. We feel that unrefined data give a good description of the phenomena occurring with 

this complex and supports our hypothesis. Crystals of [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] were grown 

from the vapor diffusion of hexanes in to a reaction solution of the complex dissolved in 

dichloromethane. Details and structural parameters for [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] are 

summarized in Table 5.1 and 5.2. 
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5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Infrared Spectroscopy, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Crystallographic Studies 

 Different strategies can be used to obtain heterobimetallic complexes, such as the use of 

acid-base reactions. Fackler and coworkers reported in 2006 a new synthetic strategy to obtain 

new mixed-metal silver/gold complexes, based on the mixing of π-basic trinuclear gold(I) 

carbeniate or imidazolate complexes with the π-acidic trinuclear silver(I) pyrazolate 

compounds.13 On the basis of this method, we have performed the reactions between the π-basic 

trinuclear gold(I) imidazolate complexes [Au(BzIm)]3 and [Au(MeIm)]3 with the π-acid 

trinuclear copper(I) pyrazolate [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 complex. Mixing [Au(BzIm)]3 or [Au(MeIm)]3 

with [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 in dichloromethane with a 2:1 and 1:2 stoichiometric ratios affords the 

complexes [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], {[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3}, 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2], all of which have been obtained 

from their respective stoichiometric ratio. A colorless solution is formed by mixing solution of 

[Au(BzIm)]3 and [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3, in a 2:1 stoichiometric ratio and crystals of the 

[Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] compound were grown by the slow diffusion of hexane into the 

reaction mixture. With the reverse stoichiometry a colorless solution is again obtained and 

followed by the formation of a white microcrystalline precipitate corresponding to complex 

{[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3}, which occurs after few days by slow diffusion of hexane into the 

reaction mixture. The reaction between [Au(MeIm)]3 and [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 displays a different 

behavior. In either the 2:1 or 1:2 stoichiometric ratio a white solid [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] 

precipitates after few minutes. While in the 2:1 stoichiometric ratio, thin white crystals of 

complex [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] grew after few weeks from the slow diffusion of hexane 
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into the mother liquor of the reaction. All complexes were isolated in medium to good yield (65 

– 80%), with the exception of the [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] complex which has a yield of 25%.  

 Each complex exhibits good stability in the solid state and were characterized by IR, 1H 

NMR, 13C NMR and elemental analysis. The single crystal X-ray diffraction was performed for 

the complexes [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] highlighting the 

formation of the trinuclear heterobimetallic Cu(I)/Au(I) metallocycles. In the crystal structures of 

[Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], it is interesting to note that the 

bridging ligands are exchanged with respect to the starting material complexes, and is a 

contrasting behavior to that observed in the trinuclear mixed metal Ag(I)/Au(I) complexes, 

which retain the ligands associated with the metal atoms of the starting materials.13 

 In the IR spectra the characteristic bands for azoles have been found in the ranges 3100-

3170 cm-1 (C-H stretching), 1550-1650 cm-1 (C=C stretching) and 1450-1510 cm-1 (C=N 

stretching). Small shifts are recorded for the bands attributed to the vibrational modes of the CF3 

groups while major shifts are observed for the methyl and methylene groups of the 

corresponding N-substituted imidazoles with respect to their bands in the starting trinuclear 

complexes. The 1H NMR spectrum of complex [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] was not recorded as 

the crystals are not found to be soluble. On the contrary, complex {[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3} 

is very soluble in chlorinated and aromatic solvents; and its 1H NMR spectrum is indicative of 

the probable formation of a stacking product. In fact the 1H NMR spectrum highlights that the 

integrals of the imidazole protons and pyrazole protons are perfectly in the proper ratio for a 1:1 

complex. It is then hypnotize that this new compound is not a mixed metal 2Cu/1Au complex but 

is the apparent formation of a stacking product between the starting trinuclear complexes. The 

complexes [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] are not sufficiently stable 
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in solution, even more is compound [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)]. Furthermore, they have poor 

solubility in chlorinated and aromatic solvents, partial rearrangements to initial trimers and a 

consequent decomposition occurs in minutes. Therefore the 1H NMR spectra have not been 

reported. The elemental analysis for compound [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] is compatible with a 

mixed metal 2Cu/1Au complex and its yield increases when the reaction is performed in the 

correct stoichiometric ratio of: two [Cu((CF3)2pz)]3 molecules to one [Au(MeIm)]3 molecule. 

 The X-ray crystal structure data collected for the complexes [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] 

and [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], are given in Table 5.1, and select distances and angles are 

reported in Table 5.2. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 represent diagrams showing individual molecules and 

intermolecular interactions between molecules for the [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] complex. 

 [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] 

Crystal system Orthorhombic Monoclinic 

Color/Habit colorless blocks colorless blocks 

Formula C25 H19 Au2 Cu F6 N6 C13 H11 Au2 Cu F6 N6 

Formula weight 974.92 822.75 

Space group Pbcn C2/c 

a, (Å) 27.130(3) 19.0936(16) 

b, (Å) 12.0661(15) 12.4857(10) 

c, (Å) 7.9096(10) 7.8003(6) 

α, (deg) 90 90 

β, (deg) 90 102.3290(10) 

γ, (deg) 90 90 

V, (Å3) 2589.23 1816.7(3) 

Z - 4 

T, (K) 110 100(2) 

λ, (Å) - 0.71073 

ρcalcd, (mg/m3) - 3.008 
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µ, (cm-1) - 17.342 

R1 [I > 2σ(I)] - 0.0389 

wR2 [I > 2σ(I)] - 0.0959 

R1 (all data) - 0.0414 

wR2 (all data) - 0.0977 

Table 5.1. Crystallographic data for the [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] complexes. 

[Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] 

Au(1)-N(1) 2.040(6) Au(1)-C(4) 2.017(15) 

Au(1)-C(6) 1.971(7) Au(1)-N(1) 2.075(7) 

Au(1)···Au(1A) - Au(1)···Au(1)#1 3.249(7) 

Cu(1)-N(2) 1.876(6) Au(1)···Cu(2) 3.494(7) 

Cu(1)···Au(1) - Cu(1)-N(2') 1.88(3) 

Au(1)···Cu(1A) - Cu(1)-N(1) 1.89(2) 

N(1)-Au(1)-C(6) 177.0(3) Au(2)-C(4') 2.24(3) 

Au(1)-N(1)-N(1A) 117.7(4) Au(2)-C(4')#1 2.24(3) 

Au(1)-C(6)-N(2) 124.9(6) Cu(2)-N(2)#1 1.79(1) 

Au(1)-C(6)-N(3) 127.3(5) Cu(2)-N(2) 1.79(1) 

N(2)-Cu(1)-N(2A) 176.1(3) C(4)-Au(1)-N(1) 175.6(4) 

Cu(1)-N(2)-C(6) 120.5(5) N(2')-Cu(1)-N(1) 170.6(14) 

Cu(1)-N(2)-C(4) 131.0(5) C(4')-Au(2)-C(4')#1 170(2) 

- - N(2)#1-Cu(2)-N(2) 169.4(12) 

Table 5.2. Selected intramolecular distances and angles for the [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] complexes. 

 The heterobimetallic gold-copper compound [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] is crystallized in 

the monoclinic crystal system (C2/c space group) and occupies a special position in the crystal, 
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as seen in Figure 5.2. Each molecule contains two intramolecular Au···Cu contacts of 3.494 Å 

and one intramolecular Au···Au distance of 3.429 Å. There are four intermolecular Au∙∙∙Cu 

contacts of 3.232 Ǻ for each molecule, with two interactions above and two below the molecule. 

This results in an extended chain formation with a staircase configuration, illustrated in Figure 

5.3. The crystal packing of the molecules form extended chain stacks along the c axis. The 

hydrogen atoms within the imidazole rings are acidic enough to be involved in weak hydrogen 

bonding with fluorine (C-H∙∙∙F), which links the stacks in the crystal structure as seen in the 

bottom diagram of Figure 5.2. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. (Top Left) Thermal ellipsoid diagram for a single molecule of 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] (Top Right) Diagram showing the intermolecular interactions 
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between molecules (Bottom) Crystal packing of the complex along the c axis. Dashed lines are 

weak C-H···F hydrogen bonds. 

 

Figure 5.3. (Left) Diagram for a single molecule of [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] (Right) Diagram 

showing the intermolecular interactions from the stacking of the molecules (Pink = Au, Red = 

Cu, Blue = N, Black = C, Green = F). 

5.3.2. Spectroscopic Studies 

 Crystals of complexes [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] show 

a bright green photoluminescence emission when irradiated with UV light, while complex 

[Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] exhibits a yellow emission. The molecular stacking product 

{[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3} does not display any visible luminescence at room temperature 

but at 90 K it exhibits a bright yellow emission. The photoluminescence of these new compounds 

is extremely exciting and a detailed study on the luminescence properties follows. 
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Figure 5.4. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of 

[Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] at 298 K (Top) and 90 K (Bottom). 
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 The steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of the [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] 

complex is given in Figure 5.4. This material has a white physical color and shows a low energy 

excitation that extends out to λmax = 350 nm in both the room temperature and 90 K spectra. The 

emission profile of the complex at 298 K shows a band with λmax = 540 nm and at 90 K there are 

two emission bands with λmax = 400 and 680 nm. The Stokes’ shift between the excitation edge 

and emission peak maxima at 298 K is 10,053 cm-1, which decreases to 3,571 cm-1 at 90 K. 

There is one observed lifetime of 12.20 µs for this sample at room temperature and at 90 K there 

are two measured lifetimes of 47.03 and 38.28 μs. 

300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

λex = 635 nm

λex = 550 nm

λex = 575 nm

λex = 350 nm

λex = 320 nm

Wavelength in nm

λex = 290 nm

 

Figure 5.5. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of 

{[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3} at 90 K. 

The steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of {[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3} 

complex at 90 K is given in Figure 5.5, which the photoluminescence only seen at cryogenic 

temperatures. This material has a white physical color and shows a low energy excitation that 
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extends out to λmax = 325 nm. The emission profile of the complex at 90 K shows an intense 

band with λmax = 575 nm. There is a Stokes’ shift between the excitation edge and emission peak 

maximum at 90 K is 13,378 cm-1. There are two observed lifetimes that are measured to be 61.54 

and 22.53 μs. 
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Figure 5.6. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] at 298 K (Left) and 90 K (Right). 
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 The steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of the [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] 

complex is given in Figure 5.6. This material has a white physical color and shows a low energy 

excitation that extends out past λmax = 350 nm in both the room temperature and 90 K spectra. 

The emission profile of the complex at 298 K shows a band with λmax = 510 nm and at 90 K there 

are two emission bands with λmax = 400 and 510 nm. The Stokes’ shift between the excitation 

edge and emission peak maxima at 298 K is 8,964 cm-1, which decreases to 3,571 cm-1 at 90 K. 

There is one observed lifetimes of 12.29 µs for this sample at room temperature and at 90 K 

there are two measured lifetimes of 10.80 and 11.16 μs. 

 The steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of the [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] 

complex is given in Figure 5.7. This material has a white physical color and shows a low energy 

excitation that extends out past λmax = 330 nm in both the room temperature and 90 K spectra. 

The emission profile of the complex at 298 K shows a band with λmax = 575 nm and at 90 K the 

band shifts to λmax = 600 nm. There is a Stokes’ shift between the excitation edge and emission 

peak maxima at 298 K of 12,912 cm-1, which increases to 13,637 cm-1 at 90 K. There are 

observed lifetimes of 26.21 and 4.88 µs for this sample at room temperature and at 90 K the 

lifetimes extend to 179.7 and 95.73 μs. 
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Figure 5.7. Shows the steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of 

[Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] at 298 K (Left) and 90 K (Right). 
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5.4. Discussion 

 The excitation, emission and lifetime data collected for the complexes 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz, at both 298 and 90 K are given in Figure 5.6 and the proceeding 

paragraph. The photoluminescence data for the complex shows a long wavelength excitation that 

extends to approximately 350 nm in both the 298 K and 90 K data. The 298 K emission spectrum 

shows a peak centered at 510 nm. While this is also true of the 77 K data, the thermal broadening 

of the peaks has decreased tremendously and there is clearly an additional higher energy 

emission band located at 400 nm. It could be perceived that this 400 nm band may be present as 

an extremely weak shoulder in the room temperature data, but is overwhelmed by the intense 

lower energy emission. As the temperature is decreased from 298 K to 90 K there is an increase 

in the intensity of both the 510 nm and 400 nm emission bands. The relative intensity of the 400 

nm peak becomes higher at 90 K but remains lower than the intensity of the 510 nm peak. The 

possibility that the two emissions are fluorescence and phosphorescence of the same electronic 

transition is ruled out because the lifetime data show that both bands exhibit microsecond 

lifetimes and thus both must represent phosphorescence bands. It is plausible that the 510 nm 

emission peak at room temperature for these complexes is due to moderately short Cu∙∙∙Au 

intermolecular interactions. This hypothesis is consistent with the crystal structure for the 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] compound which shows an extended chain formation with 

intermolecular Cu∙∙∙Au distances of 3.232 Å (Figure 5.3). This stacking pattern correlates to the 

medium Stokes’ shift found between the excitation edge and the emission onset for these types 

of compounds. As for the 400nm peak, it is presumably due to short Au∙∙∙Au intramolecular 

interactions within the molecules or of a different intratrimer or intertrimer excimeric transition. 

Previous work by the Omary group has shown that homometallic cyclic trinuclear d10 complexes 
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exhibit multiple emission bands with diverse colors that vary with temperature. This 

thermochromism event is due to the various intermolecular transitions, where higher-energy 

bands increase relative intensity at lower temperatures and the lower-energy bands dominants at 

higher temperatures.23 Additionally, at higher temperatures thermal relaxation facilitates internal 

conversion to the lowest-energy phosphorescent state, which is usually an intertrimer excimer in 

nature. A detailed discussion of this internal conversion thermal relaxation is found in the 

discussion section of Chapter 3. 

 The Au(I) and Cu(I) centers have a full nd10 valance orbital shells, so upon excitation of 

an oligomer an electron from an nd σ* anti-bonding orbital is promoted to an (n+1) pz σ bonding 

orbital. As a result the excitation increases the bond order which in turn increases the bond 

strength leading to shorter Cu∙∙∙Au and/or Au∙∙∙Au distances. When the initial ground state metal-

metal distance is relatively short then the excited state distortion is small. This situation renders a 

smaller Stokes’ shift, as seen in the low temperature photoluminescence. In the mixed metal 

complexes described here the intramolecular metal-metal distances in the ground state are 

considerably short and the fact that the cyclotrimer molecules are rigid, allows this description to 

explain the higher-energy band found at 400 nm. On the other hand, if the initial ground state 

metal-metal distance is significantly longer, the excited state distortion is greater and this leads to 

a larger Stokes’ shift. The latter can be found in the room temperature data for the 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] complex. Since intertrimer distances are generally long in the ground 

state and the intermolecular distortion of the cyclotrimer molecules with respect to one another is 

large, the lower-energy band at 510 nm fits this description and is thus assigned to an intertrimer 

Cu-Au bonding interaction. In support of these assignments is the fact that the excitation energy 

of the 400 nm emission peak is lower in energy than the excitation energy for the 510 emission. 
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The emissions of the complexes are metal centered due to changing Cu∙∙∙Au and Au∙∙∙Au 

interactions, when moving from the ground state to the phosphorescent excited state. This gives 

rise to Gaussian unstructured emission peaks as opposed to the structured emissions due to 

vibronic ligand centered transitions, like those found in aromatic hydrocarbons.  

 There is no significant change in the lifetime of the 510 nm emission as it is 12.3µs at 

298K and 11.2µs at 77K. The lifetime found for the 400 nm peak is 10.7µs. The fact that the 

lifetimes are in the microsecond range indicates phosphorescence as the radiative decay path. 

This is a common characteristic of heavier transition metals (i.e. Cu and Au) due to an increase 

in spin-orbit coupling, which in turn allows intersystem crossing to a triplet excited state.  

 The photoluminescence data for the complex [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] indicates a 

rather sophisticated behavior. A long wavelength excitation that extends to nearly 350 nm in the 

room temperature spectrum with a slight blue shift in the 77 K data, this is counterintuitive as 

one would expect contraction of metal-metal distances giving rise to a red shift in excitation 

energy upon cooling. However, there is significantly less thermal broadening at 77 K than at 298 

K, as is expected and there are no multiple excited state origins for this band to give an 

unexpected excitation behavior. As for the emission behavior, similar to the previously 

mentioned complex [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], the 298 K spectra is dominated by a lower 

energy green emission peak with unstructured profile that is centered at 540 nm. The 77 K data, 

however, show dual emission bands consisting of a lower energy emission at 680 nm and a high 

energy emission band located at 400 nm. It could be seen that this 400 nm band may be present 

as a shoulder in the room temperature data and is an extremely weak emission that is 

overwhelmed by the intense lower energy emission. As the temperature is decreased from 298 K 

to 77 K, both the 400 nm violet emission and the 680 nm red emission bands become prominent 
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while the 540 nm green emission vanishes. Unfortunately the crystal structure has yet to be 

completely refined for the complex but through comparison to the structure of complex 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], speculative insights onto the photoluminescence band assignment 

can be made. It is likely that the 400 nm high energy blue emission peak is due to short Au∙∙∙Au 

intramolecular interactions within the molecule, similar to those found in the complex 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)]. The benzyl groups in the complex [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] 

provide a steric effect that could cause an increase in Cu∙∙∙Au intermolecular distances and/or 

possibly prevent formation of strongly-interacting extended chains like those found in complex 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)]. In support of this speculation, the gold homometallic analogue of 

the same BzIm ligand shows a dimer-of-trimer structure with two short (3.346 Å) and one long 

(3.558 Å) intertrimer Au∙∙∙Au distances instead of a chain structure, thus leading to a single 

emission band in the green region.24 The homometallic copper complex of the pyrazole ligand, 

(CF3)2Pz, and all analogous fluorinated pyrazolate Cu(I) complexes in general do show extended 

chain structures but with very long intermolecular Cu∙∙∙Cu distances (~ 3.6 Å) that led to orange-

red low-energy emission bands with extremely large Stokes’ shifts.25 The emitting state of such 

Cu(I) complexes are found to be localized on dimer-of-trimer units by time-resolved X-ray 

diffraction.26 Thus, we propose that the green and red emissions in the complex 

[Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] are due to two different intertrimer excimeric states corresponding to 

a stronger and weaker ground state metallophilic bond, respectively. The fact that the excitation 

band for the higher energy green-emitting state is red-shifted from the excitation band for the 

lower energy red-emitting state supports this assignment. This conclusion is also consistent with 

the unrefined crystal structure that would have shorter intermolecular Au∙∙∙Au contacts that cause 

green emission with a smaller Stokes’ shift and weak Cu∙∙∙Cu contacts that cause the red 
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emission with much larger Stokes’ shift. We caution, however, that this remains a speculation in 

absence of a definitive crystal structure for complex [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)]. To complete the 

assignment, the greater steric bulk in [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] would allow more distortion 

upon going from the ground state to the green-emitting excited state which might explain the 

slight increase in the Stokes’ shift for the 540 nm green emission band at 298K for this 

compound when compared to the corresponding green emission that appears at 510 nm in the 

previously-discussed methyl imidazolate analogue complex [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)]. The 

appearance of the red emission in complex [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] cannot be explained as 

being due to a red shift caused by a contraction of Cu∙∙∙Au intermolecular distances at lower 

temperatures in the same emitting state that cause the green emission at room temperature 

because such contraction usually leads to only slight and gradual shift within the same color 

range. The 298 K lifetime of 12.2 µs for the 540 nm green emission in complex 

[Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] is comparable to that for the 510 nm green emission for the 

compound [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], further substantiating the similar assignment. As the 

temperature of the sample is decreased to 77 K the lifetime increases to 47.0 and 38.3 µs for the 

red and blue bands, respectively. The general increase in lifetime magnitude upon cooling, 

regardless of emission band identity since they all are metal-centered emissions, and is a 

common effect within these types of transitions in luminescent materials because lower 

temperatures decrease nonradiative decay rates, therefore increasing radiative rates and as a 

result longer excited state lifetimes.  

 The steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of the [Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] 

complex is given in Figure 5.7. The photoluminescence data for the complex shows a long 

wavelength excitation that extends to approximately 350 nm in both the 298 K and 90 K data. 
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While in the 77 K data, the peak red shifts to a lower energy emission band located at 600 nm. It 

is plausible that the 540 nm emission peak at room temperature for these complexes is due to 

moderately short Cu∙∙∙Au intermolecular interactions, similar to that of the 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] compound. As for the 600 nm peak, it is presumably due to longer 

Cu∙∙∙Au interactions within the molecules or of a different intratrimer or intertrimer excimeric 

transition. This thermochromism event is due to the various intermolecular transitions, where 

higher-energy bands increase relative intensity at lower temperatures and the lower-energy bands 

dominant at higher temperatures.23 At higher temperatures thermal relaxation facilitates internal 

conversion to the lowest-energy phosphorescent state, that is usually an intertrimer excimer in 

nature. The possibility that the two emissions are fluorescence and phosphorescence of the same 

electronic transition is ruled out because the lifetime data show that both bands exhibit 

microsecond lifetimes and thus both must represent phosphorescence bands. There are observed 

lifetimes of 26.21 and 4.88 µs for this sample at room temperature and at 90 K the lifetimes 

extend to 179.7 and 95.73 μs. 

 Lastly, the steady-state photoluminescence for a solid sample of 

{[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3} complex is given in Figure 5.5, which only seen at cryogenic 

temperatures (90 K). Earlier we have suggested that this complex is not a mixed metal 2Cu/1Au 

compound but is a stacking product between the starting trinuclear complexes. The [Au(BzIm)]3 

trinuclear complex is known to have no luminescence at room temperature, and displays a weak 

green emission with short wavelength excitation, at 90 K.25 As for the [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 complex, 

it is known to have a bright orange emission with a short wavelength excitation at 298 K, which 

only intensifies at 90 K, no observed thermochromism. Now the {[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3} 

complex has a white physical color and shows a low energy excitation that extends out to λmax = 
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325 nm. The emission profile of the complex at 90 K shows an intense band with λmax = 575 nm. 

The Stokes’ shift between the excitation edge and an emission peak maximum is 13,378 cm-1. It 

is believed that the 575 nm emission peak at 90 K is due to moderately short Cu∙∙∙Au 

intermolecular interactions between a [Au(BzIm)]3 molecule and a [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3 molecule. 

Where at room temperature the Cu···Au contact expands to a length where there is no significant 

interaction. There are two observed lifetimes that are measured to be 61.54 and 22.53 μs. The 

emission is of phosphorescence nature due to the lifetime data showing microsecond times. 

5.5. Conclusions 

 A combined experimental effort by Dr. Omary and the Omary Group at the University of 

North Texas and Drs. Ricci, Galassi, and Burini at the University of Camerino in Italy, to study 

different heterobimetallic mixed metal Au2Cu and Cu2Au complexes was performed. 

Experimental studies include synthesis, characterization, x-ray structure and photophysical 

depiction of various cyclic trinuclear mixed metal complexes with N-methylimidazole, N-

benzylimidazole and 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)pyrazole bridging ligands, as seen in Figure 5.1.  

 Examination of the x-ray crystal structures of cyclic trinuclear Au(I) and Cu(I) complexes 

synthesized in the Omary lab and those in the literature indicated that the planar trinuclear d10 

complexes form stacking motifs that vary with ligands employed. Photoluminescence studies 

showed that the complexes exhibit distinct spectroscopic properties pertaining to the number of 

metal-metal interactions in their crystal and sold state packing. It was found that extended chain 

structures tend to have smaller Stokes’ shifts that stem from short metal-metal interactions, 

indicating that these materials may have suitable photophysical and conduction properties for 

molecular electronic devices. This is the case for the crystal structure of 
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[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], and is hypothesized to be the same for the 

[Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] and[Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2] complexes. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 There are two major topics that have been discussed and analyzed in this dissertation. 

The first topic is the photochemical properties of mononuclear gold (I) complexes in the form of 

RNCAuCl (R = alkyl or aryl group), which have been inspected and found to exhibit tunable 

photochemical reactivity. The second topic of study is the structural and photophysical properties 

of closed shell trinuclear d10 complexes and their π-acid/π-base adducts with heavy metal salts. 

The following is a summary of the key results and conclusions found in this dissertation, as well 

as some recommendations about future directions for continuation of this research. 

6.1. Photochemistry of RNCAuCl Complexes 

 A detailed systematic photochemical study of the neutral mononuclear isonitrile gold(I) 

complexes RNCAuCl (R = t-Butyl, Cyclopentyl, 2,6-Dimethylphenyl, 4-Chlorophenyl, 4-

Fluorophenyl, 4-Methoxyphenyl, and p-Toluenesulfonyl) has been completed in Chapter 2. 

During this photochemistry study it has been shown that aurophilic bonding and ligand π-

acceptance can greatly augment the photoreactivity of the gold(I) complexes. 

 Solutions of (CH3)2PhNCAuCl and C5H9NCAuCl in dichloromethane have displayed 

substantial oligomerization, which can be accredited to aurophilic interactions. The 2,6-

dimethylphenylisocyanidegold(I)chloride complex has formations constants of 2.0 x 103 M-1 and 

19.8 x 103 M-1for the (CH3)2PhNCAuCl dimer and (CH3)2PhNCAuCl trimer, respectively. As for 

the cyclopentylisocyanidegold(I)chloride, it has formation constants of 1.0 x 103 M-1 and 12.4 x 

103 M-1 for the C5H9NCAuCl dimer and C5H9NCAuCl trimer, respectively. A concentration 

dependent study for the photochemical reactivity of the RNCAuCl complexes has shown that the 

photoproduct quantum yield (ɸ) is independent on the amount of photo-reactant in solution and 
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is dependent on the quantity of the stabilizing agent in solution. For the (CH3)2PhNCAuCl, 

metallic gold formation (ɸ) remains at approximately 0.001 regardless of concentration, and the 

C5H9NCAuCl metallic gold formation (ɸ) remains between 0.005 and 0.003 regardless of 

concentration. These values are significantly less that those previously found for the (p-

tosyl)CH2NCAuCl (ɸ = 0.0065 – 0.032) at the same concentrations. Through the use of various 

isocyanide ligands with varying π-back bonding the trend of increasing gold(III) formation with 

increased π donation is seen. This however does not show an increase in Au0 formation. 

However, when the DAB-am-16 stabilizing agent is used in the RNCAuCl solutions an increase 

in formation of metallic Au0 is observed. For the (CH3)2PhNCAuCl with DAB-am-16 the 

formation of metallic Au0 has efficiency (ɸ) between 0.014 – 0.029, and the C5H9NCAuCl with 

DAB-am-16 the formation of metallic Au0 has efficiency (ɸ) between 0.012 – 0.027. This is 

roughly an order of magnitude increase in the Au0 efficiency, and the efficiency of AuIII also has 

an increase with the use of the stabilizing agent. 

 Additionally, it was discovered that the cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes 

[Au(COR’)=(NR)]3 also undergo unique photochemical reactions, even at room temperature 

with ambient light. Here the photochemistry of the [Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 trinuclear complex is 

studied. Solutions of the [Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3 sample with DAB-am-16 has a metallic Au0 

efficiency (ɸ) between 0.02 – 0.16, which is a dramatic increase from the mononuclear 

RNCAuCl complexes. While only this one trinuclear Au(I) carbeniate complex has been studied, 

the author has at least a dozen more complexes with varying ligands and substituents, which can 

be probe to determine their photochemical properties. 
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6.2. Structure –Luminescence Relationship in Cyclic Trinuclear Au(I) Complexes 

 The structural and photophysical properties relationships in the ground and excited states 

of various cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes, with various bridging ligands and substituents have 

been investigated in Chapter 3. The preparation of the cyclic trinuclear carbeniate complexes 

(Au3Cb3) [Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3 hexagonal polymorph, [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-

Pr))=(NMe)]3, [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3; the imidazolate complexes (Au3Im3) 

[Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(BzIm)]3, and [Au(vinyl-Im)]3; and the pyrazolate complexes (Au3Pz3) 

[Au(MePz)]3, [Au((Me)2Pz)]3, and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 along with their structural, spectral, and 

computational characterization have been reported. X-ray crystallography has shown that 

complexes are closely related in their supramolecular structures. The photophysical properties 

for this class of Au(I) complexes are governed by their intermolecular aurophilic Au···Au 

interactions. The complexes under study are categorized into four divisions of structural 

parameters that define the extent of their aurophilic interactions.1-3 The groupings are based on 

Au···Au intermolecular distances and number of intermolecular Au···Au contacts, found in each 

of the complexes. The distributions of the classes are as follows: Au···Au intermolecular 

distances greater than 3.7 Å, dimer of trimer formations with Au···Au distances between 3.4 and 

3.7 Å, extended chain formations (loose chain formation) with Au···Au distances between 3.4 

and 3.7 Å, and extended chain formations (compact chain formation) with Au···Au 

intermolecular distances less than 3.4 Å.  

 The first category under investigation are the complexes Au···Au intermolecular 

distances greater than 3.7 Å., and contains the [Au(COMe)=(N(Me)2Ph)]3, and [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 

complexes. The compounds with aurophilic interactions greater than 3.7 Å, were found to have 
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no visible photoluminescence at room temperature, which is due to a lack of communication 

between gold(I) centers. The next category studied are the complexes that exhibit a dimer of 

trimer formation with Au···Au distances between 3.4 and 3.7 Å, and contains the complexes 

[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3, [Au(COMe)=(N(n-Bu))]3, [Au(MeIm)]3, [Au(MePz)]3, and 

[Au((Me)2Pz)]3. The photoluminescence spectra for each of these complexes show a high energy 

excitation band coupled with a low energy red emission. This produces a large Stokes’ shift that 

arises from a large excited state distortion from the ground state of the molecule. Then there is 

the group of complexes that contain extended chain formations (loose chain formation) with 

Au···Au distances between 3.4 and 3.7 Å, and includes the complexes [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3, 

[Au(CO(n-Bu))=(N(n-Bu))]3 and [Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3. The photoluminescence spectra for each 

of these complexes show a low energy excitation band with a high energy emission (except the 

[Au((COOEt)2Pz)]3 has a low energy red emission). There is a small Stokes’ shift that extends 

form a small excited state distortion from the ground state of the molecule. The final class of 

complexes under investigation are the compounds with an extended chain formation (compact 

chain formation) with Au···Au intermolecular distances less than 3.4 Å, and include 

[Au(COMe)=(NMe)]3, [Au(COEt)=(NMe)]3, and [Au(CO(n-Pr))=(NMe)]3. The 

photoluminescence spectra for each of these complexes show a low energy excitation with an 

emission that spans the entire visible region, producing a white photoluminescence. 

 In addition to the experimental photophysical study we performed a comprehensive 

computational study of different structural forms Au3Cb3 complexes under both molecular and 

periodic regimes. Simulations on constructed models of [Au3(HN=COH)3] complexes indicated 

that the infinitely extended chain of eclipsed head to tail (H-T) structures with equidistant 

Au···Au aurophilic bonding can have lower band gaps, smaller Stokes’ shifts and reorganization 
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energies (λ). These simulations predict that if such an extended chain of [Au(CO(R’))=(NR)]3 

complexes with non-bulky substituents were to be synthesized, they may act as ideal 

semiconducting materials for molecular electronic devices. However, it is also important to note 

that the device performance is not only dependent on the properties of the semiconducting 

material alone but also on its interface characteristics with other device components. 

6.3. Structure-Luminescence Relationship in Heavy Metal Adducts of Cyclic Trinuclear Au(I) 

Complexes 

 Cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes with carbeniate, imidazolate and pyrazolate ligands 

have been well-known for many years, and have been shown to exhibit amazing new chemistry 

phenomena. One extraordinary property of the cyclic trinuclear complexes is their π-acid/π-base 

reactivity. By simply changing the metal (Cu, Ag, and Au), bridging ligands (carbeniate, 

imidazolate and pyrazolate) and ligand substituents (CH3 or CF3) the π-acidity or π-basicity of 

the molecule can be tuned (Figure 4.2). The work reported here, show the carbeniate and 

imidazolate compounds with their C-Au-N coordination and the pyrazolate compounds with 

their N-Au-N coordination are π-basic; therefore they can intercalate the π-acid cations Ag+ and 

Tl+ to produce full sandwich complexes. These complexes contain six Au(I) atoms bonded with 

the naked Ag+ and Tl+ cations. From the crystal structures in chapter 3, columnar chain 

formations are known for several of the cyclic trinuclear complexes, the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 

trimer exhibits a dimer of trimer structure in the solid state, but the structures of the 

{[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2TlPF6 and {[Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3}2AgClO4 adducts were found to also 

form columnar chain stacking patterns, as seen in Chapter 4. In addition, these cluster units 

polymerize into a linear chain (B3AB3B3AB3)n (A = cation, and B3 = trimer molecule) pattern by 

aurophilic Au···Au interactions between four of the gold atoms of neighboring units. With an 
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intermolecular Au···Au distance of approximately 3.6 Å in the case of the [Au(COMe)=(NCp)]3 

silver and thallium adducts. Because the imidazolate and pyrazolate trimer complexes have a 

similar structural behavior to the carbeniate compounds the intercalating nature of the Ag+ and 

Tl+ atoms is also hypnotized to occur through similar mechanisms. Future crystal structures 

should reveal hour glass shaped molecules with varying Au-M distances.  

 It is shown that these structures have the counter anions sitting between chains of 

clusters, at positions distant from the central Tl+ or Ag+ cations. This eludes to the 

2[Au3(COR’)=(NR)3], 2[Au(RIm)]3, and 2[Au((R)nPz)]3 molecular units functioning as bases to 

the acidic cations, signifying that the bonding forces between the cations and the neutral gold 

clusters are generally “ionic”. This behavior is similar to that of the cation-π interactions between 

aromatic molecules previously described by Dougherty and coworkers.4 Previous work in the 

Omary group has shown that the acidic trinuclear molecule [Hg(C6F4)]3, which is neutral and 

planar also intercalates into the cyclic trinuclear gold complexes in a manner similar to the Tl+ 

and Ag+, but without counter anions. 

 The excitation and emission spectra for each of the complexes previously described is 

extremely interesting and warranting further study. Low-energy phosphorescence is present in 

the adducts and is consistent with the extended-chain structures observed. The relationship 

between extended-chain structures and low energy emissions has been indicated in a various 

studies of group 11 systems. A strong correlation has been founded between the observation of 

the low energy visible emission bands and the existence of extended chain structures with 

intermolecular Au···Au interactions, as seen in chapter 3. The solid state photoluminescence 

bands for the adducts are associated with excited states that are delocalized along the 

crystallographic axis of the chains. Thermal contraction leads to a reduction in intermolecular 
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metal-metal distances along the chain and reduces the band gap energy. As a result a red shift of 

the luminescence is observed when the material is cooled to cryogenic temperatures. This 

tendency is well established in extended chain formations and layered materials of closed-shell 

systems, especially for Pt(II) and Au(I).5-8 Lastly, the dependence of the emission bands on the 

excitation wavelength indicates the presence of two electronically uncoupled luminescent sites. 

Although this was not the case for most of the complexes described, it was found to be 

prominent in the [Au(vinyl-Im)]3 adduct series. 

6.4. Heterobimetallic Phosphorescent Luminophores 

 The study of a few heterobimetallic mixed metal Au2Cu and Cu2Au complexes have been 

performed. Experimental studies include synthesis, characterization, x-ray structure and 

photophysical depiction of various cyclic trinuclear mixed metal complexes with N-

methylimidazole, N-benzylimidazole and 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)pyrazole bridging ligands, as 

seen in Figure 5.1. The complexes under investigation include the [Au2(BzIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], 

[Au(MeIm)Cu2((CF3)2Pz)2], [Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)], and {[Au(BzIm)]3[Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3}. 

 Examination of the x-ray crystal structures of cyclic trinuclear Au(I) and Cu(I) complexes 

synthesized indicated that the planar trinuclear d10 complexes form stacking motifs that vary with 

ligands employed. The stoichiometry of the reactants (2:1 or 1:2) dictates the metal ratios of the 

cyclic heterobimetallic trinuclear complex (Au2Cu or AuCu2). Preliminary photoluminescence 

studies showed that the complexes exhibit distinct spectroscopic properties pertaining to the 

number and type of metal-metal interactions in their crystal and sold state packing. This type of 

metallophilic intra and intermolecular interactions are akin to those found in the homonuclear 

gold(I) systems in Chapter 3. 
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 This stacking pattern of the X-ray structures correlates to the medium Stokes’ shift found 

between the excitation edge and the emission onset for these types of compounds. The high 

energy peaks are presumably due to short intramolecular and intermolecular excimeric 

transitions. Previous work shows (Chapter 3) that homometallic cyclic trinuclear d10 complexes 

exhibit multiple emission bands with diverse colors that vary with temperature. This 

thermochromism event is due to the various intermolecular transitions, where higher-energy 

bands increase relative intensity at lower temperatures and the lower-energy bands dominants at 

higher temperatures.9 Additionally, at higher temperatures thermal relaxation facilitates internal 

conversion to the lowest-energy phosphorescent state, which is usually an intertrimer excimer in 

nature. A detailed discussion of this internal conversion thermal relaxation is found in the 

discussion section of Chapter 3. 

 The Au(I) and Cu(I) centers have a full nd10 valance orbital shells, so upon excitation of 

an oligomer an electron from an nd σ* anti-bonding orbital is promoted to an (n+1) pz σ bonding 

orbital. As a result the excitation increases the bond order which in turn increases the bond 

strength leading to shorter Cu∙∙∙Au and/or Au∙∙∙Au distances. When the initial ground state metal-

metal distance is relatively short then the excited state distortion is small. This situation renders a 

smaller Stokes’ shift, as seen in the low temperature photoluminescence. In the mixed metal 

complexes described here the intramolecular metal-metal distances in the ground state are 

considerably short and the fact that the cyclotrimer molecules are rigid, allows this description to 

explain the higher-energy bands found. On the other hand, if the initial ground state metal-metal 

distance is significantly longer, the excited state distortion is greater and this leads to a larger 

Stokes’ shift. The latter can be found in the room temperature data for the 

[Au2(MeIm)2Cu((CF3)2Pz)] complex. Since intertrimer distances are generally long in the ground 
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state and the intermolecular distortion of the cyclotrimer molecules with respect to one another is 

large, the lower-energy bands fits this description and is thus assigned to an intertrimer Cu-Au 

bonding interaction. In support of these assignments is the fact that the excitation energy of the 

high energy emission peaks is lower in energy than the excitation energy for the longer 

wavelength emission. The emissions of the complexes are metal centered due to changing 

Cu∙∙∙Au and Au∙∙∙Au interactions, when moving from the ground state to the phosphorescent 

excited state. This gives rise to Gaussian unstructured emission peaks as opposed to the 

structured emissions due to vibronic ligand centered transitions, like those found in aromatic 

hydrocarbons. This work is only preliminary as the author has a variety of homonuclear gold(I) 

complexes that can easily be reacted with various π-acid complexes like the [Cu((CF3)2Pz)]3, so 

from this wok will stem a plethora of possibilities of may heterometallic complexes. 

6.5. Future Directions 

6.5.1. Fabrication of Molecular Electronic Devices 

 Electronic equipment with video displays are commonly used every day in the lives of 

millions of people across the world. These devices frequently use a phenomenon called 

electroluminescence in order to display the visual images. Most of the conventional display 

devices on the market today use liquid crystal displays, due to their high shock resistance and 

lighter weight. Over the past decade organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) have made huge 

advancements in flat panel display technologies. Devices of this type typically rely on emitting 

layers comprised of small molecules, organic polymers and metal complexes. The development 

of luminescent materials that emit across the entire visible region has made enormous expansions 

in the applications of OLEDs.10 A general description of the OLED design and the advantages of 

using our phosphorescent luminophores are discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Figure 6.1. Shows pictures of a crystalline thin film of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 and the FTIR of 

the power (Red) and Crystalline thin file (Purple) of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3. 

 Ongoing work for molecular device fabrication in the Gnade group using the [Au(CO(n-

Bu))=(NMe)]3 complex has ascertained that thin films (Figure 6.1) made with the compound also 

exhibit the same blue photoluminescence as the single crystals and powder, with the longer-

wavelength excitation of a hand-held UV lamp (i.e., qualitatively the same response that we 

obtained for the single crystal of that material). Thin film X-ray diffraction measurements 

verified that the thin films are indeed crystalline and had good correlation with the simulated 

powder diffraction pattern of [Au(CO(n-Bu))=(NMe)]3 single crystals. Additional infrared 

spectroscopy measurements ensure that the integrity of the molecules remain intact (Figure 6.1). 

BAD GOOD 
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This validates the simple test enabled by such structure-luminescence relationships because if 

there were no visible luminescence the conclusion would have been that it is an amorphous film 

without any long-range ordering. If, on the other hand, only red luminescence was obtained with 

the shorter excitation wavelengths the conclusion would have been a crystalline film with dimer 

of trimer packing of molecules similar to the situation in subsection above. This thin film study 

is the first evidence for the possibility of using these types of metal complexes in electronic 

devices and lays foundation for future work of device fabrication. The ongoing collaboration 

between the Omary and Gnade groups will lead to the investigation of the electroluminescence 

and other electronic properties; as well as the stability of such molecules in electronic devices. 

6.5.2. Photochemistry of Cyclic Trinuclear Au(I) Complexes 

 I has been extensively shown that cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes exhibit extraordinary 

luminescence properties. In addition to the rich chemistry found in the spectroscopy and 

molecular structures of such cyclic trinuclear Au(I) complexes, they also prove to have 

interesting photochemical properties that show potential in the synthesis of gold nanoparticles. 

To the best of our knowledge this is the first known synthesis of gold nanoparticles from a 

trinuclear gold(I) complex. Balch and co-worker reported formation of “hourglass” figures of 

metallic gold in single crystals of cyclic trinuclear complexes upon extended standing in air. 

Photoreduction was one of the hypothesized routes, although the authors suspected that thermal 

reduction was more likely, no nanoparticle formation was reported in that study.11 The fact that 

the one complex ([Au(MeO)C=N(n-Bu)]3) understudy shows the formation of metallic gold 

nanoparticles under ambient conditions and tunability with the slightest alterations in the 

environment, warrants further study in this area. It is the aim of the author to continue this work 

into the photochemical behavior of the cyclic trinuclear complexes by investigating various 
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complexes with different ligands and ligand substituents. Additionally the size and shape control 

can be adjusted with concentration, irritation time, and stabilizing agents, this provides an ample 

research area where new chemistry can be developed. 

6.5.3. Mesogenic Properties of Gold(I) Complexes 

 There are various works demonstrating the formation of liquid crystal materials based on 

Au(I) complexes,12 the ligand effect seems dominant and the available data do not provide 

specific evidence to show how aurophilicity plays a role. Previous work by the Omary and Dr. 

Bruce at the University of Maine has shown that microcrystalline cyclohexylisocyanide gold 

chloride indeed forms a liquid crystalline phase at approximately 130° C. Such observations 

have raised suspicions on our trinuclear complexes to see how they relate the liquid crystalline 

behavior with the supramolecular associations. The fact that our complexes form a liquid 

crystalline phase is particularly interesting since they do not contain large molecular weight 

organic ligands that typically promote liquid crystal behavior. 

 During the investigation into the structural behavior of the cyclic trinuclear Au(I) 

complexes a new property was found. The [Au(MeO)C=N(n-Pr)]3 cyclic complex was found to 

exhibit behaviors that resemble liquid crystalline behaviors (Figure 6.2), as was first seen in the 

low melting point of the complex. Before this, the great majority of the complexes decomposed 

around 200 °C. It was suspected that the n-propyl groups would increase the solubility of the 

cyclic trinuclear complex but not decrease the melting point so dramatically. After this 

observation the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was completed for crystals of the 

[Au(MeO)C=N(n-Pr)]3 complex (Figure 6.2). DSC is a thermoanalytical technique that monitors 

the amount of heat required to increase the temperature of the sample. Figure 6.2 shows a 

differential scanning calorimetry experiment where the temperature cycled below the 
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decomposition point of the sample. As the temperature increases a melt occurs which is indicated 

by the lower (negative) endothermic curves and as the temperature decreases an exothermic 

solidification or crystallization occurs, which results in the upper (positive) curves. The fact that 

the exothermic lower curve has two peaks indicates the possibility of a state between liquid and a 

solid, which is commonly called a mesophase. Thus these types of complexes are good 

candidates for future investigation into new liquid crystal materials. 

 

Figure 6.2. Shows the differential scanning calorimetry for crystals of the [Au(MeO)C=N(n-Pr)]3 

6.5.4. Photophysical of New Cyclic Heterobimetallic Coinage Metal Complexes  

 Heterometallic complexes are remarkable molecules due to the fact that they can produce 

a variety of unique catalytic, optical and electronic properties.13,14 In particular the heterometallic 
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gold containing species are receiving immense attention due to the metallophilic interactions 

between gold atoms and other metal centers, such as copper, silver, thallium, and mercury.15 

Metallophilic interactions can give rise to unusual structural and photophysical properties, which 

are dependent on the metal atoms and ligands involved. 16
 

Fackler and co-workers described the synthesis and structural characterization of mixed 

metal silver-gold trinuclear complexes [Au(COR’)=(NR)Ag2(Ph2pz)2]2 and 

[Au2(COR’)=(NR)2Ag(Ph2Pz)]2 obtained as dimeric products from mixing solutions of the basic 

gold(I) carbeniate trimer [Au(C(O–R)=NR’)]3 (R = Et; R’ = CH2Ph) with the acidic silver(I) 

pyrazolate trimer [Ag(Ph)2pz)]3 ((Ph)2pz = 3,5-diphenylpyrazolate), in their respective 

stoichiometric ratios.17
 

Using the concepts of π-acidity and π-basicity found in the cyclic trinuclear coinage 

metal complexes discussed in Chapter 4, the author believes that the rich chemistry found here 

has yet to be uncovered for heterobimetallic systems. So far a majority of work has been done for 

acidic silver(I) pyrazolates with basic gold(I) carbeniates; and acidic copper(I) pyrazolates with 

basic gold(I) imidazolates. One route to be taken is the research into copper-silver containing 

species, since both trimers of this nature have strong electron withdrawing groups perhaps 

changing one to an electron donating group may provide the acid/base chemistry desired. 

Another possibility is to synthesize homonuclear complexes with heteroleptic ligands, possibly 

by mixing trinuclear complexes with different ligands like (CF3)2Pz with electron rich imidazoles 

and carbeniates. A last and favorite route of the author is to synthesize cyclic heterotimetallic 

complexes containing Au(I), Ag(I) and Cu(I). This would result in a cyclic trinuclear coinage 

metal core ring, that would have multitude of intermolecular metal-metal interactions, such as 

Au···Ag, Au···Cu and Ag···Cu, not to mention the homonuclear metal-metal interactions. Even 
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to top these trimetallic complexes could be their chemistry with heavy metal cations, as seen in 

Chapter 4 with the homometallic gold complexes. It really seems that the possibilities for new 

emerging photophysical properties of coinage metal complexes is endless and warrants further 

research. 

6.5.5. Further Photophysical and Photochemical studies 

The photophysical properties for several trinuclear Au(I) complexes and their heavy 

metal adducts have been variously examined for structure-luminescence relationships. The white 

luminescent methyl-methoxy trimer is bright and attractive for solid state white lighting; it lacks 

solubility and thermally stability. Device fabrication requires either thermal evaporation of 

complexes or highly concentrated solutions for spin coating. The later has been solved through 

the use of long alkyl chain ligands but the white luminescence was lost. There is still ample room 

for research into obtaining a white luminescence from a single phosphor by changing both the 

isonitrile and alkoxy ligands but further studies are needed. It is the suggestion of the author to 

try sulfur containing ligands such as thiocyanates and isothiocyanates; or phosphorus containing 

ligands like phosphates, to observe the photophysical effects of heavy atoms and increased 

dipole interactions. Through the use of the cyclopentyl trimer with its silver and thallium 

adducts, a tunable white light was achieved through sub-molar blending (Figure 4.27). Although 

there are several π-acid/base possibilities, the author thinks that heavy metal adducts with 

molybdenum, lead and cadmium, would be prime candidates. Also lighter metals like zinc and 

sodium and lithium would be good choices based on computational results. The author plans to 

continue and enhance the research into the photophysical properties of the cyclic trinuclear 

coinage metal complexes based on their diverse structures and remarkable metallophilic 

interactions. 
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